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CONDITIONS OF SALE. 

First.—The highest bidder to be the buyer ; and if any dis¬ 
pute arise between two or more bidders, the lot so 
in dispute shall be immediately put up again and 
resold, provided the auctioneer cannot decide the 
said dispute. 

Second.—No person to advance less than Is. ; above five 
pounds, 5s.; and so on in proportion. 

Third.—In the case of lots upon which there is a reserve, the 
auctioneer shall have the right to bid on behalf of 
the seller. 

Fourth.—The purchasers to give in their names and places 
of abode, and to pay down 5s. in the pound, or more 
in part of payment, or the whole of the purchase- 
money, if required ; in default of which the lot or 
lots so purchased to be immediately put up again 
and resold. 

Fifth.—The lots to be taken away and paid for, whether 
genuine and authentic or not, with all faults and 
errors of description, at the buyer’s expense and risk, 
within Two days from the sale ; Glendining & Co., 
Ltd., not being responsible for the correct description, 
genuineness, or authenticity of, or any default or 
defect in, any lot, and making no warranty whatever. 

Sixth.—To prevent inaccuracy in delivery, and inconvenience 
in the settlement of the purchases, no lot can on 
any account be removed during the time of sale, 
and the remainder of the purchase-money must 
absolutely be paid on the delivery. 

Seventh.—Upon failure of complying with the above con¬ 
ditions, the money deposited in part of payment shall 
be forfeited ; all lots uncleared within the time afore¬ 
said shall be resold by public or private sale, and 
the deficiency (if any) attending such re-sale shall 
be made good by the defaulter at this sale. 

Eighth.—If any owner has placed a reserve on any lot, the 
auctioneers reserve to themselves the right to publish 
the fact and price at which it is reserved. 



INDEX OF DAYS OF SALE. 

Lots 

First Day’s Sale Monday, May 21st 1 to 168 

Second Day’s Sale Tuesday, May 22nd 169 to 342 

Third Day’s Sale Wednesday, May 23rd .. 343 to 502 

Fourth Day’s Sale Thursday, May 24th 503 to 674 

Fifth Day’s Sale Friday, May 25th 675 to 860 





CATALOGUE 

OF 

THE COLLECTION OF 

<£arfp Qi3>rifte0t (#ngfo * J&a;ron anfc 

(Engftep Coins 
FORMED BY 

C. A. Watters, Esq., Liverpool. 

THE FIRST PORTION. 

FIRST DAY’S SALE. 
On MONDAY, MAY 21st, 1917. 

AT HALF-PAST ONE PRECISELY. 

-1---=]- 

1 N, Ancient British Stater, obv. portion of laureated head, rev. rude 

horse to right, spoked wheel below, a pellet behind. Another 

very similar, but a vesica shaped ornament behind, fine 2 

2 N, Ancient British Stater, obv. plain and convex, rev. horse with 

wheel and ornament as last, see Evans pi. B. No. 10. Quarter 
Stater, obv. portions of bust, rev. trotting horse, flower below, 

? the sun above, Evans pi. E. No. 2. First fine, last very fine 2 

3 N, Ancient Celtic Ring money, penannular with incuse stripes, 

found at Wormleighton, Warwickshire (see Catalogue of Gold 
Antiquities, Royal Irish Academy, 1862, p. 88). Very fine 
and rare, wt. 10 dwts. 17 grs. 1 

s. d. 
2 0 

12 0 

0 0 



£ s. d. 
1 0 0 

First Day 6 

1 2 0 

1 8 0 

1 2 0 

1 16 0 

4 10 0 

1 1 0 

1 12 0 

1 6 0 

4 SR, Iceni, two crescent type ; Gaulish, Half Staters, rude head 

and debased horse type (3) ; another with horse to left ; 

another with field, covered with pellets on both sides ; Stater ? 

Channel Islands’ type ; profile head to right, rev. galloping 

horse to right. Last very fine, others fine 7 

5 SE, Early British, obv. head to right, rev. two birds and serpent ; 

found at Farley Heath, Guildford 1867 ; another as Evans 

G. Nos. 5 and 6 ; others, tin, probably of Gaulish fabric, obv. 

rude head, an animal, &c. (3) ; others in SE (3). Good con¬ 

dition 8 

6 Billon. Channel Islands’ type, Staters ? see Hawkins I. 14, and 

Evans pi. 1. Some in finer condition than usual 9 

7 Billon. Others, Staters ? (3). Quarter Staters with rude head, 

rev. galloping horse (3). The smaller from the Montagu cabinet, 
all very f ine 6 

8 SR, Anglo-Saxon Sceattas, a.d. 600-750 ?, obv. degraded head with 

radiated hair, rev. beaded square compartment, annulet en¬ 

closing pellet, &c. ; others with letters in similar compart¬ 

ments, B.M. Cat. 11.4 and 11.6 ; another, rude head to right, 

rev. a serpent within a beaded circle. First three from the 

Rashleigh, and last from the G. D. Brown cabinets. All fine 

and very scarce 4 

9 SR, Sceatta, obv. bird of fantastic form, rev. a cross of peculiar 

shape formed of rosettes of pellets, &c., B.M. Cat. IV. 2 for 

type. From the Rashleigh Collection (lot 32), very fine and 

a very rare type _ 1 

10 SR, Sceattas, obv. head to right within a circle of pellets, rev. ooota, 

a cross and annulets, below a bird. Another, obv. degraded 

head, rev. annulet enclosing pellet, t. x. and unmeaning forms. 

From the Murdoch cabinet. First very fine 2 

11 SR, Sceattas, obv. head to right, rev. a cross between annulets; 

another, obv. full face within a circle, rev. a sinous ornament 

within a circle. Both from the Hay, and G.D. Brown cabinets. 
Fine and rare 2 

12 SR, Sceattas, obv. tic., profile head to right, rev. at and a cross ; 

and, within a beaded square ttii with an annulet, see B.M. 
Cat. pi. 1.5. Another, obv. degraded head, rev. a beaded 

square with unmeaning letters. Both from the Murdoch 

collection and fine, the first a rare type 2 



7 First Day 

KINGS OF NORTH UMBRIA. 

EADBERHT. 

A.d. 737-758. 

13 ,R, Styca, obv. eotberetvs, cross pattee, within a circle, rev. 
a fantastic animal to left, forefoot uplifted ; a trefoil orna¬ 
ment between its legs, a cross above. B.M. Cat. xx. 8, variety. 

From the Sheppard, and Rashleigh (lot 127) cabinets. Debased 

silver, fine and rare. (Plate 1) 1 

EANRED. 

A.D. 807-841. 

14 Base /R, Stycas, various types, moneyers eadvini, two types ; 
hvaetred, pintrem, very fine and scarce. From the 

Rashleigh collection 4 

15 Base .R. Moneyer daegberct ; JE Stycas, moneyers fordred ; 
nedltr, blundered ; daegberct ; dintrep ; erdenvde ; 

and folenddm, blundered ; monne (2) ; brfpmr ; folcno. 
d. a. ; cynvvlf ; brodr ; aenredi ; and ODILO. MO. 

Chiefly from the Rashleigh collection, and fine 15 

/ETHILRED II. 

A. d. 841-850 ? 

16 JE, Stycas, various types ; moneyers alghere (2) ; fordred ; 
eordrfv ; eardvvlf retrograde ; leofdexn ; monne (2) ; 
CVDHEARD ; ALGHERE ; ENDELBERPIT ; EARDVVLF ; and 

eanred. Chiefly from the Rashleigh cabinet, and fine 15 

17 JE, Others similar, various types. Moneyers eardvvlf, one retro¬ 

grade (2) ; einnred ; leofdegn (2) ; eadvini retrograde ; 

eanred (2) ; leofdejn ; fordred (3) ; and monne. Abps. 

of York, Eanbald II., a.d. 796-808 ? edilvard. Wigmund, 
a.d. 837-854 ?, hvnlaf ; and edelhelm. Fine 16 

18 /R, Penny series. Cnut (Guthred), circa 877-894, struck at York, 

obv. cnvt. rex. at extremities of a cross, rev. cvn. net ti., 

small cross within a circle. Another, rev. el iai cec iv. Cnut ; 

or Siefred, a.d. 894-898, obv. eb rai c ec, Patriarchal cross, 

rev. mirabila fecit, small cross pattee. All fine, last rare 3 

19 .R, Pennies. Cnut or Siefred, struck at York, obv. ebraicec, Pat¬ 

riarchal cross, rev. mirabila fecit, small cross. Both varied, 
very fine and rare 2 

20 JR, Pennies, Cunnetti type, cnvt. rex., rev. cvnnetti, varied in 
details. From the Cuerdale find. Very fine 4 

.€ s. d. 

2 17 6 

2 12 6 

1 16 0 

0 14 0 

1 1 0 

0 14 0 

1 18 0 

0 16 0 



First Day 8 

° SIEFRED. 

a. d. 894-898? 

3 0 0 21 Penny, struck at York, obv. siefredvs, cross pattee ; a pellet 

in two angles, within a circle, rev. rex. at the ends of a cross 

pattee. B.M. Cat. pi. xxvi. 8. Very fine, and very rare. 

From the Rashleigh cabinet (lot 165). (Plate 1) 1 

ANLAF. 

a.d. 941-944 and 949-952. 

10 10 0 22 /R, Penny, obv. anlaf. cvnvnc., a raven, rev. athelferd minetr, 

small cross pattee within a circle. Hawkins ix. 127. From 

Sir John McLean’s cabinet (lot 114), Very fine and very 

rare. (Plate 1) 1 

4 2 6 23 7R, S. Peter Coinage, struck at York during the Danish occupation. 

Penny, obv. SCIIE tiiiio in two lines divided by a sword, rev. 

iore, small cross ix, a mitre ? within a circle. Very fine and 

rare. From the Rashleigh cabinet (lot 188) 1 

3 7 6 24 7R, Another, obv. sciie tiiiio in two lines divided by a sword, rev. 

ioi3evr. it, hammer of Thor. From the Murdoch cabinet 

(lot 54). Very fine and very rare (Plate 1) 1 

4 2 6 25 7R, Another, obv. scipetrim in two lines, a small cross pattee above 

and below, rev. eboraceci, Found at York 1859. From the 

Rashleigh cabinet (lot 193). Very fine and very rare 1 

4 7 6 26 .K, Penny, obv. sciie trii in two lines divided by three pellets, a 

trident shaped ornament at base, rev. eboracec, cross pattee 

within a circle. Found near Boxmoor, and presented by the 

late Sir J. Evans to Mr. Rashleigh. Very fine and rare. 

[Plate 1) 1 

KINGDOM OF MERCIA. 

COENWULF. 

a. d. 796-822. 

1 16 0 27 /R, Penny, obv. coenwlf rex, in the centre within a circle, the 

Mercian M., rev. babba, and three pellets in the angles of a 

voided tribach moline composed of three lines to each limb, 

the centre line of dots. Edge slightly fractured otherwise fine 

and rare. From the Rashleigh cabinet (lot 49) 1 



9 First Day 

COELWULF I. 

A.D. 822-823 or 824. 

28 7R, Penny, obv. ceolvvlf. rex. m., bust to right, diademed, rev. 1 
her. ebe. rht., in three lines, the last two retrograde ; 

divided by two straight lines curved outwards. From the 
Pembroke 1848, and Rashleigh cabinets, fine and very rare 1 

BERHTWULF. 

a.d. 839-853. 

29 /R, Penny, obv. berhtvlf, bust to right, diademed, rev. deneheah, 

cross two limbs pattees, two molines. Found near S. Austell. 

From the Rashleigh cabinet. Fine and very rare (lot 60) 1 

BURGRED. 

a.d. 853-874. 

30 7R, Pennies, of usual type, moneyers dada, tata ; wine ; dvdda ; 

and dvdpine (Hawkins vi. 86 for type). First three from the 
Rashleigh, and last two from the Murdoch cabinets. Very fine 5 

31 7R, Pennies, similar; moneyers cenred ; eadnoth eadylf ; 

heavvlf ; and wine. All from the cabinet of Sir John 

McLean, and very fine 5 

32 /R, Pennies, similar ; moneyers berhtiel ; cialla ; cenred ; 

cvnehel ; dvdeci ; and heavvlf. From the Rashleigh 

collection, and fine 6 

EAST ANGLIA. 

33 /R, Pennies, same type ; moneyers cenred ; cvthberh ; hvgered ; 

osmvnd ; and osmvne. All from the Rashleigh cabinet, and 
fine 5 

34 7R, Pennies, circa a.d. 870-900, struck in East Anglia in memory of 

S. Eaclmund, obv. a large A within a circle, with varied forms 

of spelling of Eadmund's name, rev. small cross pattee and 
moneyer’s name. Very fine 5 

35 7R, Pennies, similar type, one has four pellets each side of the A 
on obverse. Fine 6 

E s. d. 

1 0 0 

5 12 6 

2 0 0 

1 14 0 

1 18 0 

1 9 0 

1 6 0 

1 7 0 



First Dav 10 
£ d. 

WESSEX. 

AETHELWULF. 

a.d. 838-858. 

3 0 0 36 JR, Penny, obv. aethelvvlf. rex., bust to right, rev. ethel- 

noth. moneta, disposed on limbs and in angles of a large 

cross. From the Brice, Montagu, and Murdoch collections. 
• Very fine and rare 1 

2 16 0 37 Penny, similar type, moneyer degbearht, three pellets around 

each letter in the angles of cross. From the Montagu, and 
Sir J. McLean s collections. Very fine and rare 1 

2 6 o 38 7R, Penny, bust to right, rev. etheemod. moneta in angles, &c. of 

cross, of ruder fabric than last Penny. From the Rashleigh 
cabinet. Fine and rare ] 

9 15 0 3^ Penny, obv. rude head within inner circle, rev. beagmvnd, cross 

potent within an inner circle. Ruding, Supp. xxvn. 2, 

engraved from this coin. Rashleigh cabinet (lot 206) ; very 
fine and of extreme rarity 1 

2 4 0 40 JR, Penny, obv. bust to right, rev. upon and in angles of a cross, 

torht. moneta. From the Martin sale 1859, and the Rash¬ 
leigh cabinet. Very fine and very rare 1 

2 6 0 41 7R, Penny, obv. bust to right, rev. tirvald moneta on limbs and in 

angles of a cross. B.M. Cat. No. 75. From the Murdoch 
collection (lot 67). Fine and rare 1 

AETHELBEARHT. 

a.d. 858-866. 

17 10 0 43 Penny, obv. aethelbearht. rex., bust to right, rev. torhtmvnd. 

moneta, cross fleury, a leaf in each angle (See Hawkins 170 

and B.M. Cat. iv. 2). Of pretty workmanship. From the 
Martin and Rashleigh cabinets (lot 210). Extremely fine, and 
a very rare type ' \ 

0 16 0 43 -R, Penny, bust to right, rev. oshee :: re. moneta, upon the limbs 

and in angles of a large cross (type as B.M. Cat. iv. 1). From 
Sir J. McLean s collection. Edge chipped, otherwise fine and 
rare i 

0 15 0 44 Penny, similar type, rev. herebald. moneta., in front of King’s 

neck there are three pellets. From the Rashleigh cabinet. 
Edge chipped, else a fine coin ; the variety is apparently un¬ 
published ' ' i 



11 First Day 
V 

45 dR, Penny, similar type, rev. dvdine moneta. From Sit John 1 

McLean’s collection. Fine and rare 1 

AETHELRED I. 

A. D. 863-871. 

46 dR, Penny, obv. aethelred. rex., bust to right, rev. mann. moneta 4 
in three lines, Moneta in lunettes. From Ihe Cuff, Marsham, 

and Sir J. McLean s cabinets (lot 152). Extremely fine and 

rare. (Plate 1) 1 

ALFRED. 

a.d. 871-901. 

47 dR, Penny, obv. elfred. m. x., rude bust to right, rev. in three lines, 6 
tata. moneta, latter word in lunettes (type as Hawkins 173). 

From the Marsham, Richardson, and Murdoch cabinets. Very 

fine and with the m. for ? Maximus, very rare. (Plate 1) 1 

48 dR, Penny without bust, obv. ael fre d. rex, small cross in circle, 1 

rev. athelvlf. m. in two lines, &c. Fine and very scarce 1 

49 dR, Penny, obv. aelered. rex., diademed bust to right, wearing 4 
embroidered mantle, rev. a monogram of londonia adorned 

with pellets in the o, and above the monogram. Very fine 
and rare. (Plate 1) 1 

50 dR, Penny without bust, aelfred. rex., small cross in circle, rev. 1 

in two lines eadvvald. Very fine and very scarce 1 

51 dR, Penny, obv. aelfred. re., bust to right, a projecting fillet in the 8 
hair, rev. herexvvlf (last two letters transposed) ; divided 

by the London monogram ; at the left six pellets. Num. 

Chron. N.S. Vol. 10, iv. 5, engraved from this coin. Very 
fine and an extremely rare type. From the Cuff, Dymock, 

Murchison, Bergne, and Rashleigh cabinets (lot 220) 1 

52 dR, Halfpenny, obv. elfred. re., cross pattee within a circle, rev. 13 

In two lines divided by groups of pellets, a cross, &c., cvditire 

retrograde (See B.M. Cat. Nos. 435 and 436). Engraved in 

Lindsey coins of the Heptarchy, from this piece. From the 

Martin, Murchison, Bergne, and Rashleigh cabinets (lot 223). 
Very fine and extremely rare 1 

53 dR, Halfpenny, ALF. inverted, rei., a curious archaic bust to right, 12 

rev. monogram of London retrograde, the central o enclosing 

seven pellets, three pellets above and below. Wt. lOgrs. From 

the Lewin Sheppard, and Rashleigh cabinets (lot 232). Edge- 
chipped, but f ine and of extreme rarity 1 

s. ct. 

11 0 

7 6 

0 0 

6 0 

12 6 

0 0 

0 0 

10 0 

0 0 



First Day 12 
£ s. a. 

EADWEARD THE ELDER. 

a. d. 901-925. 

11 10 0 54 JR, Penny, obv. EADWEARD, rex., small cross within a circle, rev. 

ea dv m nd divided by a lofty building (? facade of a cathe¬ 

dral). B.M. Cat., viii. 13. From the Montagu collection 

(lot 595). In good preservation and extremely rare. [Plate 1) 1 

1 5 0 55 JR, Pennies, Eadweard the Elder, rev. Adalbert in two lines, divided 

by three crosses, three pellets above and below. Athelstan, 

a.d. 925-940, without bust, obv. athelstan. rex., small cross 

in circle, rev. in two lines divided by three crosses byrnhere. 

Last from the Rashleigh cabinet and fine 2 

1 16 0 56 7R, Penny without bust, obv. ajdelstan. rex. to. BR.,rev. ajlfvine. 

mon. leiec. (Chester), rosette of dots within a circle. From 

the Brice and Montagu collections. Very fine and scarce 1 

1 15 0 57 JR, Pennies, without bust, rev. abba. mon. divided by three crosses. 

Another of Winchester, obv. athelstan. rex. to. brit., rev. 

athelvf. mo. win. civiTA., small cross within a circle. First 

, ... from the Rashleigh, second from the Londesborough and Mon¬ 

tagu cabinets. Both fine and scarce 2 

12 10 0 58 7R, Penny, York, obv. aethelstan. rx., three triangular-shaped 

ornaments, small cross within a circle, rev. the field divided 

by a horizontal line ; above which stands a facade of a church 

dividing eboracac. Below the line regnald. mon. in two 

lines, ornaments of pellets and a cross [B.M. Cat., ix. 2). From 

the Hollis, Durrant, Bergne, Brice, Montagu, and Sir John 

McLean cabinets (lot 171). Very fine and extremely rare. 

[Plate 1) 1 

3 9 0 59 JR, Pennies without bust, Chester, rev. totes, moneta. leiec., 

rosette of dots on each side within circles, that on the reverse 

has the addition of an annulet. Penny, York, rev. regnald. 

mo. eforwic., small cross on reverse accompanied by three 

pellets, within circle. Both from the Montagu cabinet. First 

very f ine ; second edge broken, condition good. Scarce 2 

EADMUND. 

a.d. 940-946. 

0 ]3 o 60 7R, Pennies without bust, obv. eadmvnd. rex., cross within circle, 

rev. domen. ces. mo. in two lines divided by three crosses. 

Another, moneyer litilman. First, found near S. Austell, 

is from the Rashleigh collection, and very fine. Second fine 2 



13 First Day 
£ s. d. 

EADRED. 

a.d. 946-955. 

61 dR, Pennies without bust, obv. eadred. rex., small cross within a 

circle, rev. sigares. mo. divided by three crosses ; rosettes of 
dots above and below. Another, similar, moneyer liieade. 

Both very fine and from the Rashleigh collection. In the 
second the King s name ends in R. in error. Scarce 2 

EADGAR. 

a.d. 957, King oe Mercia. 

959-975, King of all England. 

62 dR, Pennies, without bust of usual type, moneyers fastolf, found 

at Douglas, Isle of Man ; ive. monen ; and aden. mone.. 

First two fine 3 

63 dR, Pennies, similar, rev. manin. mo. with a m in the obverse field, 
? for Mercia. Another, ive. monet., latter word retrograde. 

Both fine ; first a rare variety 2 

EADWEARD II. THE MARTYR. 

a.d. 975-979. 

64 dR, Penny, Lincoln, obv. eadwea. rex. anglie, bust to left, rev. 
adelaver. mo. Li, small cross within a circle. The obverse 

legend commences below the bust. From the Montagu 
cabinet; very fine and a very rare variety. (Plate 1) 1 

65 dR, Penny, obv. eadweard. rex. anglor, small cross fitchee, bust 

to left, rev. ^elfweard. mo. lvn, small cross within a circle. 

From the Murdoch cabinet, very fine and rare 1 

ETHILRED II. 

a.d. 979-1016. 

66 dR, Pennies, obv. bust with sceptre to left, rev. crvx. in angles of a 

short cross, voided ; moneyers byrnsige. mo. bard. (Barcl- 

ney), rare ; ^ethelric. mo. bad. (Bath) ; edric. mo. grant 

(Cambridge) ; leofstan. mo. cjent. (2) (Canterbury). 

Mostly fine. First, second, and the finer fourth from the 
Montagu cabinet 6 

67 Pennies, obv. bust to right, rev. hand of Providence ; moneyers 

eadpold. mo. centra (Canterbury) ; leofric. mo. caentra ; 

ASTHELRic. mo. badan (Bath) ; heawvlf. mo. cisan (Chi¬ 

chester), rare ; last from the Montagu ; others from the Murdoch 
cabinet. Some very fine 4 

1 8 0 

0 15 0 

0 15 0 

7 0 0 

4 0 0 

1 7 0 

1 1 0 



Fir si Day 14 

£ s. d. 

1 5 0 68 Pennies, obv. bust to left with sceptre, rev. crvx. and short cross 

voided ; moneyers goldwine. mo. czbntr ; leofric. mo. 

c,ent ; lifinc. mo. czent ; eadpold. mo. czent ; all from 

the Murdoch cabinet. Others, obv. bust to left, rev. small 

cross, pvlsige. mo. gran. (Cambridge) ; and bust helmeted, 

rev. long cross voided, .elfric. mo. bath. Last two from the 

Montagu collection. Mostly fine 6 

1 7 0 
68a 7R, Pennies, Exeter, rev. crvx. and short voided cross, el[fst]an. 

mo. eaxe., coarse work ; byrnstan. mo. eaxe ; .elfsta. 

mo. eaxe. ; Lcng cross, voided, pynsige. mo. eaxe ; Hand 

of Providence, godpine. mo. eaxece ; and gopine. mo. 

eaxec. First from the Montagu cabinet ; last from the Mac- 

fadyen collection ; others from the Murdoch. Chiefly fine 6 

1 1 0 

1 2 0 

69 7R, Pennies, Exeter, rev. Hand of Providence, byrnfrth. mo. eaxe. ; 

LVDA. MO. EXACEASTR. ; ELNOTH. MO. EAXE. ; TVNA. MO. 

eaxecest ; elstan. mo. eaxec. First from the Macfadyen, 

others from the Rashleigh collection. All fine coins 5 

70 7R, Pennies, rev. Hand of Providence, lvdda. mo. eaxe., obv. rude 

bust to left, rev. long cross voided, &c. (Hawkins 207) ; 

pynsige. mo. eaxe. ; leofhyse. mo. DOFR. (Dover) ; helmeted 

bust [Hawkins 203), godpine. mo. glea (Gloucester) ; edsige. 

mo. hestin. (Hastings) ; bust to left, rev. small cross, god¬ 

pine. mo. glea. Last three from the Montagu cabinet. Fine 6 

1 10 0 71 7R, Pennies, rev. CRVX., in angles of voided cross, faztol. diflime 

(Dublin) ; godpine. mo. dofr. (Dover) ; spetinc. mo. 

cole. (Colchester) ; rev. small cross, eadmvnd. mo. lvn. ; all 

from the Montagu collection, eapine. mo. lvnd., rev. long 

cross voided, eadmvnd. mo. lvnd. All fine 6 

1 7 0 
72 /R, Pennies, Hand of Providence type, leorig. mo. gipes (Ipswich) ; 

paltferth. mo. Gip., from the Brice and Montagu cabinets ; 

elfrig. mo. hvntan (Huntingdon) ; helmeted bust (Hawkins 

203), edsige. mo. rizest (Hastings) ; from the Copp, Bcrgne, 

and G. D. Brown cabinets ; ethelstan. mo. hv. (Hunting¬ 

don) ; eadpold. mo. lvnd. All fine 6 

1 6 0 73 7R, Pennies, London, Hand of Providence type, godpine. mo. 

lvndoni ; leofstan. mo. lvnd. ; small voided cross with 

crvx. aelfperd. mo. lvnd. ; leofstan. mo. lvn. ; Irish type, 

spetinc. mo. lvnd. ; leofstan ; and godpine. Fine 7 
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74 /R, Pennies, rev. oththencar. o. lvd. (obv. type as Hawkins 203, 2 15 0 
rev. as 207), of Danish fabric, a very rare type from the Crowther 

sale 1897 ; and very fine. Others of London, helmeted type, 
alfpig. ; speting ; and ethelred ; Hand of Providence 

type, fartheng. mo. LiNDCO. (Lincoln) ; and hpateman. mo. 

Norwich. Irish type, prom the Montagu cabinet. Fine 6 

75 .R, Pennies, Lincoln, Hand of Providence, f^erden. mo. lind. ; 17 0 
long voided cross, osgvt. mo. ling. ; small cross, gvstan. 

mo. linc. ; helmeted bust svnegod. mo. linc. Norwich, 
crvx type, lifinc. mo. northpi. ; small cross in circle, 

EDPEGAiR. mo. nordpi. First two from the Murdoch sale, 

last from the Montagu. All fine coins 6 

76 7R, Pennies, Irish type (Hawkins 207), Rochester mint ; edsige ; 1 18 0 
and goldpine ; Hand of Providence type, sidepine ; 

another, bust to left, rev. small cross in circle, godferth. on. 

l,epe. (Lewes) ; Hand of Providence type, rev. brvninc. 

mo. amtvn. (Southampton). First and two last from the 

Montagu collection, second from the Macfadyen cabinet. All 

fine and desirable 4 

77 /R, Pennies, Irish type, rev. osgvt. mo. hvnt. (Huntingdon) ; 2 6 0 
zelfpine. mo. oxna. ; and godinc. mo. oxna. (Oxford) ; 

godec. mo. sta. (Stamford) ; egenvlf. mo. st^eth. (Stafford); 
another .... ppac. mo. zcr. (? Shrewsbury). First two 

from the Montagu, others, excepting Stafford, from the Murdoch 
cabinet. All very fine 6 

78 .R, Pennies, similar type, rev. osbern. mo. thed. (Theotford) ; 19 0 

Sudbury mint, leofpine. mo. svthb. ; godrig. mo. svthbyr ; 

heapvlf. mo. svthge ; and godric. mo. svthby. First 

two from the Murdoch, last two from the Montagu cabinet. All 
desirable coins 5 

79 .R, Pennies, similar type, rev. pylfric. mo. per. (Wareham) ; 1 18 0 

zelfric. mo. pelic. ; ledfric. mo. pelig (Wallingford) ; 

hvnepine. mo. peced. (Watchet), a rare mint ; grim. mo. 

theod. (Thetford) ; All from the Montagu cabinet. Penny, 

rev. small cross (Hawkins 205) ; elpine. on. svthiep. All 
fine and very fine 6 

80 /R, Pennies, Hawkins 204, but with sceptre, osmer. mo. peri. (War- i \Q p 

wick), rare mint; szepine. mo. piltv. (Wilton), two ; bryhtric 

mo. per. (Wareham) ; .elfpi. mo. palin. (Wallingford) ; 

alfpold. mo. pin. (Winchester). First and third from the 

Pownall and Montagu cabinets. Except the first, all fine 6 
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1 3 q 81 JR, Pennies, similar type, pvlgar. mo. pilt. (Wilton) ; ^lfsige. 

mo. pinto (Winchester) ; byrnsige. mo. pint. ; Irish type, 

GODLVS. MO. PILT. ; yELFSIGE. MO. PINT. ; BYRHTNOTH. MO. 

pin. From the Montagu cabinet, and very fine 6 

1 ]Q o 82 .R, Pennies, rev. Hand of Providence (Hawkins 206) ; osferd. 

mo. theodt. (Thetford) ; byrntreh. mo. pint. ; sigeric. 

mo. peced. (Watchet) ; Irish type ^thelgar. mo. pint. ; 

dvrant. mo. PiHR. (Worcester) ; crux type, toca. mo. pinto. 

All fine 6 

1 12 0 ^ -R, Pennies, of York, rev. small cross svmerledi. thorstan ; Irish 

type, cross in one quarter, pellet in another, of the reverse, 

svmerlidk ; crux type, leopine ; svnylf ; and helmeted 

head, irra. First and last from the Montagu cabinet. Very 

fine 6 

1 5 0 84 JR, Pennies, rev. small cross, oda. on. pintcesre. (Winchester) ; 

svmrleth. v. mo. EOFR. (York) ; two others of the crux type, 

and two of the Irish type, all with unmeaning legends. Fine 6 

CANUTE. 

a. d. 1016-1035. 

13 0 85 .R, Pennies (Hawkins 212), leofenoth. on. lei (Chester) ; ,ethe- 

stan. on. bath (Hawkins 208) ; pined^ei. on. centp. (Canter¬ 

bury) (Hawkins 213) ; leopine. on. cent. ; and alepold. 

on. bath. Last two from the Montagu cabinet. All fine 
Pennies 5 

1 12 0 88 'R, Pennies [Hawkins 213), leofpine. on. leic. (Chester) ; supine. 

on. ecxces. ; pvlfstan. on. eax. (Exeter) ; pvlfpine. on. 

col. (Colchester). All from the Montagu sale. Another 

(Hawkins 208), edpine. on. dofr. (Dover). From the 

Macfadyen cabinet. All fine and desirable 5 

1 18 0 8^ Pennies ( Hawkins 213), lifinc. on. gipesi. (Ipswich) ; etsige. 

on. h^estinga. (Hastings) ; bolla. on. glepe. (Gloucester) ; 

godric. on. glep. ; and (Hawkins 208), pvlsige. on. here 

(Hereford). All from the Montagu cabinet, and fine, especially 
the three last 5 

1 18 0 88 Pennies (Hawkins 208), pvlfpine. on. linc. ; pvlstan. on. 

l’ehr. (Leicester) ; ^lfpard. on. l.ep. (Lewes) ; Penny 

(Hawkins 213); osgod. on. lincol ; (Hawkins 212), 

svmerleth. mo. lin. All fine coins 5 
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89 

90 

91 

92 

93 

94 

95 

96 

97 

98 

99 

100 

£ s. 
SR, Pennies, London ( Hawkins 212), moneyers brininc. ; eadpine; ] g 

goda ; (213) jELFgar ; edgar, and leofpold. (208), godere. 

Very fine 7 

SR, Pennies (Hawkins 208), Lincoln, /elfnoth ; and godric ; 1 16 
London, godinc ; leofric ; and ledfstan ; (213), pynstan; 

(212), lifinc. Montagu, Murdoch and Macfadyen cabinets. 
All fine and desirable 1 

SR, Pennies, York (Hawkins 213), moneyers, asgod ; fargr ; 1 10 
getel ; grvrm ; and pvlstan. Montagu and Murdoch 
cabinets. Very fine 5 

SR, Pennies (Hawkins 208), siric. on. northp. ; and godric. on. 3 12 
stan. (Stamford) ; {Hawkins 213), ^elfpine. onn. {sic) theo ; 
(211), pvlpine. on. gran. (Cambridge), rare mint ; (208), 
spileman. on. pinc. ; and (212), jELFELM. on. sro. (Shrews¬ 
bury). The Stamford, Cambridge and Winchester coins from 
the Montagu cabinet. All in fine condition and desirable 6 

HAROLD I. 

a.d. 1035-1040. 

SR, Penny, obv. harold. rex., bust with sceptre to left, rev. leofstan. \ jg 
on. ce. (Canterbury), long cross voided, etc. {Hawkins xvi. 
214). Penny, similar, rev. leofred. on. lvn. Both fine, 
and f rom the Montagu collection scarce 2 

SR, Pennies, similar, rev. leopine. on. north. (Norwich) ; and \ ]g 
brvnstan. on. thed. (Thetford), very fine and very scarce. 
First from the Montagu, latter from the Murdoch collection 2 

SR, Pennies, similar type, London, moneyer lifinc. ; Winchester, \ jg 

spileman. First from Sir John McLean’s, second from the 
Montagu cabinet. Both f ine 2 

SR, Penny, similar, Winchester, rev. dpine. on. pn. From Sir i i 
John McLean s cabinet. Very fine 1 

SR, Penny, similar, Colchester, rev. goric. on. conc. From the 1 1 
Montagu cabinet. Fine and a rare mint 1 

SR, Penny, similar, Lincoln, rev. pvlgeet. o. linc. From the l 10 
Montagu collection. Fine 1 

SR, Penny, same type, Chester, rev. croc. on. leices. From the 2 0 
Montagu cabinet, and very f ine. Scarce mint 1 

SR, Penny, similar, Wallingford, rev. pvlpine. on. peli. From the l 16 

Montagu cabinet. Very f ine, and the mint a rare one 1 

d. 
0 

0 

0 

6 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 
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1 g o 101 SR, Penny, same type, York, rev. godine. on. eorv. From, the 

Murdoch collection. Fine and rare 1 

2 4 0 102 JR, Penny, Southampton, obv. bust to left, rev. alpine, on. hamtv. 

cross formed of four ovals united at bases by two circles 

enclosing a pellet. Very fine, and a rare mint. From the 

Montagu cabinet 1 

HARTHACNUT. 

a.d. 1039-1041. 

I 9 q 103 SR, Penny, London, obv. harthecn, radiate helmeted bust to left, 

open hand in front, rev. tooci. on. lvdi., long voided cross, 

ending in crescents, in alternate angles, a crescent. From the 

Cuff, Murchison, Boyne, and Murdoch cabinets. Fine and 

rare 1 

0 q o 104 SR, Penny, obv. narthecnvt, radiate bust to left, rev. smeried. on. 

lvn., long voided cross. From the Murdoch collection. 

Cracked, hit finely preserved else. Rare 1 

1 o 105 SR, Penny, similar to last, rev. toci. on. lvdn ; another, alpine. 

on. lvd. ; a small cross in two angles. First from the Mur¬ 

doch, last from the Montagu cabinet. Both fine and rare 2 

1 14 o 106 SR, Penny, obv. narthecn., bust as penny in lot 103, rev. similar, 

tooci. on. lvdi. From the Cuff, Murchison, Brice, and 

Montagu cabinets. Very fine and rare. The figure in Rud- 

ing pi. d. 41, is engraved from this coin 1 

18 0 0 167 SR, Penny, Salisbury, obv. harthacnvt. re., bust to right, rev. 

godpine. on. sere, cross of ovals united at bases by two 

circles, pellet in centre (Hawkins 216). From the Martin, 

Murchison, Shepherd, and Montagu cabinets (lot 104). Very 

fine and a very rare mint. (Plate 1) 1 

5 15 0 168 SR, Penny, similar type, harthacnvt. re., rev. brvn. onn. lvnde. 

Fine and rare. From the Devonshire 1844, Cuff 1854, arid 

Rashleigh cabinets (lot 311). Fine and rare. (Plate 1) 1 

1 0 0 109 SR, Penny, obv. harecnvt., bust to left, rev. alfpard. on. l., long 

voided cross, crescents in alternate angles. From the Mur¬ 

doch cabinet and fine 1 

5 0 0 110 SR, Penny, London, obv. narthcnvt., diademed bust to left, rev. 

ovthencarl. on. lv., quadrilateral ornament, on short cross 

voided ( Hawkins 217 without sceptre). From the Montagu 

cabinet (lot 119). Fine and extremely rare 1 
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111 /R, Penny, same type but having a sceptre before the bust, hartii- 

cnvt. r., rev. oosmvnd. ON. lin. (Lincoln). From the Marsham 

and Montagu cabinets (lot 110). Fine and rare. {Plate 1.) 1 

112 aR, Penny, type as last, harthcnvt., rev. eddric. on. lvnde. 

From the Marsham, and Sir John McLean cabinets (lot 206). 

Fine and rare I 

EDWARD THE CONFESSOR. 

a. d. 1042-1066. 

113 aR, Pennies of Chester, Hawkins 219, 223, 228, and 229, moneyers 

aelfsig ; dvninc ; sprot ; and thrond, Montagu cabinet ; 

elesie ; and leopine two (Hawkins 229). Fine coins 7 

114 aR, Pennies, Canterbury (Hawkins 219), but no annulet on reverse, 

leofpine ; (220) liofpine ; (229) liostan ; Chichester 

(222) pvlfric ; (223) elfpine ; Dover (219 without annulet) 

CINSTAN ; Bedford (219) elfric. From the Montagu cabinet. 
All fine coins 7 

115 aR, Pennies, Dereham (Hawkins 229), pvlgar., rare ; Colchester 

(219) brihtrig ; (226) pvlpine ; (228) Goldman ; Ipswich 

(227) brvninc ; (226) brvm ; Huntingdon (220) elfpine, 

two. All fine and desirable 8 

116 .R, Pennies, Hastings (Hawkins 222) ; moneyers dvning ; thio- 

dred ; and pvlfric. First and third Sir J. McLeans 

cabinet. (228) brio. ; Lewes (223) leofpord ; and ospOld. 

{Hawkins 228). Last two from the Montagu cabinet. All 
fine, some scarce g 

117 aR, Pennies, Hereford (228) earnpig ; Exeter (228) lifinc ; (219) 

lifinc ; (220) elipine ; Gloucester (219 without annulet) 

godric ; Bristol, similar, ethestan ; (220) same moneyer ; 

and (223) .elfpine. From the Montagu cabinet, all fine and 
desirable g 

118 aR, Pennies, London {Hawkins 219 without reverse annulet); 

moneyers briesie, and brintpine ; (220) pvlpine ; (222) 

dvrinc ; (223) osmvnd ; (225) dvlfdard, elfgar, and 

pvfred ; (228) direman ; (229) elfp, and direma. Chiefly 
Montagu collection. All fine coins 1] 

119 aR, Pennies, London {Hawkins 219 without annulet) sprageling ; 

(220) godpic, and t’olsi ; (222) godric, and godpine ; (224) 

aldgar, and leofric ; (228) omvnd ; (229) binred,' c.ine- 

ner, and pvlsi. All fine desirable coins 11 

£ s. d. 

6 5 0 

3 0 0 

2 6 0 

1 18 0 

3 12 6 

1 12 0 

1 16 0 

2 8 0 

2 2 0 
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1 12 0 120 7R, Pennies, Lincoln (Hawkins 219) manna; (220) byrgrim, Brice 

and Montagu. (226) lefpne ; (228) pvlfric. Norwich (219) 

bvrfvrth ; (222) GODPINE ; (224) thvrstan. Chiefly 

Montagu. All fine coins 7 

1 9 o 121 JR, Pennies, Bath (Hawkins 219 no arpulet) ^eieln^r ; Malmsbury 

brintpi, rare mint ; Oxford (220) hjgelpic ; Wallingford (219 

no annulet) brihtrc ; (226) brand ; Worcester (222) liof- 

stan. All fine and desirable 6 

1 7 0 122 JR, Pennies, Rochester (Hawkins 228) podpine ; Steyning (224) 
diorman. Both rare mints, and very fine ; from the Montagu 

and Sir J. McLean cabinets. Winchester (226) ladmaer ; 

(228) spragelne ; (229) leofpine. All fine 5 

111 0 123 7R, Pennies, York, moneyers (Hawkins 219) erngrim ; stircol ; 

and othboren ; (220) arngrim ; and eltan ; (223), but 

annulet in one quarter, vlfcetel ; (224) stircol. Mostly 

from the Montagu cabinet, all fine Pennies 7 

1 9 0 124 IR, Pennies, York (Hawkins 225 and 226), but annulet in field, 

egana ; man ; spricol ; and scvlaa. onn. eoefr ; (227) 

pinterfvgel ; (222 without annulet on reverse) pvlfric ; 

and vlfctl. All fine, some scarce 7 

1 14 0 125 JR. Pennies, York (Hawkins 219) lola ; (220) hjlfere ; (222) with 

annulet, othgrim ; (225) ovthgrim, scarce type ; (226) dvr- 

rim ; and othin. All fine Pennies 6 

1 8 0 126 7R, Pennies, Theotford (Hawkins 226), moneyer edricc ; (229) 
estmvnd. A. the; and estmvnd. o. the. York (Hawkins 

221) hdthelpine, rare type, an annulet on one limb of cross, and 

very fine. Rashleigh cabinet \ (226 with annulet) slepine. 

Fine coins 5 

HAROLD II. 

a. d. 1066. 

3 10 0 127 Ai, Penny, Hastings, obv. harold. rex. anglo., crowned head to 

left, a sceptre before, rev. theodred. on. hest., across the 

field pax between two lines ( Hawkins 230). From the Young, 

Brice, and Montagu collections (lot 165). Very fine and 

rare. (Plate 1.) 1 

1 14 0 128 7R, Penny, Lewes, similar type harold. rex. ang., rev. ozpold. on. 

lepeei. From the Murdoch cabinet (lot 162). Fine and 

rare 1 
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129 ,'R, Penny, Steyning, same type, iiarold. rex. anglo., rev. dermon. 2 12 

OM. ST/ENi. From the Cliancton farm find, and the Murdoch 

cabinet (lot 165). Very fine as minted, and a very rare mint 1 

130 .'K, Penny, Warwick, similar type, harold. rex. a., rev. patemon. 5 q 

on. pri. From the Montagu cabinet (lot 172). Very fine and 

a very rare mint 1 

131 7R, Penny, Wilton, similar type, harold. rex. ang., rev. ^lfpold. 7 17 
on. pilt. From the Montagu cabinet (lot 173). A fine and 

very scarce coin 1 

132 .;R, Penny, Wilton, same type, harold. rex. ai., rev. pinvs. on. 2 2 
piltvn. Very slight crack, but very fine. From the Rashleigh 

cabinet (lot 336). Rare 1 

COELNOTH, ARCHBISHOP OF CANTERBURY. 

A.D. 833-870. 

133 7R, Penny, obv. cialnoth. arc., full-faced bust, rev. biornmod. 3 0 

monet., in centre monogram of dorov. c. (Hawkins 148). 

Somewhat oxidised but fine. From the Rashleigh cabinet 
(lot 98). Rare. (Plate 1.) 1 

WILLIAM I. (THE CONQUEROR). 

A. d. 1066-1087. 

134 7R, Penny, obv. pillemvs. rex., bust to left crowned, a sceptre 2 10 
before, rev. dvnnic. on. ^esti. (Hastings), floriated cross 

(Hawkins 233). From the Murdoch collection (lot 169). 
Extremely fine and rare 1 

135 7R, Penny, same type, obv. pillemvs. rex., rev. brand, on. pallin. 1 13 

(Wallingford). From the Montagu collection (lot 186). Very 
fine and rare (Plate 1.) 1 

136 7R, Penny, similar type, obv. pillemvs. rex., rev. lvpinc. on. 1 is 

pince. Very fine and rare. From the Montagu, cabinet 
(lot 186) (Plate 1.) ' 1 

137 JR, Penny, similar, obv. illemv. rex. i., rev. pvlfm^r. on. rv. (Rom- 1 18 

ney). From the Murdoch collection (lot 170). Very fine and 
rare \ 

138 7R, Penny, obv. pillemv. rex., bust facing, crowned (bonnet type), 3 0 

rev. aslfpeard. on. LEHi. (Chester), voided cross, pyramid in 

each angle (Hawkins 234). Pennies of the paxs. type of 

Chester, moneyers ielfsi ; and lifpine. From the Rashleigh 
cabinet. First fine, latter very fine 3 

d. 
6 

0 

6 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 
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1 18 
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cl. 

0 139 SR, Penny, similar type, obv. pillemv. rex., rev. godpine. on. 

steffor. (Stafford). From the Brice, Montagu and Murdoch 

(lot 175) cabinets. Very jine and a very rare mint. [Plate 1.) 1 

0 139a JR, Penny, obv. pillemvs. rex. i., crowned bust with sceptre, rev. 

eadpine. on. lvnde., cross fleury, &c. (Hawkins 233). 

Rashleigh cabinet (lot 360). Very fine and scarce 1 

0 140 SR, Penny, same type, obv. pillemvs. rex. a., rev. brihtm^r. on. 

pall. (Wallingford). Montagu cabinet (lot 194). Extremely 

fine and rare 1 

0 141 SR, Penny, similar, obv. pillemv. rex., rev. brihtmi.br. on pali. 

Very jine and rare. From the Murdoch cabinet (lot 176) 1 

0 142 SR, Penny, same type, obv. pillemv. rex. i., rev. garvlf. on. pihre. 

(Worcester). From the Montagu collection (lot 194). Very 

fine and rare 1 

0 143 SR, Penny, obv. pillemv. rex., similar type, rev. avdolf. on. eo. 

(York). Murdoch cabinet (lot 143). Fine and rare 1 

0 144 SR, Penny, pillemvs. rex., crowned bust of the King under a 

canopy, rev. sajpeard. on. execi. (Exeter), floriated quadri¬ 

lateral compartment, &c. (Hawkins 236). Very fine and 

rare. From the Brice and Montagu cabinets (lot 198) 1 

6 145 SR, Penny, similar type, moneyer segpeard. on. lini. (Lincoln). 

From the Dymock 1858, and Rashleigh collections (lot 357). 

Extremely fine and rare 1 

0 146 SR, Penny, obv., pillem. rex. anglorvm., bust facing crowned, 

between two sceptres, rev. vnspac. on. lincol., cross fleuree, 

over a cross bottonee (Hawkins 237). From the Rashleigh 

collection (lot 359). Fine and scarce 1 

6 147 SR, Penny, same type, pillem. rex. ang., rev. leofpine. on. bri. 

(Bristol). From the Addington, Montagu, and Murdoch 

l^>2y (lot 1#2) collections. Very fine and rare 1 

b 148 SR, Penny, same type, obv. .pillem. rex. angolii., rev. godpine. on. 

lvndi. From the Pownall and Montagu cabinets (lot 205). 

Very f ine and scarce 1 

0 149 SR, Penny, same type, obv. pillem. rex. ani., rev. blacsvn. on. i.v. 

From the Rashleigh collection (lot 362). Fine and scarce 1 

0 150 SR, Penny, same type, obv. pilem. re. angelor., rev. ovthrgrim. 

on. eof. (York). From the Wakeford and Montagu collections. 
Fine and scarce 1 
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151 SR, Penny, obv. pillem. rex. ani., crowned bust facing between two 3 

stars, rev. godric. on. theotfr. (Thetford), cross bottonee 

over a quadrilateral ornament (Hawkins 238). From the 
Murdoch cabinet (lot 191). Extremely fine and rare 1 

152 SR, Penny, same type, obv. pillem. rex. ani., rev. ^egelpine. on. - 

gifi. (Ilchester). From the Bergne, Brice, and Montagu cabi¬ 

nets. Very fine and rare 1 

153 SR, Penny, obv. pillelm. rex., bust facing, crowned ; right hand ^ 

holding a sword, rev. leofpold. on. pinc. (Winchester), cross 

pattee over a cross fleury (Hawkins 243). From the Brice 

and Montagu cabinets (lot 240). Extremely fine and rare. 
{Plate 1.) 1 

154 SR, Penny, obv. pillelm. re., crowned bust to right holding sceptre, 1 

rev. iedpi. on. lvndn., cross pattee, trefoil in each angle 

[Hawkins 239). Cracked, otherwise fine. From the Murdoch 
collection (lot 193) 1 

155 SR, Penny, same type, obv. pillelm. riex., rev. godpi. on. lvndii.^ 

In beautiful condition and very rare. From the Rashleigh 
cabinet (lot 365) (Plate 1.) 1 

Pennies of the Paxs type ( Hawkins 241) having on reverse, a large cross 
pattee with each letter of paxs. within an annulet. 

156 SR, London, moneyers brihtpine, Marsham and Montagu,; edric, - 

ielfried, and GODPINE, Rashleigh. Another blundered 
Brice and Montagu, very fine 5 

157 SR, Southwark, moneyers godric ; ieldolf ; lifford ; and 1 

osmvnd. Rashleigh cabinet. Very fine 4 

158 SR, Canterbury, moneyers brihtpold ; Alfred; godric; simier ; 2 

and pvlfric. First Marsham and Montagu, second Montagu, 
others from the Rashleigh collections. Very fine 5 

159 SR, Malmsbury, rev. godsbrand. on. vlm. From the Rashleigh 2 

cabinet (lot 308). Very fine and a very scarce mint 1 

160 SR, Hastings, dvnic. on. hstanc. ; Dover, lifpine. on. dofre. ; 2 

Chichester, spr^eclinc. ; all Montagu. Canterbury, godric. 

Ford and Montagu ; Southampton, sepine. on. hmtii., Rash¬ 
leigh. All very fine 5 

161 JR, Exeter, moneyers semier ; and s^m^r, Montagu; sepine, 1 

Brice and Montagu,. Gloucester, afg^t. on. glepig.. Ford 
and Montagu. Very fine 4 

s. d. 
17 6 
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1 162 SR, Salisbury, moneyers esbern and osbern, last Ford and 

Montagu. Wilton, sefmroi ; and sepine, Montagu. Three 

last very fine 4 

* 163 SR, Bristol, moneyers coblac, Ford and Montagu ; and spein, 

Brice and Montagu. Wilton sepine, Marsham and Montagu ; 

Shrewsbury iernpi, Rashleigh. Very fine 4 

4 164 SR, Ilchester, .elpord., Montagu ; Shrewsbury segrim, Rashleigh ; 

Wareham, sideloc, Montagu ; Worcester baldric, Mon¬ 
tagu. First, an unpublished moneyer. Very fine 4 

0 165 JR, Winchester, sippord ; Wareham, iegelric ; Wallingford, 

ieglpine, both Rashleigh, and very fine. Another, leofpine. 

on. pite ? Worcester 4 

*4 166 SR, Lincoln, siferd, Rashleigh ; Huntingdon, .elfpine ; Warwick, 

thrcil. on. perpic., two last Montagu. Odo Bishop of 

Bayonne, and brother of William I., Denier, rev. beesianvs. 

castra. All very fine 4 

WILLIAM II. (RUFUS). 

a. d. 1087-1100. 

*4 167 SR, Penny, obv. pillelm. re., bust facing between two stars, rev. 
brvnic. on. ld. (London), cross pattee voided ; over a cross 

annulettee (Hawkins 250). From the Murdoch cabinet (lot 

206). Fine and rare 1 

() 168 SR, Penny, obv. pillelm. re., bust facing, a sceptre in right hand, 

rev. estmier. on. lin. (Lincoln), cross fleury,, an oval-shaped 

ornament, terminating in a pellet, in each angle (Hawkins 
248). From the Murdoch cabinet (lot 206). Fine and rare 1 

END OF FIRST DAY’S SALE. 



SECOND DAY’S SALE. 

c ] 

Lot 

HENRY I. 

a. d. 1100-1135. £ s 

169 SR, Penny, London, obv. henricvs. r., crowned bust facing, with 1 4 0 

sceptre, rev. rawlf. on. lvnde., quatrefoil enclosing beaded 
cross ; a lys in each angle ( Hawkins 262). Rashleigh cabinet 

(lot 418). Fine and scarce 1 

170 JR, Penny, same type, obv. henric[vs. r.], rev. sigar [on. lvJnden. 1 0 0 

Rashleigh collection (lot 418). Fine and scarce 1 

171 SR, Penny, similar, henr[icv]s. re., rev. godpine. (on) lvnden. 1 0 0 

Fine and scarce. Rashleigh cabinet (lot 418) 1 

172 SR, Penny, same type, henricvs. r., rev. algar. on. lvnden. In 2 0 0 

remarkably fine condition for this reign. From the Rashleigh 

cabinet (lot 418) 1 

173 JR, Penny, similar, henricvs. r., rev. lefpine. on. svthper (South- 3 0 0 

wark). Rashleigh cabinet (lot 461). Extremely fine and 
rare 1 

174 SR, Penny, same type, obv. henricvs. re., rev. gosfrei, on. NORh. 5 2 6 

(Northampton). There was a moneyer of the name Geffrei 

working at N orthampion at the period ; and the name on the 

Penny may be a new reading. From the Murdoch cabinet 

(lot 225). Extra fine for the issue ; ? unpublished money er. 
IPlate 1.) 1 

175 SR, Penny, obv. henric. rex., bust facing, pointed crown sceptre in 4 0 0 

right hand, star and quatrefoil ornament at right, rev. 

ei. on. linc. (Lincoln), quatrefoil, ornament of annulets in 

each quatre, enclosing a cross pattee (Hawkins 263). Mar- 

sham, Montagu, and Murdoch (lot 233) cabinets. Cracked, 
else very fine, and a very rare type. (Plate 1.) 1 
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STEPHEN. 

a. d. 1135-1154. 

4 ^ 0 176 SR, Penny, London, obv. stiefne, crowned bust to right, holding 

sceptre, rev. dereman. on. lv., a cross moline (Hawkins 270). 

Extremely fine and rare. From the Rashleigh cabinet (lot 

529). (Plate 1.) 1 

(l 1“ 0 177 SR, Penny, similar type, obv. stiefn., rev. spetin[c], on. ox. (Ox¬ 

ford). Badly cracked, otherwise fine. A rare mint. From 
the Toplis and Montagu cabinets (lot 320). (Plate 1.) 1 

“ D () 178 SR, Penny, same type, obv. stiefne., rev. Alfred, on. ta. (Taunton). 

See the Num. Chronicle xn. and page 160. From the Watford 
find, 1818, and Rashleigh collection (lot 569). Extremely fine 
and a very rare mint. (Plate 1.) 1 

i79 SR, Penny, same type, obv. stiefne. r., rev. lefsi. on. stan. (Stam¬ 

ford). Fine, the face of the king has been over struck with a cross. 
Addington and Montagu cabinets (lot 317), and ? the Whit- 
bourn. A scarce mint 1 

180 SR, Pennies, similar type, revs.vlf. on. eve ; [ot] bvrn. 

on. ever; and .... on. ever. (York). All from the 
Rashleigh cabinet, and as fine as, though rudely struck 3 

^ 181 SR, Penny, obv. stiephne, crowned bust to right holding a flag 

above a star. The n and e of the King’s name appear at 

the right hand side of the flag-staff, respectively at the top 

and bottom, rev. vi dn itsveoho, a cross moline, the tressures 

terminating in lys, turned inwards; Engraved in Num. 
Chronicle p. 181. Very fine, and a unique variety of this very 
rare type (Hawkins 271), unfortunately tooled. From the 
Tyssen, Durr ant, Cuff, Whitbourn, Marsham and Rashleigh 
cabinets (lot 620). (Plate 1.) 1 

3 17 6 
182 SR, Penny, obv. stiefne, bust three quarters left, crowned, and 

holding sceptre, rev. terrid. on. lvn., cross voided, pierced 

mullet in each angle (Hawkins 269). Very fine. From the 
Bergne, Brice, and Montagu collections (lot 320) 1 

183 SR, Penny, same type, obv. stiefne. r., rev. tierrrid. on. lvn. 

Very fine and scarce. From the Linton hoard, and the Wake- 
ford and Montagu collections (lot 310). (Plate 1.) 1 
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THE EMPRESS MATILDA. 
£ 

184 /R, Penny, London, obv. pereric., crowned bust with sceptre to 50 

right, rev. godricvs. on. lv., cross moline, the tressures 
terminating in lys turned inwards. Wt. 22 grs. The coin en¬ 

graved in Hawkins 632, also in Num. Chron. xii. pi. 138. 
Extremely rare, and believed to be the finest specimen known. 

From the Watford find, 1818; the subject of a paper by the late 
Mr. Rashleigh in N.C. xii. (1850); also referred to by 
Hawkins. (Plate 1.) 1 

The Brit. Num. Journal IV., p. 365, has the subjoined remarks by Mr. 
A ndrew : “ Treating the coinage of the Empress herself, he divided it into two 
classes, the type of the first bearing the inscription : imperatr for Imperatrix, 
Hawkins 633, which was copied by the English die-sinkers as : i +pereric, 
and issued at Lincoln, Stamford, Bristol, Winchester, and London. On her 
reception in London she would acquire the command of the Mint, and the 
legend was changed to : matildis. inper., of which there were also varia¬ 
tions. It will be noticed that .... the complete legen l ... . clearly 
discloses an attempt to copy the Latin title of the Empress.” 

In further confirmation he draws attention to the fact that Pennies of the above 
type were issued at several mints ; and he asks, “ What Earl could strike all 
over England ?" 

HENRY II. 

a. d. 1154-1189. 

185 cR, Pennies, first issue (Hawkins 285), crowned bust facing, with 3 

sceptre. Canterbury, Northampton, Newcastle pierced, and 

York mints. Second issue (Hawkins 286), short cross type, 
London, moneyers aimer, iienri, henric, randvl, ricard, 

and stivene. Canterbury roberd, one gives mint cai (2). 

Winchester, adam, and willem, also Anglo Gallic Aquitaine 

Deniers of Henry, and Richard I. Chiefly from the Montagu 
collection, and fine 16 

186 /R, Pennies, Carlisle alain ; Lincoln lefwine ; Northampton 3 

filip, randvl, and Walter ; Oxford ricard ; Norwich 

Walter ; Rhuddlan hALLi. on. rvla, rare mint ; Wilton, 
rodbert, and osber ; Worcester godwine ; and York. 
Chiefly fine coins and from the Montagu cabinet 12 

N.B.— From the style of work some of the above described Pennies may 
have been struck during the reign of Richard. 

JOHN. 

a. d. 1199-1216. 

187 M, Pennies, of the type of Henry II., but of neater work, some 1 

with ornamented letters. Canterbury, moneyers iohAN ; 

goldwine ; henri ; and simon. London, fvlke ; iienri ; 

Iienric ; ilger ; ricard ; ricard. .b. ; ravf ; willelm ; 

willeli ; and willelm. t. on. l., rare. Chiefly very fine, 
and from the Montagu collection 14 

s. d. 

0 0 

10 0 

3 0 

18 0 
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£ &\ d. 
3 0 0 188 JR, Pennies, Chichester, pieres and willelm ; Lincoln, ricard ; 

Northampton, roberd ; Norwich, renavd ; Rochester, 

hVNFREi ; Winchester, andrev ; and henric ; York, davi. 

Henry III., a.d. 1216-1272, Pennies, King’s head without 

hand or sceptre, rev. long double cross. Bristol, henri ; 

Londcn, henric (2) ; henri ; and nicole. Canterbury, 

nicole. Lincoln, Walter ; S. Edmunds, ion. Fine 17 

3 12 6 189 7R, Irish coins. John, Pennies, Dublin (3) ; Moon-face Halfpennies 

of Dublin by the moneyers nicolas ; robern ; tomas ; and 

Walter (6) ; another of Waterford. Farthing, obv. a lozenge 

with three pellets at angles and one in centre, rev. a cross 

pattee. In the angles n.o.r.m., very fine, and very rare. 

Henry III., long cross, Irish imitations of his Penny (2). 

Chiefly from the Rashleigh collection. Fine 13 

3 0 0 190 7R, Pennies of the short cross type, attributed to Henry III., his 

first issue. London, abel (3) ; adam (2) ; ravf ; ricard ; 

and willem. Canterbury, ernavd ; henri ; samvel ; 

and vlard (2). Lincoln, edmvnd ; Northampton, adam (2) ; 

Winchester, ravf ; and reinier. York, nicole, and one 

indecipherable. Others long cross type ; London, davi ; 

henri ; and willem. Canterbury, phelip ; Robert ; and 

willem. Fine 26 

EDWARD I. 

a.d. 1272-1307. 

5 o 0 191 7R, Pennies of Bristol (4) ; Canterbury (4) ; Chester, scarce (2) ; 

Durham, one m.m. cross moline dvreme. ? unpublished (2) ; 

Kingston, rare ; Lincoln (2) ; London (7) ; Newcastle ; 

S. Edmundsbury ; York, with and without quatrefoil reverse 

(6) ; and Dublin (2) ; Halfpennies, Lombardic., and Roman 

letters (4) ; Farthings, London, and londoniensis (8). 

Several from the Montagu cabinet, and many small variations 

in detail. Some very fine 44 

1 19 0 192 7R, Penny, obv. edwr. angl. dns. iiyb., crowned full-faced bust, 

rev. civitas. waterfor., long cross pattee, three pellets in 

each angle. Fine and very rare. (Plate 1.) 1 

EDWARD II 

a.d. 1307-1327. 

1 0 0 193 7R, Pennies of Berwick ; Canterbury (4) ; Durham, various spellings, 

one of Bp. Kcllow (5) ; London (4) ; Newcastle ; S. Edmunds¬ 

bury ; Dublin ; and Waterford. Mostly fine 18 
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EDWARD III. 
£ s 

AD. 1327-1377. 

N, Noble, Fourth coinage, a.d. 1351-1360 with the French titles, 4 io 
Obv. EDWARD. DEI. GRA. ANGL. Z. FRANC. D. IIYB., king in a 

ship ; three ropes at stern, one at bow, rev. ihc. avtem. 

tranciens. p. medivm. iLLORVM. IBAT., a lys in second 

quarter of the cross, annulets for stops. Very fine, and a rare 
variety wanting the title of rex 1 

# 

N, Noble, same period, with the title rex ; three ropes at stem and 4 15 

stern of ship, rev. ihes. avtem. tranciens. per. mediv. 

illorv. ibat., lys over lion’s head in first quarter, open E in 

centre of cross ; annulets for stops, and open c’s and e’s in 

legends. From the Rashleigh cabinet (lot 658). Very fine, 
and rare with ihes 1 

N, Noble of same period and style, lys over lion in second quarter 2 0 

of reverse, reads p. and illorvm. Fine 1 

.V, Noble of same period, with a lys over the lion in second quarter, 1 18 

and closed c’s and e’s, three ropes at each end of the ship. 

From the Rashleigh cabinet (lot 658), and very fine 1 

N, Noble of same period, with four lys in upper and three in lower \ 12 

quarter of shield, with p. and illorvm. on reverse. 
FI. M. Smith collection. Fine 1 

N, Noble, same period, lys over lion in first quarter, and transiens. 4 7 

From the Murdoch cabinet (lot 278). Fine 1 

N, Noble of same period, obv. has a Lombardic e retrograde in place 2 8 

of D in Edward, four and three lys on King’s shield ; reverse 

has a lys over the lion in first quarter, and reads tranciens. 

p. From the Carlyon-Britton sale (lot 8). Fine, and rare 
with the blundered legend 1 

N, Noble of same period, d. hybe., Roman n’s in obverse, and o 10 
Lombardic n’s in reverse legend ; lys behind lion in second 

quarter. From the Montagu cabinet (lot 414). Fine and rare. 
Probably belongs to an early issue of this coinage 1 

N, Noble, after the treaty of Bretigny, 1360-1369, obv. edward. 2 4 

dei. gra. rex. angl. dns. hyb. z. aqt., lys on King’s shield, 

four and three, reverse legend reads traniens. Fine, and 
very uncommon with this reverse reading 1 

A/, Noble, same issue, three ropes from stern, two from prow, rev. 2 4 

has transiens. and mediv., Lombardic n’s. Very fine 1 

d. 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

6 

0 

0 

0 

0 
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1 8 0 204 

4 10 0 205 

426 206 

2 6 0 207 

1 11 0 208 

300 209 

9 15 0 210 

1 18 0 211 

3 0 0 212 

330 213 

N, Noble, same period, has transiens. and illorv., closed e in 

centre of cross, one rope at prow, and three at stern of ship 1 

N, Noble, same period, an annulet before edward, three ropes at 

stern, and one at prow, rev. has transiens. and mediv. From 

the Montagu cabinet (lot 416). Extremely fine and rare 1 

N, Noble, Calais mint, same period, reverse legends as last, in the 

centre of cross a c. Very fine and rare 1 

Ah Half Noble, same period, usual type, obv* edwardvs. dei. g. 

rex., &c., reverse has domine. in. fvrore. tvo. argvas. m. 

omitting the important ne., each angle of the central com¬ 

partment ends in an annulet. Fine, and a very rare variety 1 

N, Half Noble, same period, obv. edward. dei. g. rex. angl. d. hi., 

the revrese legend ending me ; omits the ne. Type as last. 

Well preserved, and equally rare 1 

N, Half Noble, same period, of usual type, the first d in edward of 

a curious shape, the lys on the King’s shield, four and three 

Quarter Noble of ? 1369-1377 ( Kenyon n. 15). Last from the 

Montagu cabinet [lot 434). Both f ine 2 

N, Calais, Half Noble of ? 1369-1377, obv. edward. dei. g. rex. 

angl. d. hyb. z. aqt., King in a ship, three ropes with a firg 

at stern, one from prow, rev. usual type and legend, with a c 

in centre of cross. Very fine and very rare 1 

N, Quarter Noble, 1360-1369, obv. edwar. dei. grac. rex. angl. d., 

shield within a tressure of six arches, &c., rev. exaltabitvr. 

in. gloria., a cross with an annulet in each quarter, &c. 

(Kenyon n. 13 for rev). There is a pellet in the spandril of 

each arch on both sides. From the Carlyon- Britton collection 

(lot 14). Fine and a scarce variety 1 

N, Noble, 1369-1377, obv. edwardvs. di. gra. rex. angl. z. franc, 

dns. hib. z. aqt., usual type, with lys, four and three on king’s 

shield, rev. ihc. avtem. transiens., &c., pellet after the e 

in centre of cross. From, the Montagu cabinet (lot 420). 
Fine and scarce 1 

N, Noble, same period, obv. edward. di. gra., &c., a flag and 

three ropes at stern, and one rope at prow of ship, rev. has a 

pellet after e in centre ; and two dots over and one below the 

lys at top and bottom of cross. Very fine and a scarce variety 

1 
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214 N, Anglo-Gallic Guyennois, fourth issue, Poitiers, obv. ed. d. gra. ■ 
rex. aglie. do. aqvitaie, the King fully armed walking 

through a gothic portico (p between the pinnacles on the 
right), at his feet two lions, recumbent, rev. glia, in excecis. 

deo. et. in. terra, pax. hoBvs., cross fleury, lion or lys in 
alternate angles ( Ainslie i. 2), annulet and pellet stops both 

sides. From the Rashleigh cabinet (lot 1127). Very fine and 
an unpublished variety 1 

215 N, Anglo-Gallic Leopard, second issue, 1346, obv. + edvvardvs. f 

dei. gra. angli. francie. rex. (stops pierced quatrefoils 

both sides), crowned lion passant guardant to left, within 
a tressure of eleven arches, rev. xpc. vinciit. xpc,. regnat, 

xpc. ixiperat. {sic), cross fleuree, a lion in each angle (Ainslie 
1.4, var.). From the Rashleigh cabinet (lot 1128). Very fine, 
extremely rare, and an unpublished variety 1 

EDWARD, THE BLACK PRINCE. 

216 N, Anglo-Gallic Guyennois, Bordeaux, obv. ed. p. gns. regis. 

anglie. pmcps. aqitanie., the prince fully armed walking 

through a gothic arch, two leopards at his feet, rev. glia, 

in. excelcis. deo. ETIN. tra. pax. liOMiNiBvs., cross fleuree, 
b in centre, lion or lys in alternate angles. From the Simpson 

Richardson, and Sir John McLean (lot 69) collections. Fine 
and rare 1 

217 N, Pavilion of Rochelle, second issue, obv. ed. po. gns. rei. angl. 

pns. aqvi., the prince garlanded standing under a gothic 

portico, pointing to his sword with the finger of his left hand, 
two couchant lions at his feet, rev. dns. aivto. z. ptecio. me. 

z. iipo. sp’avit. cor. mevm., cross fleuree, e in centre, within 

ornamental quatrefoil, a lion or lys in alternate angles ( Ainslie 
i. 7, var.). Extremely fine and rare. From the Rashleigh 
cabinet (lot 1135) 1 

218 N, Ecu or Chaise of Bordeaux, obv. ed. po. gns. regis., &c., prince, 

wearing a wreath, seated in a gothic throne, a sceptre in his 

right hand, rev. devs. ivdex. ivstvs. fortis. paciens., cross 

fleuree, lion or lys in alternate angles within a quatrefoil 

compartment, a salient angle between each arch ( Ainslie 1. 
6). From the Hazlett cabinet (lot 1182). Very fine and 
scarce i 

s'. d. 
0 0 

5 0 0 

5 2 6 

10 0 

2 6 
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6 12 6 219 N, Harditof Bordeaux, obv. ed. po. gns. regis., &c„ full-faced three- 

quarter length figure of the Prince, pointing to his sword with 

his left hand, within a wreach of arches, rev. avxilivm. 

mevm. A. domino., a cross, the ends terminating in acorns 

and oak leaves, a lys or lion in alternate angles. From the 

Hazlett collection (lot 1182). Very fine and rare 1 

7 2 6 220 N, Hardit of Limoges, with similar type and legends. From Sir 

John McLean’s collection (lot 71). Very fine and rare 1 

RICHARD II. 

a.d. 1377-1399. 

3 0 0 221 N, Noble, obv. ricard. d. g. rex. angl. z. franc, d. hib. z. aq., 

King in a ship, one rope at bow, three at stern, rev. ihc. 

avtem. transiens., &c., floriated cross, &c., as on previous 

Nobles, r. in centre of cross. Fine and rare 

2 10 0 222 N, Noble, obv. ricard. dei. gra. rex. angl. dns. hib. z. aqt., type 

as last, rev. similar to last Fine and rare 1 

3 0 0 223 N, Noble, obv. ricard. d. g. rex. angl. z. franc, d. hib. s. aq., 

King in ship, a flag and three ropes at stern, one rope at 

prow, rev. of usual type with the r in centre. Fine and rare 1 

4 ■, g 224 N, Noble, obv. ricard. d. g. rex. angl. z. franc, d. hib. s. aq, flag 

and three ropes at stern, one rope at prow of ship, lys on 

shield four and three, rev. ihc. avtem. transiens., &c., r in 

centre of cross (Rud. i. 10). Very fine and rare 1 

8 5 0 225 N, Anglo-Gallic Hardit, Bordeaux, obv. ricard. d. gra. ague. 

francie. d. aqitan., King pointing to sword, &c., rev. avxi¬ 

livm. mevm. a. domino., cross terminating in acorns, &c. 

(Ainslie i. 9). From the Hazlett cabinet (lot 1183). Very 

fine and very rare. (Plate 1.) 1 

HENRY IV. 

a.d. 1399-1413. 

25 10 0 226 N, Quarter Noble, obv. henricvs. di. gra. angl. z. fran., shield 

within a double tressure of eight arches, four lys in first 

quarter of shield, a crescent above, rev. exaltabitvr. in 

gloria., usual type of floriated cross and lions ; a pellet in 

centre {Rud. i. 4), wt. 29 grs. Very fine, and of the highest 

rarity, but three or four examples known. From the Cuff 1854, 

and Rashleigh cabinets (lot 696) 1 
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227 A, Quarter Noble, obv. henric. di. gra. rex. angl. z. f., shield 

within a tressure, three pellets above, rev. exaltabitvr. in. 

gloria, followed by two lys, cross in centre, and at end of 
each limb, a lys ; a mulletdn each angle (wt. 18 grs.). From 

the White collection 1848, and the Rashleigh cabinet (lot 711). 
Fine, unpublished, and probably unique 1 

HENRY V. 
A. D. 1413-1422. 

228 .A, Half Noble, obv. henric. di. gra. rex. angl. z. fr. d. hyb.. 

King in a ship, three ropes at stern, one at prow ; mullet over 
shield, broken annulet on ship’s side, rev. domine. ne. in. 

fvrore. tvo. argvas. me., usual cross, h in centre, annulet 
over lion in second quarter, wt. 53 grs. (Kenyon iv. 25). From 

the Rashleigh cabinet (lot 701). Weakly struck in parts, but 
fine, and very rare 1 

229. A7, Half Noble, type as last, obv. henric di. gra. rex., &c., rev. 
domine. ne. in. fvrore, &c. Wt. 50 grs. (Kenyon IV., 25). 

From the Rashleigh cabinet. Slightly clipped, else in fine 
state and very rare 1 

HENRY VI. 
A. D. 1422-1461. 

230 A7, Noble, rosette coinage, obv. henric. di. gra. rex. angl.z. 

franc, dns. hyb.. King in ship, lys at his right hand ; rev. 

m.m. Lys, ihc. avt. transiens. per. medivm. illorv. ibat. 

Rosettes after words of legends ; h in centre of cross ; lys 

over lien in second quarter. From the Carlyon- Britton cabinet 
(lot 32). Very fine, rare, and an unpublished variety 1 

231 A, Noble, trefoil coinage, obv. henric. di. gra., &c., usual type, 

King in a ship, an annulet at his right hand, rev. m.m. 

lys IHC. AVT. transiens, &c., floriated cross, &c.; a mullet after 

henric, and ihc.; and an annulet in one spandril of reverse. 

From the Murdoch collection (lot 328). Very fine and uncommon. 
(Plate) 1 

232 N. Noble, same issue, and of similar type and legends. Very fine 
and uncommon 1 

233 A, Noble, similar to lot 231. Fine and scarce 1 

234 A, Angel, obv. henric. di. gra. rex. angl.z. franc,, S. Michael and 

the dragon, rev. per. crvse. tva. salva. nos. xpc. redetor., 

a ship carrying a shield, a cross above dividing h and a lys. 

b’s used for r’s in obverse legend. From the Richardson and 

Sir John McLean cabinets (lot 19). Very fine and rare 1 
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ct. 
0 235- Anglo-Gallic Salute. Paris m.m. crown, obv. henricvs. dei. gra. 

francorv.z. AGLiE. rex., shields of France and England, and 

the annunciation, rev. xpc. vincit. xpc. regnat. xpc. imperat. 

Long cross between a leopard and a lys, below h, all within a 

tressure of ten arches, fleur-de-lisee. From the Murdoch 

cabinet (lot 389). Very fine 1 

q 236 A7, Salute, Rouen, m.m. leopard, similar type and legends. From 

the Rostron and Sir J. McLean’s cabinets (lot 73). Extremely 

fine and uncommon 1 

237 N, Salute, S. Lo. m.m. lys, similar. From Sir John McLeans 

cabinet (lot 74). Very fine 1 

0 238 SR, Salute, Rouen, m.m. leopard, similar to preceding. Finely 

preserved 1 

239 N, Angelot, Paris, m.m. crown, obv. henricvs. francorv. et. 

anglie. rex., angel supporting two shields charged with arms 

of France and England, rev. xpc. vincit., &c. Cross between 

a lys and a lion. From the Ford collection. Fine and rare 1 

0 240 SR, Edward III. London Groat and Farthing ; Durham Penny ; 

Richard II. Halfpenny, very fine ; Henry VI. Groat, London, 

pellet each side of crown, cross on King’s neck ; another 

of the annulet issue ; another pine cone mascle issue. Three 

last Murdoch cabinet (lot 340). All fine 7 

() 241 SR, Groats, London annulet coinage ; another with b’s for r’s ; 

Groat of his heavier coinage, fair ; another of York with 

b’s for r’s ; and two of the Calais mint. Fine generally 6 

^ 242 SR, Groat, London, obv. m.m. cross pierced, henbic. di. gra. rex. 

angls. franc., crowned bust facing, rev. m.m. lys posvi, 

&c., and civitas. LONDON, lower part of n’s closed. From 

the Neck, Webb, Montagu, and Murdoch cabinets (lot 341). 

Extremely fine and very rare variety 1 

q 243 SR, Anglo-Gallic, Calais Groats, annulet and rosette mascle issues 

(3) ; Half-Groat, annulet issue ; and two Pennies ; Rouen 

Gros (2) ; Edward III. Aquitaine Half-Denier ; and Black 

Prince Hardits (2). Some fine 11 

EDWARD IV 

a. d. 1461-1483. 

q 244 N, Ryai, or Rose Noble, m.m. (rev. only) crown, obv. EDWARD, di. 

gra. rex. angl. z. FRAN. dns. IB., King standing in ship, 

a flag charged with e at stern ; on ship’s side, a seeded rose ; 

rev. ihc., &c., rose upon a blazing sun, on a floriated cross, 

crowned lion in each angle (Kenyon V., 36 for type). From 

the Montagu cabinet (lot 580). Very fine 1 
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245 N, Another, similar m.m., See. Fine 

£ s. d. 
1 8 0 

246 N, Ryal, similar m.m., a trefoil between ib. on obv ; and dividing 1 ^ 
i. ba. and T. on reverse. Fine 1 

247 N, Ryal, similar type, &c., m.m. {rev. only), a sun. Fine 1 1 & 

248 N, Ryal, m.m. {rev. only), a crown. Of usual type. Very fine 1 1 14 

249 N, Ryal, similar m.m. {rev. only) cross fitchee, r’s in legends shaped 2 6 
like b’s. Very fine and a very rare variety 1 

250 N, Ryal, similar m.m. {rev. only) a crown, the face of the King is 2 15 

fuller, as is rose on the ship’s side ; the sword long. Of 

Flemish work. From the Montagu collection (lot 579). 
Extremely fine 1 

251 N. Ryal, of Coventry mint, similar type, &c., m.m. {rev. only) a 7 5 

sun ; on the waves below the ship, c for Coventria. Wt. 

118 grs. From the White and Rashleigh collections (lot 723). 
Very fine and very rare 1 

252 N, Ryal of York mint, usual type, &c., m.m. {rev. only) ; sun (or 8 10 

a rose), and lys ; on the waves e for Eboracum. From the 

Alchorne, and Rashleigh cabinets (lot 727). Extremely fine, 
circular, and well struck, very rare thus. {Plate) 1 

253 N, Ryal of the \ork mint, usual type, &c., m.m. {rev. only) a lys ; 8 5 

on the waves E. A very fine and well struck coin. Very rare 1 

254 N, Angel, third type, m.m. pierced cinquefoil, obv. edward. dei. 1 14 

GRA. &c., S. Michael and the dragon, rev. ship, surmounted by 

cross dividing e and a rose. Legend pe. crvcem. &c. From 

the Marsham and Montagu cabinets (lot 596). An unpublished 
variety, and very fine 1 

255 A'7, Angel, similar type m.m. {obv. only) a cross pierced ; reads di. 1 4 

gra., &c., and per. crvse, &c. Very fine. From the 
Murdoch cabinet (lot 359) 1 

256 N, Angel, similar type, m.m. cross pierced, with a pellet. From the 1 4 
Murdoch collection (lot 356). Fine 1 

257 N, Half-Angel, type as the Angels, m.m. cinquefoil, rev. o. crvx. 8 3 

AVE. SPES. VNICA.; a pierced rose after Crux and spes. From 

the Peace, H. Clarke, and O'Hagan collections (lot 53). A 
rare variety and fine 1 

258 N, Half-Angel, m.m. {obv. only) an annulet, ship sailing right ; the 3 15 

King’s titles Edward di. gra., &c. on both sides" From 

the Montagu and 0 Hagan cabinets (lot 53). Fine and very 
rare variety ^ 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 
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1 g o 259 JR, Groats, London, of usual type, &c., m.m. annulet (obv. only), 

two pellets before posvi., Brice and Montagu, m.m. cinquefoil, 

n’s in London upside down, Montagu ; m.m. crown (obv. only); 

m.m. cross, francvs, Montagu ; m.m. cross pierced ; m.m. 

sun, rev. crown ; York, m.m. lys. Fine and includes several 

rare varieties 7 

3 j<2 6 260 JR, York Half-Groat, m.m. (obv. only), a lys ; trefoil at each side of 

King’s neck ; rev. posvi., &c., and civitas. eboraci. Penny 

of Durham, a pellet at right of crown, rev. civitas. dvnoli., 

rose in centre of cross (Hawkins 352). Both from Captain 

Maddens collection. Fine and rare coins 2 

RICHARD III. 

a. d. 1483-1485. 

3 q 0 261 N, Angel, m.m. rose and sun conjoined, ricard. di. gra. rex. 

angl. z. franc.; S. Michael and the dragon, rev. per. crvce. 

&c., ship, &c., the cross dividing R and a rose. From the 

Rashleigh collection (lot 748). Fine and very rare 1 

3 3 0 262 7R, Groat, London, m.m. rose and sun conjoined, usual type. From 

the Pembroke, Parker, Brice, Montagu, and Murdoch (lot 376) 

collections. Very fine and rare 1 

1 10 0 263 7R, Groat, London, m.m. boar’s head. From the Gibbs, and Murdoch 

(lot 378) cabinets. Very fine and rare 1 

HENRY VII. 

a. p. 1485-1509. 

1 10 0 264 N, Angel, first coinage, m.m. (obv. only) henric. di. gra. rex., 

&c., S. Michael places one foot on the dragon ; rev. per. crvc. 

tv a., &c., usual ship, &c., with n and a rose. Very fine 

and rare 1 

1 7 0 265 Al, Angel, first coinage, no m.m., similar type, &c., obv. hf:nric. 

DI. GRA., &C., DNS. I.; rCV. PER. CRVSE. TVA., &C., REDETOR. 

Unpublished with this obverse legend. From the Montagu 

collection (lot 656). Fine and exceedingly rare 1 

1 4 0 266 N, Angel, second issue, S. Michael with two feet on the dragon, 

m.m. pheon, rev. ends rede. From the Murdoch cabinet 

(lot 386). Fine I 

I 0 0 267 N, Angel, similar, m.m. pheon, rev. legend ends red. Fine 
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268 N, Angel, as before, m.m. cross crosslet, crvc. and red. Montagu 1 0 0 

cabinet (lot 665). Very fine I 

269 N, Angel, m.m. pheon, usual type, &c. ; four small crosses after 0 18 0 

fra. Very fine 1 

270 N, Angel, m.m. obv. cross crosslet, rev. pheon. From the Murdoch 2 2 0 

cabinet (lot 306). Fine and with this arrangement of mint 
marks, rare 1 

271 N, Angel, similar, m.m. pheon. From the Carlyon-Britton (lot 1 10 0 

55) collection. Very fine 1 

272 N, Angel, similar type, &c., m.m. pheon. Fine 1 0 18 0 

273 N, Half-Angel, type as the Angel, m.m. obv. a rose with roses for 4 2 6 

stops ; rev. cross crosslet, and o. crvx. ave. spes. vnnica 

{sic.) ; double crosses and rosette at end of legend. From 

the Murdoch cabinet (lot 389). Fine, and an unpublished 
arrangement of m.m., etc., extremely rare 1 

274 N, Half-Angel, m.m. pheon, obv. agl. z. f. From the Rashleigh 2 0 0 

collection (lot 769). Very fine and an unpublished obverse 
legend ending 1 

275 N, Angel, of usual type, m.m. obv. anchor reversed ; rev. anchor ; 1*4 0 

obv. legend ends fran. ; rev. red, ship has no bowsprit. Fine 
and a rare variety. Angel, as before, but fr., m.m. pheon 2 

276 N, Angel, m.m. anchor, obv. fran.; rev. ending re. From the 1 ^ ^ 
Rashleigh collection, very fine 1 

277 N, Half-Angel, usual type, m.m. pheon, obv. legend ends z. From 1 18 0 
the Carlyon- Britton cabinet, very fine 1 

278 7R, Groats, London, second coinage with arched crown, m.m. (1) 1 H 0 

cross crosslet, Neville Rolfe and Montagu collections ; (2) 

flower ; (3) no m.m., cross each side of neck ; (4) anchor 

inverted ; (5) m.m. escallop, Montagu ; Half-Groat, Canter- 

bury, m.m. ton ; another with M in centre of cross on reverse. 
Montagu. Except (5) , all fine coins 7 

279 /R, Groats (1) m.m. cinquefoil, Montagu ; (2) cross crosslet. Half- 1 12 0 

Groat, York, m.m. martlet. Penny, York. Half-Groats 

with side face busts, m.m. pheon, martlet, and lys ; York with 

keys, m.m. martlet. All, except the second, from the Montagu 
collection, and fine. Some very scarce 8 
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3 280 York Penny, of usual type) but with rosettes in obverse legend, 

unpublished. London Halfpennies, single arched crown ; 

another with double arched crown, three pellets at left, cross at 

right side of bust. Montagu cabinet, all fine and very scarce 

coins 3 

HENRY VIII. 

a.d. 1509-1547. 

6 281 N, Angel, first coinage, m.m. portcullis crowned, obv. henric. 

viii. di. gra. rex. agl. z. FR.; S. Michael and dragon, rev. 

per. crvce. tva. sal'va. nos. xpe. rede ; ship with shield ; 

of usual type, with h and a rose at sides of mast ; one saltire 

after each word except rede. From the Bergne, Brice, and 

Montagu collections (lot 720). Extremely fine and rare 1 

0 282 N, Angel, as before, same m.m., the rev. ends red. ; ship without a 

rudder. Carlyon-Britton collection {lot 61). Very fine 1 

0 283 N, Half-Angel, m.m. portcullis crowned, obv. henric. viii., &c., 

ag.; rev. o. crvx., &c.; type as the Angels. From the Montagu 

duplicates, 1888, and Murdoch collections (lot 423). Fine and 

rare 1 

0 284 N, Crown, second coinage, m.m. rose, obv. henric. viii. rvtii.ans. 

rosa. sine, spia, a double rose crowned between ilk. crowned ; 

rev. dei. g. r. aglie. z. franc, dns. hibernie ; shield of arms 

crowned. From the Bergne, Young, Brice and Montagu 

cabinets (lot 73). Very fine and very rare without the initials 

on reverse 1 

9 285 N, Crown, similar type and without reverse initials, m.m. rose ; 

Roman and Lombardic letters in legends ; rev. legend ends 

hiberie. From the Murdoch collection (lot 428), Fine and 

rare 1 

0 286 A, Crown, m.m. lys, similar type, &c., but has the initials of the 

King and Oueen, ii.k. on both sides. Rashleigh collection 

(lot 792). Fine 1 

0 287 A, Crown, m.m. rose, similar type, &c., but without the initials at 

sides of shield on reverse. Rashleigh cabinet (lot 792). Very 

fine and rare 1 

0 288 A, Half-Crown, m.m. arrow, obv. henric. 8. di. g., &c., crowned 

shield between ii.k.; rev. rvtilans. rosa. sine, spina. ; 

crowned rose between ii.k. From the Rashleigh collection 

(lot 796). Very fine, and unpublished with the arrow m.m. 
and ii.k. 1 
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£ 
288a .V, Angel, third coinage, m.m. lys, usual type, &c., but with annulet ] 

above the Angel’s head, and on the ship’s side, fair 1 

289 N, Half-Angel, m.m. lys, of usual type and legends ; the rev. has an 3 

annulet after each word, and one on the ship’s side (Rud. 
VI., 7). From the Brice, and Montagu (lot 727) collections. 
Very fine and rare 1 

290 7R, Groats, London, second coinage, m.m. arrow and rose (4) ; fourth j 
coinage, London, Bristol, one m.m. ws. mon, and York. (4) ; 
Irish h.a.; Pennies, Durham, c.d. (Tonstall) and t.w. (Wolsey). 

All fine and desirable 11 

291 7R, Groat, Tournay, m.m. £T crowned, obv. iienric. di. gra. rex. 2 

franc, z. ague ; crowned bust of Henry VII. to right ; rev. 

civitas. tornacens, shield of arms upon a cross fourchee. 
Very rare and fine 1 

292 JR, Half-Groats, second coinage, Canterbury w.A. (Wareham) ; j 
York e.l. (Lee). Fourth and fifth coinages, London, Bristol, 

Canterbury, and York (9) ; Durham Penny t.d. (Thomas 
Ruthall). All fine and desirable, chiefly from the Murdoch 
collection 10 

293 N, Crown, m.m. arrow, obv. henric. 8. rvtila. ros. sin. spi. 3 

crowned rose between h.r.; rev. dei. gra. age. fra. z. hie. 

rex.,’crowned shield dividing ii.r. crowned. From the Copp 

(lot 160) and Murdoch (lot 457) cabinets. This coin at the 
Murdoch sale was attributed to Edward VF, but it probably 
belongs to his father’s coinage 1 

EDWARD VI 

a. d. 1547-1553. 

294 N, Half-Sovereign, second coinage, m.m. obv. a swan ; rev. an arrow, j 

Edward, vi. d.g., &c., crowned bust to right ; rev. scvtvm. 

fidei. proteget. evm., roses between the words, crowned 

oval, garnished shield. Carlyon-Britton cabinet (lot 66). 
Fine and rare 1 

295 N, Crown, m.m. arrow, obv. edward. vi. d.g., &c., ag. for agl.;h 

Bust of the King crowned ; rev. scvtvm., &c., oval garnished 
shield crowned between e.r., diamond-shaped stops. Very 

fine and extremely rare variety. From the Brice, Montagu, 
and Murdoch cabinets (lot 473) 1 

296 N, Half-Sovereign, fourth coinage, m.m. ton, usual type of three- 2 

quarter figure of the King in armour, &c.; rev. crowned 
shield between e.r. Murdoch collection. Fine and rare 1 

s. d. 
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2 10 0 297 

220 298 

1 12 0 299 

426 300 

3 10 0 301 

0 15 0 302 

2 12 0 303 

1 9 0 304 

7 10 0 305 

10 10 0 306 

JR, Pattern for a Half-Sovereign, obv. scvtvm. fidei. proteget. 

evm., bust of the King in armour, and bare-headed, to right ; 

rev. edward. vi. d.g. rex. agl. fra. hi., &c., crowned rose 

between e.r. Fine and of the highest rarity. Probably Cuffs, 

but from Montagu and Murdoch collections (lot 533). 

{Plate) 1 

JR, Crown, 1551, m.m. y., obv. edward. vi. d.g. agl. franc, z. 

iiiber. rex., equestrian figure of the King ; rev. posvi. dev. 

adivtorem. mevm., square shield of arms. Finely preserved 1 

7R, Crown, 1551, m.m. y, similar, reverse legend adivtore. mev., 

fair ; Shillings, m.m. y and ton (5) ; Sixpence m.m. y, some 

fine * 7 

/K, Base Pennies, London m.m. escallop ; York m.m. mullet pierced, 

obv. a double rose, rev. square shield of arms. London Penny 

from the Brice, Montagu and Murdoch ; and the York from 

the Shepherd, Montagu, and Murdoch cabinets. Both very 

f ine and scarce 2 

MARY (sola). 

a.d. 1553-1554. 

N, Angel, m.m. pomegranate, obv. maria, d.g. ang. fra. z. hib. 

regin, S. Michael and dragon, rev. ad. no. factv. est. istvd. 

z. est. mirabi, ship and shield with m, and a rose divided by 

the mast. From the Murdoch cabinet (lot 541). Very fine 

and rare 1 

JR, Groats of usual type, in fine condition 3 

lR, Groat, from the Murdoch collection of usual type, &c.; a port¬ 

cullis countermark behind the Oueen’s head. Fine and 

rare 1 

,'R, Groat, usual type, &c. From the Rashleigli cabinet, Extremely 

fine and rare in this condition 1 

JR, Half-Groat, obv. maria, d.g.a. fr. z. hib. regi., crowned bust to 

left, rev. veritas. tempo, filia, shield on a cross fourchee. 

From the Murdoch collection (lot 547). Fine and extremely 

rare 1 

PHILIP and MARY. 

a.d. 1554-1558. 

N, Angel, m.m. lys, of usual type, obv. piiilip. z. maria, d. g. rex. 

z. regina. an. ; rev. a. dno. FACTVM. est., cScc., p.M. at sides 

of the mast of ship. From the Rashleigh cabinet (lot 831). 

Fine and very rare. An unpublished variety. [Plate) 1 
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307 7R, Shillings, value on reverse (2) ; another, dated 1554 and with 2 4 0 

value. Groat, m.m. lys, Rashleigh, fine. Base London 
Penny, obv. a rose, rev. shield of arms. Gibbs and Murdoch 
cabinets. All scarce 5 

308 JR, Shilling, 1555, and with value, Captain Madden. Sixpence, 2 10 0 
1554. Both fine, especially the latter, which was Mr. Rash¬ 
leigh’s. Scarce 2 

309 7R, Groat, m.m. lys, portion of reverse legend misstruck, otherwise 2 10 0 
very fine. Addington and Montagu cabinets (lot 26). Rare 1 

310 JR, Half-Groat, m.m. lys, obv. philip. et. maria, d.g. rex. et. 6 5 0 
regina, crowned bust of Queen Mary ; rev. posvim. devm. 

adivto. nos, shield on cross. Small fracture on edge, else fine. 

From the Bergne, Brice, and Rashleigh cabinets (lot 833). 
Very rare 1 

311 Tin, Pattern Half-Crown, obv. philipvs. d. gr. ang. er. neap. 4 0 0 

pr. hisp., bust of Philip in armour to right, a crown above, 
below 1554; rev. maria, d. gr. ang. fr. neap. pr. hisp., bust 

of Mary to left, a crown above dividing 1554. (Hawkins 

438 var.) From the Skaife, Moon and Murdoch cabinets 
(lot 565). Very fine and scarce 1 

ELIZABETH. 

a. D. 1558-1602. 

312 N, Fine Sovereign, second issue, m.m. escallop shell (1584-86), 4 12 6 

obv. ELIZABETH. D.G. ANG. FRA. ET. HIB. REGINA, the Queen 

with orb and sceptre, enthroned ; a portcullis at her feet ; 
rev. A. DNO. FACTV. EST. ISTVD. ET. EST. MIRAB. IN. OCVLIS. 

nrs., shield on a large double rose, &c. From■ the Mur¬ 
doch collection (lot 570). Fine and rare 1 

313 A7, Fine Sovereign, similar to last, m.m. escallop. From the Murdoch 4 12 6 
cabinet (lot 572). Fine and rare. {Plate) 1 

314 N, Pound Sovereign, m.m. Tun (1592-95), obv. Elizabeth, d. g., 3 12 6 
&c., large bust of the Oueen crowned in richly ornamented 

dress and ruff, rev. scvtvm. fidei. proteget. eam., large square 

shield crowned dividing E.R. From the Murdoch cabinet 
(lot 583). Very fine and scarce. {Plate) 1 

315 N, Half-Sovereign, m.m. cross crosslet (prior to 1561), crowned 3 3 0 

bust of the Oueen to left, rev. scvtvm., &c., square crowned 

shield between e.r. Ex-Brice and Montagu (lot 44) collec¬ 
tions. Very fine \ 
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N, Angel, ni.rn. ermine (1571-73), obv. Elizabeth, d.g., &c., usual 
type of S. Michael and dragon, rev. a. dno. factvm. est., &c., 
a ship sailing left, the mast dividing e and a rose. From the 
Montagu and O’Hagan cabinets {lot 113). Rare with ship 
sailing left, and very fine 1 

N, Angel, m.m. cross (1577-81), similar type, &c., but ship sailing 
to right. From the Murdoch collection (lot 607). Fine and 
rare * 

Ah Angel, as before, m.m. bell (1582-84), pierced. From the 
O’Hagan cabinet (lot 113) 1 

A7, Angel, similar type, &c., m.m. escallop over a (1582-84) on 
obv. ; the rev. m.m. escallop (1584-86). Fine and unpublished 
mix-up of m.m. From the Murdoch cabinet (lot 610) 1 

N, Angel, similar m.m. hand (1590-92), of usual type. From the 
Montagu collection (lot 67). Fine and very scarce mint mark 1 

A7, Angel, same m.m. From the Murdoch cabinet (lot 611). Fine 
and very scarce 1 

Ah Grown, m.m. Tun (1592-95), obv. elizab. d. g., &c., crowned 
bust of the Queen in ruff and embroidered dress; rev. scvtvm. 
fipei., &c., square shield crowned between e. r. Fine and 
scarce 1 

Ah Crown, m.m. coronet (1567-70), obv. Elizabeth, d. g., &c., type 
as last. From the Marsham and Montagu collections (lot 53). 
Fine, and the m.m. is rare 1 

Ah Half-Crown, m.m. cross crosslet (prior to 1561), type and legends 
as the crown, an. in obv. legend. Ex-Murdoch collection 
(lot 601). Very fine and rare 1 

A7, Half-Crown, m.m. 2 (1602), reads ang., obv. and ea for eam. 
(See Kenyon, p. 132). From the Stewart Thorburn and 
Montagu collections (lot 62). Fine, and a very rare mint mark 
and variety 1 

A7, Half-Sovereign, milled coinage, m.m. lys, obv. Elizabeth, d.g., 
&c., crowned bust in richly ornamented dress ; rev. scvtvm. 
fidei, die., crowned shield between e.r. From the Carlyon- 
Britton collection (lot 75). Very fine and rare. [Plate) 1 

/R, Crown, m.m. 1 (1601), obv. Elizabeth, d.g. ang. era. et. hiber. 
regina, crowned bust of the Oueen with orb and sceptre, 
wearing a ruff and embroidered dress; rev. posvi. pevm, &c.., 
square shield over a floriated cross. From the Raslileigh 
cabinet (lot 845). Extremely fine and rare 1 
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328 /R, Shilling, m.m. lys (prior to 1561), obv. legend ends regia, small 
bust of the Oueen. From the Holland, Durrani, Bergne. 
Brice, and Montagu collections (lot 87). Very fine and rare 1 

329 SR, Shillings, various m.m. (4) ; Sixpences, many dates (9) ; Three¬ 
pences (4) ; Half-Groats (2) ; Three halfpence, Pennies (2) ; 
Three-farthings, 1575 ; and a Halfpenny. Chiefly from the 

Montagu, collection, and fine 24 

330 *4?, Shillings (4) ; Sixpences (8) ; Threepences (3) ; Half-Groats 
(3) ; Pennies (5) ; Three-farthings, 1574 ; and two Half¬ 
pence. Fine, varied from last lot, and from each other 26 

331 SR, Milled issue, Shilling ; Sixpences, various dates, m.m., busts, 
and sizes of rose (10). The first pierced, the Sixpences fine 11 

332 SR, India, Portcullis Dollar, or Piece of Eight Reals or Ryals, m.m. 
O. (1600), obv. ELIZABETH. D. G. ANG. FR. ET. HIB. REGINA, 

square shield of arms crowned, dividing e.r. crowned; rev. 
posvi. devm. adivtorem. mevm., a portcullis crowned. Fine 

and rare 1 

333 JR, Half-Dollar, or Four Reals, same m.m., and similar legends 
and type. Fine and rare 1 

334 SR, Shilling, or Two Reals, same m.m., and similar type, &c. Fine 
and rare 1 

335 JR. Sixpence, or Real, similar m.m., type, &c. Fine and rare 1 

336 SR, Pattern Sixpence (?) obv. QViD. nos. sine, te., a lys between each 

word, crowned bust of the Oueen to left, a portcullis before, 

and a rose behind ; rev. Qvid. hoc. sine, armis, a lys between 

each word ; a castle between e.r., a sphere below, with a band 

inscribed, o. qvanto. Murdoch cabinet, rare. Irish Shilling, 
rev. three harps on a shield dividing 1561 ; and JR, three Irish 
Farthings, 1601 and 2. Fine 5 

337 SR, Pattern Groat (?) m.m. flower of six petals, obv. vnvm. a. deobvs. 

svstineo, bust of the Queen nearly full face, crowned, and 

wearing a ruff and rich robe; rev. afflictorvm. conservatrix., 

monogram of Elizabeth crowned, dividing 1601. (Snelling, 

patts. V., 15). Ex-Webb and Murdoch collections (lot 664). 
Extremely fine and rare. {Plate) 1 

338 SR, Pattern similar to last. Fine, has been gilded. Rare 1 

339 SR, Pattern, obv. rosa. sine, spina., a large rose crowned ; rev. pro. 

lege. rege. grege., a shield charged with cross of S. George. 

From the Murdoch collection (lot 672). Very fine and rare 1 

£ i'. d. 
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JR, Pattern as last, from same cabinet. Slight crack, else very fine 

and rare 1 

.R, Pattern Halfpenny, obv. the. pledge, of., the Royal mono¬ 

gram beneath a crown; rev. a. halfepenny, a large rose 

crowned. (Snelling, paits. V., 14). From them Pembroke, 

Addison, Murchison, Addington, Montagu, and Murdoch 

cabinets (lot 669). In finest preservation and very rare 1 

-R, Pattern Farthing, obv. monogram of the Queen crowned ; in the 

field two crosses and three stars, rev. a portcullis with chains, 

above the date, 1601. {Snelling, palts. V., 11). Ex the Brice, 

Montagu, Murdoch, and Hazlitl (lot 1,084) collections. Ex¬ 

tremely fine and very rare 1 

END OF SECOND DAY’S SALE. 

0 
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Lot 

JAMES I. 

a.d. 1603-1625. 
£ d. 

343 N, Fine Sovereign or Rose Ryal, m.m. rose (1605-6), obv. iacobvs. 4 12 6 
d.g. mag. brit. fran. et. HIBER. rex., the King enthroned 

holding sceptre and orb, at his feet a portcullis ; rev. a. dno. 

FACTVM. EST. ISTVD. ET. EST. MIRAB. IN. OCVLIS. NRIS, shield 

of arms upon a large double rose. Fine and very scarce. 
[Plate) 1 

344 N, Thirty-Shilling Piece or Rose Ryal, m.m. spur rowel (1619-20), 11 0 0 
obv. IACOBVS. D. G. MA. BRI. FR. ET. HIB. REX., King 

enthroned, wearing a ruff and the collar of the Garter, a 
portcullis at his feet; rev. A. dno. factvm. est., &c., Royal 

shield on a cross fleury, surrounded by a double circle of 
dots, within which are lys, lions and roses ; above the 

shield xxx. From the Durr ant. Brown, Addington and 

Montagu cabinets (lot !35). An extra fine and rare coin. 
[Plate) 1 

345 N, Unite, m.m. thistle (1603), of usual type. Three-quarter bust of 9 0 0 
the King in armour holding sceptre and orb, rev. exvrgat. 

DEVS, dissipentvr. inimici, crowned shield between I.R. 

From the Carlyon- Britton collection (lot 84). Very fine and 
rare 1 

346 A , Unite, second coinage, m.m. lys (1604-5), similar type to last, 2 17 6 

rev. faciam. eos. in. gentvm. vnam, and the obverse titles 

read mag. brit. From the Thorburn and Murdoch collections 
(lot 696). Very fine. [Plate) 1 

347 Al, Unite, similar m.m. coronet (1607-9). From the Montagu and 2 4 0 

Murdoch collections (lot 700). Very fine and a rare mint 
mark 1 

348 A\ Unite, similar type, m.m. cinquefoil pierced (1613-15). From i 16 0 
the Montagu collection (lot 151). Fine 1 

349 N, Unite, as before, m.m. escallop (1606-7). Fine 1 1 7 0 
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0 350 A, Half-Unite, m.m. escallop, obv. bust to right crowned ; rev. square 

shield crowned, henricvs. rosas. regna. iacobvs. Crown, 

m.m. coronet, similar type, but without i.r. at sides of shield. 

Fine, and both from the Murdoch collection 2 

0 351 A, Half-Unite m.m. castle, third coinage (1612-13). Another, 

m.m. trefoil (1613-14). Both m.m. unrecorded in Kenyon. 

Fine 2 

0 352 A7, Half-Crown, m.m. thistle (1603-4) rev. tveatvr. vnita. devs., 

square crowned shield, i.r. at sides of the crown. From the 

Marsham and Murdoch cabinets. Fine and very rare 1 

0 353 A, Laurel, of usual type, m.m. spur rowel (1619-20). From the 

Martin, Shepherd, Richardson and Murdoch cabinets. Very 

fine and desirable 1 

0 354 A, Laurel, Half-Laurel, and Quarter-Laurel, all m.m. lys (1623-24). 

Second from the Bergne, Brice, Montagu, and Murdoch col¬ 

lections, last from the Murdoch. A fine set 3 

0 355 A, Laurel, m.m. rose (1620-21), bri. fra. et. hib. Montagu cabinet. 

Extremely fine 1 

0 356 A7, Laurel, m.m. trefoil (1624). The coin has a peculiar and unusual 

bust of the King, is from the Murdoch collection, and in fine- 
condition 1 

6 357 SR, Crown, second coinage, m.m. trefoil, obv. iacobvs. d. g. mag. 

bri. fran. et. hib. rex., equestrian figure of the King with 

sword ; the housings decorated with a rose crowned ; rev. 

qwe. devs. conivnxit. nemo, separet., garnished shield 

surmounted by a crown and plumes. From Captain Clarke s 

collection. Very fine and rare. {Plate) 1 

0 358 dR, First coinage, Shillings, m.m. thistle (1603-4) ; lys (1604) ; Six¬ 

pence 1603, all Murdoch cabinet ; Shilling, m.m. thistle ; Half- 

Groat, m.m. thistle, Shepherd and Murdoch. Very fine. 

Penny, similar type and same cabinets ; another Penny ; and 

Half-Groat, Penny, and Halfpenny, rose and thistle type. 
Some very f ine, all scarce 10 

0 359 JR, Second coinage, Shillings, m.m. lys, iacob, d.g., See., Webb and 

Murdoch, unpublished with Jacob ; escallop, Doulton, Richard¬ 

son and Murdoch ; trefoil, Montagu ; Sixpences, m.m. rose, 

1605, Webb and Murdoch ; lys, 1624. All fine coins, above 
the usual condition 5 
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360 .R, Shillings, m.m. lys, plain, and bird-headed harps (3), escallop, 
fine, coronet, tower, and trefoil (2) ; Sixpences 1605, 1623 

two, 1624 two ; Half-Groats (2) ; Pennies (4) ; and two 
Halfpennies. Chiefly from the Montagu and Murdoch cabinets, 

and f ine 21 

361 JE, “ Harington ” Farthing Tokens, first issue, under the auspices 
of John, first Lord Harington of Exton, Rutland, and of 
Combe Abbey, near Coventry, died 1613 ; of John, his son, 

died 1614 ; and of Stuart Ludovick, second Duke of Lennox 

and Duke of Richmond, died 16th February, 1623-4, obv. 
iaco. d.g. mag. BRi., crown over two sceptres in saltire ; rev. 

fra. et. hib. rex., a harp crowned, m.m. lys, rose, annulet, 
crown, dagger, eagle’s head, ermine, &c., &c., including some 

five contemporary forgeries. Half-Farthings, one tin washed 

(2), Chiefly from the Hoblyn collection. Some very fine 30 

362 JE, Others, m.m. bell, lozenge, flower, trefoil, lion rampant, and 

passant, martlet, O (omega), quatrefoil, &c., &c. Chiefly 
from the Hoblyn collection. Many fine, one without a beak to 
the harp is rare 36 

CHARLES I. 

a.d. 1625-1648. 

363 N, Tower mint, Unite or Sovereign, m.m. lys (1625), obv. carolvs. 

d.g., &c., crowned bust in ruff and collar of the Garter to 

left, xx behind the head, rev. florent. concordia. rhgna., 

square garnished shield, crowned. From the Chcsham find 
and Montagu cabinet. Fine and uncommon 1 

364 N, Unite, m.m. lys, similar type. Fine 1 

365 N, Unite, m.m. castle (1627-28), bust in ruff and armour, rev. 

square shield crowned. Ex-Montagu cabinet. Very fine 1 

366 N, Unite, same m.m. and type. Fine 1 

367 N. Unite, m.m. plumes with, on each side, five pellets (1630), rev. 

oval shield crowned, between c.r. Ex-Montagu and Murdoch 
collections. Very fine 1 

368 A, Unite, as last, m.m. rose (1631). From the Murdoch cabinet. 
Fine 1 

369 N, Unite, m.m. bell (1634) ; bust wearing falling collar edged with 

lace, rev. oval shield crowned, between c.r. crowned. Ex- 
Murdoch cabinet. Fine 1 

X s. cl. 
3 0 0 
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1 14 0 370 N, Unite, m.m. crown (1635), rev. slightly double struck, else very fine 

2 14 0 371 

% 6 0 372 

1 18 0 373 

3 3 0 374 

5 0 0 375 

7 0 0 376 

10 10 0 377 

N, Unite, m.m. v in circle (1643), type, &c., as last. From Montagu 
and Murdoch collections. Slightly double struck, otherwise 

fine * 

A7, Haif-Unitc or Double Crown, m.m. crown (1635), obv. similar. 

rev. cvltores. SVI. DEVS, protegit., oval shield, &c. Crown, 

same m.m. and type. First very fine, and from the Montagu ; 

second fine, from the t'opp and Montagu collections 2 

AC Britain Crown, m.m. rose (1631), Type 3, oval shield; pierced, 

else very fine, an unpublished m.m. Another, m.m. ton (1636- 

1638). From the Hugh Howard, Brice, and Montagu cabinets. 

Very f ine - 

A7, Crowns, m.m. (r). year (1644) ; and eye (1645). Both unpub¬ 

lished mint marks, and from the Murdoch cabinet. 1 histle 

Crown, m.m. lys. Very fine 3 

N, Angel, m.m. bell (1634), obv. carolvs. d.g., &c., hi. rex., S. 

Michael and dragon ; x in the field on right; rev. m.m. bell 

over portcullis, amor, popvli. pr^esidivm. regis., ship sailing- 

left with large sail decorated with Royal arms. From the 

Montagu and Murdoch cabinets (lot 70). Very fine, and an 

extremely rare mint mark 1 

A7, Briot’s mintage, Unite, m.m. obv. b and a flower, rev. b. ; obv. 

crowned bust with flowing hair, and wearing a lace collar, 

xx. behind; rev. florent., &c., square garnished shield, 

crowned. From the Rashleigh cabinet (lot 873). Very fine and 

rare 1 

N, Oxford mint, Treble Sovereign, 1642, obv. m.m. plume, on obv. 

only, carolvs. d.g. mag. brit. FRAN. ET. hi. rex., half-length 

figure of the King crowned, holding a sword and an olive 

branch ; behind plume rev. exvrgat. devs. disstpentvr. 

inimici., and on a scroll, the “ Declaration,” relig. prot. 

legi. ang. liber, par. above three plumes and hi., below 

the date 1642. From the Murdoch collection (lot 2). Very 

fine and rare 1 

9 5 0 378 A7, Treble Sovereign, 1643, m.m. plume on obv. only, legends as last 

but magn. and liib., bust with sword and branch of olive, 

plume behind rev. exvrgat., &c., and the “ Declaration ” 

on a continuous scroll, three plumes and hi. above ; 1643 

below. Somewhat irregularly struck up, but in mint state. 

From the Thomas Pennant and Earl of Denbigh’s collections 

(lot 25) 1 
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379 ,V, Treble Sovereign, 1644, m.m. small plume, rev. five pellets, after *n 

inimici, usual type, but mag. bri. fra. et. hiber. ; rev. 
exvrgat., &c., with the “ Declaration ” on a continuous 

scroll ; three small plumes and in. above ; 1644, with oxon 
beneath the date, below. (Kenyon, p. 159, No. 2). From 

the Rashleigh cabinet (lot 878). Very fine and very rare 1 

380 N, Unite, 1643, m.m. plume on obv. ten pellets in form of a Greek £ 4 

on rev., usual type, with the “ Declaration ” on reverse in large 

letters ; three plumes above, 1643 below. From the Montagu 

cabinet. Fine and a rare variety 1 

381 N, Half-Unite, 1643, obv. carolvs. d.g. m. br. fr. et. hi. rex., 1° 
crowned bust with falling lace collar, x. behind, rev. exvrgat, 

&c., and the “ Declaration ” on a continuous scroll, three 
plumes above, and 1643 below. Ex-C arty on-Britton cabinet. 

Extremely fine and very rare 1 

382 JR, Tower mint, Crown, Hawkins, Type 2b., m.m. plume (1630), 4 
obv. carolvs. d.g., &c.. King on horse-back with sword, 

to left ; a plume on horse’s head, rev. christo. avspice. 
regno., garnished oval shield, surmounted by plume and 

c.R. (Ruding XVIII., 2). From the Rashleigh collection. 

Very fine and rare 1 

383 .'R, Half-Crown, Type 2a, m.m. plume (1630), obv. carolvs. d.g. 5 
mag. brit. fran. et. hib. rex., equestrian figure, plume on 

horse’s head ; rev. christo., &c., garnished oval shield ; 

c.R. above divided bv a lys ; five pellets before and after 
Christo, seven after auspice and regno. From the Neck, Webb, 

and Montagu cabinets. Very fine, and, in the condition, very 

rare 1 

384 .R, Half-Crowns, Type 2c, m.m. portcullis (1633), rev. oval shield - 
between c.R.; m.m. bell (1634), rev. oval shield ; m.m. crown 

(1635), rev. oval shield. All from Montagu and Murdoch 

cabinets ; m.m. star (1640), type as last, but horse fore¬ 

shortened and King’s scarfe flowing. Montagu. Fine 4 

385 .R, Half-Crowns, m.m. ton (1636) ; triangle (1639) ; star (1640) ; * 

triangle in circle (1641) two ; (p) (1643) ; and sun (1645) ; 

Shillings, m.m. lys ; and triangle ; Sixpences, m.m. rose ; 
and sun 11 

386 JR, Half-Crown, m.m. triangle in circle ; Shilling and Sixpence, “ 

m.m. anchor, scarce m.m. All Montagu cabinet. Shilling 

of first issue, m.m. lys, Murdoch ; another, m.m. rose. All 

fine coins 5 

.s. d. 
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1 2 0 387 SR, Shilling, Sixpence, rose Half-Groat and Penny, and Halfpenny ; 

all except the last m.m. lys (1625), the Sixpence dated. 

Montagu cabinet, and very well preserved (5) ; Shillings m.m. 

sun, Montagu ; m.m. lys, Murdoch ; three Half-Groats, 

Penny, and a Halfpenny. All good state 12 

5 5 0 388 SR, Briot’s mintage, Crown, obv. m.m. b and flower, rev. b.; obv. 

carolvs. d.g., &c., equestrian figure of the King with sword 

upraised, to left; rev. christo, &c., oval garnished shield, 

crown above ; c.R. crowned at sides, diamond-shaped stops. 

Very fine and rare 1 

2 2 0 389 Half-Crown, m.m. prostrate anchor and b., type, &c., as the 

Crown. From the W. W. Blest collection. Very fine and rare 

1 

] jo 0 390 SR, Shilling, m.m. anchor prostrate, crowned bust of the King 

wearing a lace collar, and with flowing hair, rev. square 

shield over a cross fleuree. From the Hastings and Richard¬ 

son collections. Very fine and rare 1 

1 16 0 391 SR, Sixpences, m.m. obv. anchor and flower ; rev. anchor, type as 

the Shilling ; one has chisto, for Christo, rare ; Pattern 

Half-Groat with bare-headed bust ; Half-Groat and Penny, 

types as the Shilling. All fine and scarce, the last rare 5 

1 7 0 392 SR, Aberystwith Groats (2) ; and a Threepence, m.m. open book, 

and of usual type ; an uncertain Sixpence, m.m. b., rev. of 

the Oxford type and dated 1646 ; Exeter Crown, m.m. rose 

and dated on reverse 1644. First four fine, last a fair and 

circular coin 5 

3 12 6 393 SR, Bristol Half-crown, m.m. plume on obverse, obv. carolvs. 

d.g., &c., King on horseback, with sword held upright, br 

monogram below the horse ; rev. exvrgat. devs., &c., and the 

“ Declaration ” in three lines ; three plumes above ; 1645 

below. From the Montagu cabinet. Well preserved and rare 1 

5 0 0 394 SR, Shilling, m.m. plume on obv., Aon rev.] obv. carolvs. d.g. mag. 

br. fr. et. rib. rex., bust crowned, wearing lace collar, 

small illume before face ; xn. behind, rev. exvrgat., &c.; 
with the “ Declaration ” in three lines ; three plumes above ; 

below 1645, and under the date an a. From the Marsham, 

Montagu, and Murdoch cabinets. Very fine and rare 1 

2 2 0 395 SR, Exeter Crown, m.m. castle, of usual type, and dated on reverse 

1645. Shilling, m.m. rose, rev. oval garnished shield, dated 

1644. (Ruding XXV., 6). Both good pieces the latter rare 2 
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396 7R, Half-Crown, m.m. rose, obv. carolvs. d.g. ma. br. fr. et. hi. 7 0 0 
rex., equestrian figure with upraised sword, no ground 

below the horse, rev. christo, &c., 1644 at end of legend ; 
oval garnished shield. [For obv., Ruding XXV., 5). Extremely 

fine for this piece. From the Raslileigh collection (lot 947). 

Rare 1 

397 rR, Oxford mint, Pound Piece, 1642, m.m. obv. plume, rev. seven 14 0 0 
pellets ; obv. carolvs: d:g: magni: britani: fran: et: hib: 

rex. equestrian figure, with sword erect, to right; a plume 

behind ; below the horse, a cannon and arms ; rev. exvrgat: 
devs: dissipentvr; inimici ; and in two lines across the field 
the “ Declaration,” relig. prot. leg. ang. liber, par.; three 

plumes and xx. above ; 1642 below. (Rud. XXIII., 1). From 

the Montagu cabinet (lot 489). Very fine and rare. [Plate) 1 

398 JR, Pound Piece, 1642, m.m. obv. plume, rev. seven pellets ; obv. 6 5 0 

brit:, the b small ; the King riding left over arms, and a 

chequered ground; rev. exvrgat: devs:, &c.; and the 

Declaration,” &c., 1642 below. From the Marsham and 
Murdoch (lot 71) collections. Tooled on the obv., but very fine 
and rare. [Plate) 1 

399 /R, Pound Piece, 1642, obv. m.m. plume, rev. five pellets ; obv. of 13 15 0 

usual type, the King’s sword penetrating the inner circle, 

arms without cannon, below the horse mag: brit: fra: et: 
iiiber: ; rev. exvrgat, &c.; the “ Declaration ” has angl: 

liber: par., the plumes have but one band (Shrewsbury tj^pe). 

Hawkins, p. 322, No. 4. From the Murdoch collection (lot 
73). Very f ine and rare. Interesting, showing that the Shrews¬ 
bury moneyers brought their dies to Oxford 1 

400 /R, Pound Piece, 1643, m.m. obv. plume, rev. seven pellets ; obv. mag: 30 0 0 
brit: fra: et : hiber:, equestrian figure as before, the sword 

penetrating the inner circle ; arms below the horse ; rev. 

has no lower bands to plumes above the “ Declaration ” 

which has ang: and 1643 below (Shrewsbury type) ; no 

cannon and the arms are better defined. Of superior execution. 

From the Dymoch, 1858 ; and the Rashleigh (lot 888) cabinets. 
In almost perfect preservation, a rare type, and exceedingly 

scarce in this condition. [Plate) j 

401 Pound Piece, 1643, m.m. obv. plume, rev. seven pellets ; obv. n 5 0 

magn: brit: fran: et: hib:, equestrian figure, the horse 

small, the sword within the inner circle, arms below the 

horse, plume, as usual, behind ; rev. has ang: in the “ Declara¬ 

tion ” with 1643 below. From the Marsham (lot 570e), and 

the Murdoch (lot 74) collections. An unpublished, and very 
rare type. [Plate) j 
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12 0 0 402 

33 0 0 403 

6 15 0 404 

4 5 0 405 

6 0 0 406 

11 0 0 407 

JR, Pound Piece, 1643, m.m. obv. plume, rev. seven pellets ; obv. 

carolvs: urn: magni: britani: fran: et: hib: rex., King 
on a small horse riding above arms and cannon, plume behind ; 

rev. exvrgat: &c., with the “ Declaration ” ang: for Angl ; 

the date, 1643, below. The 3 has been officially altered from 

2. (Hawkins, p. 322, No. 6). From the Rashleigh collection 

(lot 889). Slight-flaw through the v of devs ; otherwise very 

fine, and very rare in this condition. [Plate) 1 

JR, Pound Piece, 1644, m.m. plume, obv. only ; obv. carolvs: d: g: 

mag: brit: fra: et: iiiber: rex., King mounted, with long 

sword piercing inner legend, arms below the horse, which is 

prancing to left ; plume behind ; rev. exvrgat, &c. ; the 

“ Declaration,” relig: prot: leg: ang: liber: par: in three 

lines on a scrolled compartment, the centre top ornamented 

with a lion’s head ; a single large plume and xx. above ; 1644, 

with ox beneath, below. (Rud. XXIII., 3). From the 

Alchorne, 1848 ; and the Rashleigh (lot 890) collections. An 

extremely rare type, and very fine. [Plate) 1 

/R, Half-Pound, 1642, m.m. obv. plume, rev. seven pellets ; obv. 

magn: brit: fran: et: hib:, equestrian figure as on the 

Pounds ; arms, but no cannon, below the horse ; plume 

behind ; rev. exvrgat:, &c., and the “ Declaration ” in two 

lines ; three plumes with x above, 1642 below. [Rud. 

XXIII., 4). From the Bergne, Brice, and Montagu (lot 496) 

collections. Very fine, of fine work, and rare 1 

JR, Half-Pound, 1643, m.m. obv. plume, rev. four pellets ; obv. as 

last, rev. exvrgat: &c., and the “ Declaration,” plumes and 

x above, 1643 below. From the collection of the Rev. W. W. 

Usher, of Lincoln. Very f ine and rare 1 

JR, Crown, 1643, m.m. obv. plume, rev. seven pellets ; obv. carolvs: 

d:c»: mag: brit: fran: et: hi: rex, King with uplifted sword, 

on horseback to left, grass below the horse, which has his 

off hind-leg upraised ; rev. exvrgat: &c., and the “ Declara¬ 

tion ” in two lines, ang: for Angl., three plumes and v above, 

1643 below. [Rud. XXIII., 6). From the Rashleigh cabinet 

(lot 914). Very fine and rare. [Plate) 1 

JR, Pattern Shilling, 1644, by Rawlins, m.m. plume on obv., rosette 

on rev.] obv. carolvs. d:g: mag: bri: fr: ft. (sic) hib: rex.; 

bust to left crowned, in lace collar and armour, on shoulder 

the artist’s initial r ; rev. exvrgat., &c., “ Declaration ” in 

three lines, relig: prot, &c., three plumes above, rosettes 

at sides of outer ones ; below 1644, ox.; stops lozenges. From 

the Currer, Murchison, Bergne (lot 739), Brice, Montagu, (lot 

531, £9 17s. 6d.), and Murdoch (lot 312) collections. Very fine, 

and extremely rare, unpublished, and perhaps unique. [Plate) 1 
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408 SR, Shrewsbury mint. Pound Piece, 1642, m.m. obv. five pellets ; j* 
obv. carolvs. d:g: mag: brit: fra: et: hib: rex., King with 
upright sword riding left, nothing below the horse, a plume 

behind ; rev. exvrgat. devs., &c., the “ Declaration,” 
relig. prot. leg. ANG. liber, par. in two lines ; above XX., 

and three plumes without band below the coronet ; below 
1642. (Rud. XXIII., 2 for obv.). From the Murdoch collection 

(lot 79). Fine and very rare 1 

409 .d?, Half-Pound, 1642, m.m. obv. and rev. nine pellets ; obv. carolvs 

d:g: mag: bri: fra: et: hi: rex, equestrian figure, plume behind; 
no ground under horse ; rev. exvrgat., &c., with the " Declara¬ 

tion ” in two lines ; two plumes only with x between, above ; 

1642 below. From the Marsham (lot 843, £10 5s.), and the 
Murdoch (lot 88) cabinets. Slightly double struck, otherwise 

fine, unpublished, and of the highest rarity 1 

410 SR, Half-Pound, 1642, m.m. plume on obv. Usual titles, but brit: < 
fran:, aims below the horse, and the King’s sword pointless ; 

rev. exvrgat: devs:, &c., with the “ Declaration,” ang. for 
Angl; three plumes and x above ; 1642 below. (Hawkins, 

No. 3). Ex-Montagu collection (lot 544). Fine and rare 1 

411 SR, Half-Pound, 1642, m.m. obv. nine pellets, rev. four pellets. , 
Usual type, the King’s sword pierces inner circle, bri: fra: et: 

iiib: ; rev. exvrgat : devs:, &c., with the “ Declaration,” 
relig: prot: leg angl: liber: parl, in small letters, plume 

with x above ; 1642 below ; no ground under the horse. 

(Hawkins, No. 1 variety). Similar to the Pound, lot 408. 
Struck on a cracked flan, from the Rashleigh cabinet, in good 

condition, and of great rarity ; unpublished 1 

412 SR, York mint, Half-Crown, m.m. lion, obv. carolvs. d.g., &c., 

King mounted, sword upraised pierces inner circle, no ground 

under the horse (Ruding, Supp. V., 9), well preserved ; another, 

same m.m., similar type, ebor under the horse. Both have 

reverse oval shields garnished, the latter with four pellets 

after regno. Both f rom the Montagu collection. Well preserved 
and rare 2 

413 A*, Half-Crown, m.m. lion, obv. titles and type as last, but brit. 

and fran., rev. oval shield crowned and garnished, the garni¬ 

ture of shield decorated with a lion’s head and paws. (Hawkins 
498). A flaw in the flan, otherwise very fine 1 

414 SR, Half-Crown, m.m. lion, obv. type as last ; there is a long mane in 

front of the horse ; ebor below, rev. oval garnished shield 

crowned c.R. at sides, crowned, a flower before and after 

avspice. Of fine work, very fine and rare 1 

.S'. d. 
15 0 
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1 16 0 

2 6 0 
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3 7 6 415 Half-Crown, m.m. lion ; equestrian figure of the King, ebor. 

below, rev. square plain shield crowned, c.r. crowned at sides, 

a flower before and after avspice. (Hawkins 496). From 

the Rashleigh cabinet (lot 972). Very fine and the typerare 1 

5 0 0 416 7R, Pattern Tower Penny, m.m. three lys on obv only ; obv. caro: 

d:g: ma: br: fr: et: h: rex. Bust of King crowned to left, 

with ruff, armour and mantle tied on shoulder, and dividing 

the legend ; rev. oval garnished shield, c.r. at sides, outer 

beaded border, no legend. Unpublished, and extremely fine. 

From the Bergne, Addington, Montagu (lot 376), and Murdoch 

(lot 328) collections. Only one other example of this coin is 

known ; it is in the British Museum 1 

4 7 6 417 JE, Pattern Farthing, obv. pray. for. the. king, a crowned rose 

between c.r.; rev. lord. give. thy. blesing, quatrefoils 

between words of obv. legend, and a quatrefoil between two 

roses above and below rev. legend. (Montagu, p. 23, No. 7). 

From the Col. John Herbert Stacy collection. Well preserved 

and extremely rare 1 

3 3 0 418 7R, Marriage medalet, 1625, rev. Cupid with lilies and roses ; and a 

pattern or medal, 1643, by Rawlins, rev. in. vtrvmqve. 

paratvs., sword and olive branch in saltire, between c.r. 

crowned, in exergue 1643 ; very fine. JE, Kilkenny rebel 

Halfpenny, countermarked with a castle, k below ; another 

with c.r. crowned 4 

OBSIDIONAL COINAGES. 

Temp. Charles I. and Charles II. 

2 0 0 419 /R, Pontefract Shilling, 1648, lozenge-shaped ; obv. dvm. spiro. 

spero ; crown with a large c.r. below, rev. castle, 1648 

beneath ; at sides, left obs, right p.xii. c. Rare. {Plate) 1 

2 18 0 420 7R, Shilling, 1648, octagonal, obv. legend,, &c. as last ; rev. a castle 

gate, flag flying from central tower ; obs. at left, hand with 

sword at right, p.c. above, 1648 beneath. Fine and rare 1 

4 0 0 421 /R, Shilling, 1648 (Charles IT.), octagonal, obv. dvm. spiro. spero., 

large C.R., below a crown ; rev. carolvs. secvndvs, 1648 ; 

castle gate with flag in central tower, obs. on left, above 

p.c., on right mouth of cannon. (Ruding XXIX., 12). Ex- 

Marsham and Murdoch (lot 351) collections. Very fine and 
rare 1 
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422 JR, Shilling, 1648 (Charles II.), octagonal, obv. carol: ii: d:g: mag: 6 
b: et: h: rex., crown above legend in three lines, hanc: devs: 

dedit. 1648 ; rev. post; mortem: patris: pro: filio ; castle 

gate with flag in central tower, at left obs ; above P.C., on 

right mouth of cannon. (Ruding XXIX., 13). From the Shep¬ 

herd and Murdoch (lot 353) collections. Very fine and very 

rare 1 

423 /R, Shilling, 1648 (Charles II.), octagonal. Type and legends as 3 
Shilling, lot 421. From the Boyne cabinet (lot 1,278). Fine 

and rare. [Plate) 1 

424 JR, Newark, 1645, Half-Crown ; Shilling, newarke ; and Nine- 4 

pence ; of usual types. All fine 3 

425 SR, Shilling and Ninepence, 1646, Newark. Both very fine 2 3 

426 SR, Ormonde money, 1643. Of usual type. Crown, very fine, Copp 4 
and Murdoch ; Shilling, very fine, same cabinets ; Sixpence, 

Groat, and Half-Groat, rare. Murdoch collection, and fine 5 

427 SR, Shilling, Sixpence countermarked K below the vi., rare ; Half- 3 
Groat with d reaching to the inner circle. Rare 3 

428 SR, Shilling, of usual type ; the reverse bears the hall-marks of a 16 

lion and the letter h for the year 1625. From the Tyrrell 

and Murdoch (lot 53) collections. Very fine and believed to 
be unique. [Plate) 1 

429 JE, Richmond Farthing Tokens, issued under the auspices of the 2 

Dowager Duchess of Richmond, Sir Francis Crane, and 
Edward Garrett. Type as the “ Haringtons ” of James I., 

but reading caro. (or carolv.) d.g. mag. bri (or brit.), rev. 

fra. et. hib. rex. m.m. lys, saltire, starfish, shield, trefoil, 

vase, woolpack, &c., &c. Chiefly from the Hoblyn collection, 

a few contemporary forgeries. Mostly fine 50 

430 JE, Another selection, varied m.m. including (14) “ double rings ” 1 

issued during the period, Henry Frederick Howard, Lord 

Maltravers enjoyed the patent, the name of the monarch in 

full carolvs. Chiefly from the Hoblyn collection. Some 
very fine, and the last type not common 44 

431 JE, Farthings, as in lot 429 ; two on a strip of copper, and two others 1 

on partly trimmed blanks, all m.m. rose. From the C. Grant 
and P. Nelson collections. Very f ine and rare 3 

s. cl. 
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4 17 6 432 

350 433 

4 0 0 434 

3 15 0 435 

3 15 0 436 

1 16 0 437 

1 11 0 438 

2 6 0 439 

2 14 0 440 

4 0 0 441 

2 17 6 442 

SE, Rose or Royal Farthings, 1635, m.m. various (64), some struck 

on blanks of two metals, and include the King’s name in full 

and abbreviated ; also ten of the rare variety with the sceptres 

below the crown. From the Hoblyn cabinet. Mostly fine, 

an interesting collection 74 

COMMONWEALTH. 

a.d. 1649-1660. 

A, Half-Unite or Ten Shillings, 1651, m.m. sun, obv. the common¬ 

wealth. of. England ; shield of S. George, rev. god. with. 

vs., 1651 ; shields of S. George and Ireland, x. above, with 

dots before and after the obverse legend. Kenyon states there 

are none on this date. Fine, and a very rare variety. From 

the Hall and Montagu (lot 670) collections 1 

N, Half-Unite, 1651, m.m. sun type; &c., as last, but wanting the 

dots before and after obv. legend. Very fine and scarce. 

From the Murdoch collection (lot 374) 1 

N, Crown, 1650, same type and m.m. as the Half-Unite, but v above 

the shields on reverse. Very fine and scarce 1 

N, Grown, 1653, letters of legend smaller. From the Hastings, Mon¬ 

tagu and Murdoch cabinets. Very f ine and a rare variety 1 

SR, Crown, 1656, m.m. sun, of usual type, &c. Fine 1 

SR, Half-Crown, 1651 ; Shilling, 1651. Rashleigh collection. Both 

finer than usual, especially the Shilling 2 

SR, Half-Crowns, 1653 and 1654 ; Shillings, 1652, 1655 has common- 

wealh ; Half-Groat and Penny 6 

SR, Shillings, 1653, Murdoch, fine ; another, with t omitted in 

Commonwealth, 1654, fine. All m.m. sun 3 

SR, Shilling, 1651, m.m. sun, usual type. From the Durrani, Bergne, 

Brice, Montagu and Murdoch (lot 404) collections. Extremely 

fine and toned, and rare thus 1 

SR, Blondeau’s patterns, 1651, Shilling, m.m. sun, obv. the common¬ 

wealth. of. england. ; shield charged with cross of S. George 

within wreath of palm and laurel; rev. god. with, vs., 1651, 

shields charged with cross of S. George and Irish harp, xn 

above ; edge milled. Ex-Gibbs and Murdoch collections. Very 

fine and rare 1 

2 8 0 443 SR, Sixpence, 1651, similar type, &c. to last, but vi above the 

shields. Very fine and rare 1 
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444 Pewter, Pattern Farthing, ohv. £ ovnce. of. fine, pewtr.; shield 3 
charged with cross pattee t.k. above, rev. for. necessary, 

change ; shield charged with a harp, over a sun radiated. 

For the piece very fine, and rare. IE, Pattern Farthing, m.m. 
mullet, ohv. thvs. vnited. invincible. ; three linked pillars, 
bearing respectively a cross, harp, and thistle, rev. and. god. 

direct, ovr. covrs., a ship sailing left. Fine 2 

CROMWELL PROTECTOR. 

a. d. 1656—1658. 

445 Ar, Pattern Broad by Simon, 1656, obv. olivak. d.g. r.p. ang. sco. 8 
et. hib. &. pro., laureated bust of the Protector to left ; rev. 
pax. qvajritvr. bello., 1656, shield charged with Protectorate 

arms, crowned, edge milled. From the Hazlett collection. 

Very fine and rare 1 

446 SR, Crown, 1658, known as the “ Dutch Crown,” obv. olivar. d.g.r.p. 10 
ang. sco. hib., &c. pro, laureated bust to left ; rev. pax. 

qvajritvr. bello, shield with Protectorate arms crowned, 
1658 above ; edge, has. nisi, peritvrvs. adimat. nemo ; the 

N in ang is upside down ; the Crown is said to have been struck 

in Holland. [Henfrey IV., 5). Extremely fine and very rare. 

[Plate) 1 

447 SR, Half-Crown, 1656, by Simon, type and legends as the Broad, but 3 
the bust draped, edge i-ias. nisi., &c. Fine, and the date a 

very rare one 

448 SR, Half-Crown and Shilling, 1658, by Simon, Half-Crown inscribed 3 
edge, Shilling milled edge. Very fine and very scarce 2 

449 SR, Pattern Farthing, m.m. mullet, obv. only ; obv. olivar. pro. 

eng. sc. irl., laureated bust to left ; rev. charitie. and. 

change, shield charged with the Protectorate arms, crowned. 

From the Addington and Montagu cabinets. In good condition, 

'and rare. [Plate) 1 

CHARLES II 

a.d. 1660-1684. 

Hammered Coinage. 

450 H, Unite or Broad, by Simon, m.m. crown, obv. carolvs. ii. d.g. 7 

mag. brit. fran. et. hib. rex, laureated bust of the King, 

xx behind ; rev. florent. concordia regna, oval garnished 

shield crowned, between c.R. [Rud. XIV., 9). From the Wigan, 

Brice, and Montagu (lot 738) collections. Extremely fine 
and rare. [Plate) 1 

s. d. 
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d. 
0 451 7R, Shilling of Simon’s first coinage without value or inner circle, 

m.m. on obv. crown, brit. fr. et. hib. rex. From the Wilcox 

collection. Extra fine and rare 1 

0 452 SR, Sixpence of same coinage, m.m. crown, obv. only. Very fine 

and rare 1 

6 453 SR, Half-Crown and Sixpence of the third coinage with value and 

inner circle, m.m. crown. Latter from the Murdoch cabinet 

is fine, former good. First coinage without value or inner 

circle. Half-Groats (5) ; third coinage with both ; Groats 

(3) ; Threepences (2) ; Half-Groats (6) ; and Pennies (2). 

Fine and the first issue, rare 20 

MILLED COINAGE. 

0 454 N, Five Guineas, 1668, obv. carolvs. ii. dei. gratia., small bust of 

the King, lovelock in front ; rev. mag. br. fra. et. hib. rex., 

four shields crowned, arranged crosswise, sceptre in each angle, 

four interlinked c’s in centre, edge, decvs. et. tvtamen. 

anno, regni. vicesimo. Very fine 1 

0 455 N, Five Guineas, 1668, type as before, but below the bust an 

elephant ; edge, decvs., &c., vicesimo. From the Wyndham 

and Murdoch (lot 202) collections. Extremely f ine and rare 1 

0 456 N, Five Guineas, 1669, same type as last, edge decvs, &c., 

vicesimo primo 1 

0 457 N, Five Guineas, 1670, usual type ; edge, decvs., &c., vicesimo. 

secvndo. Fine 1 

q 458 N, Five Guineas, 1676, usual type with small bust, below the bust 

an elephant and castle ; edge decvs., &c., vicesimo. octavo. 

From the Moxom, Brice and Montagu (lot 7581 collections. 

Very fine and very rare. [Plate) 1 

0 459 N, Five Guineas, 1681, usual tvpe, but larger bust of the King, 

and no lovelock, the harp has six strings ; edge decvs, &c., 

trtcesimo. tertio. From the W. W. Blest collection. Fine 1 

6 460 N. Five Guineas, 1681, type as last, under the bust an elephant and 

castle ; edge decvs., &c., tricesimo. tertio. From the 

Murdoch cabinet (lot 512). Fine 1 

6 461 N, Five Guineas, 1684, similar type, but without the elephant and 

castle ; edge decvs., &c., tricesimo. sexto. From the 

Murdoch collection (lot 515). Fine 1 
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A', Two Guineas, 1680, usual type with the larger bust, edge 

milled ; date not in Kenyon. Fine and rare 1 

At, Two Guineas, 1684, similar type, but below the bust an elephant 

and castle. Fine and rare 1 

A7, Two Guineas, 1684, similar, but no symbol below the bust. 

Very fine and rare 1 

At, Guinea, 1666, second type, with small bust and lovelock, rev. 
mag. br., &c., crowned shields arranged crosswise, sceptres 

in angles, linked c’s in centre. From the Murdoch cabinet 

(lot 533). Fine and uncommon 1 

N, Guinea, 1667, similar type. Fine and scarce. From the Murdoch 

cabinet (lot 533) 1 

N, Guinea, 1676, large bust with legthened moustache. (Rud. XV., 
11). From the Montagu cabinet (lot 769). Very fine and 

uncommon 1 

N, Guinea, 1678, usual type with large bust, elephant only below 
the bust. From the Hazlett cabinet. Very fine, unpublished (?) 

and extremely rare 1 

At, Guinea, 1678, similar type, elephant and castle beluv the bust. 
From the Montagu and Murdoch (lot 541) cabinets. Very fine 

and the date unpublished by Kenyon 1 

N, Guinea, 1683, usual type, with an elephant and castle below the 

bust. Ex-Murdoch cabinet (lot 547). Fine and very uncommon 

1 

At, Guinea, 1684, usual type with an elephant and castle below the 
bust ; date not in Kenyon. Fair and rare. Murdoch collection 
(lot 547) ’ 1 

N, Half-Guinea, 1671, usual type, small bust with lovelock. From 
the Murdoch cabinet (lot 551). A date unknown to Kenyon. 
Very fine and rare 1 

At, Half-Guinea, 1678 over 1677. From the Brice, Montagu, and 
Murdoch collections. Fine and^ rare 1 

At, Half-Guinea, 1678 over 1677, elephant and castle below the bust. 

From the Murdoch collection (lot 553). Fine and rare 1 

dR, Crown, 1662, obv. carolvs. ii. dei. gra., bust of the King to 

right, laureate and draped, a rose below the bust ; rev. mag. 

br. fra. et. HiB. rex., 1662, four shields crowned and arranged 

crosswise, in centre star of the Garter, and in each angle, two 

c’s interlinked ; edge inscribed decvs. et. tvtamen. Fine 

and toned. From. the Blest collection (lot 306) 1 
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476 dR, Crown, 1662, type as last, but gratia, and without the rose, 

very fine. Another, 1664, smaller bust; edge decvs.. &c., 

anno, regni. xvi., the harp has nine strings. Last from the 

Blest collection and fine 2 

477 dR, Crown, 1666, with an elephant below the bust ; edge decvs., 

&c., anno regni. xviii. Fine and rare. From the Bascombe 

cabinet 1 

478 Al, Crowns, 1667, edge decvs., &c., an. reg. decimo. nono ; 1668 

edge decvs., &c., anno, regni. vicesimo ; 1672, edge decvs., 

&c., anno, regni. vicesimo. qvarto. All from the Montagu 

collection, first and third fine, second very good 3 

479 dR, Crowns, 1671, edge vicesimo. tertio ; 1672, edge vicesimo. 

qvarto.; both have seven strings to the harps and are in 

good condition. Electrotype of Simon’s Petition,. 1663, with 

inscribed edge 3 

480 dR, Half-Crowns, usual type, 1663, edge decvs., &c., xv, Captain 

G. Madden cabinet ; 1664. edge xvi., J. D. Brown collection. 

First fine and scarce, the 1664 very fine and a rare date 2 

481 dR, Half-Crowns, 1672, edge vicesimo. qvarto., Wakeford and 

Montagu, fine ; 1676, edge vicesimo. octavo., W. W. Blest, 

fine and date rare ; 1683, edge tricesimo. qvinto, W. W. 

Blest, very fine and rare date 3 

482 dR, Shillings of usual type, 1663, 1672, 1674 and 1683, large head ; 

Sixpences, 1674, 1675, 1677 two, and 1683. Mostly fine 9 

483 dR, Shilling, 1666, with an elephant under the bust, Bascombe 

cabinet, fine and rare ; Shilling, 1671, plume under King’s 

bust and in centre of reverse. Moon and Wilcox collections. 

Fine and rare 2 

484 dR, Shillings, 1674, with plume under bust and in centre of reverse ; 

1679, with plume under bust only. Both from the Wilcox 

cabinet. Fine and rare 2 

485 dR, Shilling, 1684, with large bust and flowing hair. Moon and 

Wilcox collections. Fine and rare. Coronation medal, 1661, 

by Simon 2 

486 dR, Maundy money, Simon’s hammered issue ; Groats (2) ; Three¬ 

pence, Half-Groats (4) ; and a Penny. Milled coinage, sets 

of 1670, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 80, 1, 2, 3, 4, and a 1668 Two¬ 

pence. Fine 69 

489 dE, Halfpence, 1672 two, 1673 three, 1675 ; Farthings, 1672 two, 

1673 two, 1674 two, 1675, and 1679 two. Some fine 15 
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490 Tin, Farthing with copper plug in centre, obv. CAROL vs. A. CAROLO., •> 

laureated bust ; rev. britan nia., Britannia seated ; edge 

nvmmorvm. famvlvs. 1684. Very fine and rare 1 

PATTERNS and PROOFS. 

491 .V, Pattern Broad, by Simon, 1662, obv. car. ii. d.g.m. br. fr. kt. 7 

hi. rex., laureated bust with long hair to left, wreath without 

berries ; rev. florent. concordia. regna. 1662, scpiare shield 
crowned. From the Halliburton-Young, Biebcr, Montagu, 

and O’ Hagan (lot 203) collections. Very fine and rare. {Plate) 1 

492 7E, Pattern Halfpenny, m.m. a star, obv. car. ii. d.g.m.b. fr. et. 9 

hi. rex., a ship sailing left ; rev. soli. ueo. gloria., S. Michael 
and dragon. (Montagu, Copper coins, No. 1). Very fine and 

rare. Halfpenny of usual type, 1672, but has linear lines 

instead of dots on obv. and rev. Fine and scarce 2 

493 /E, Pattern Halfpenny, obv. carolvs. a. carolo., bust laureated 2 

to left ; rev. qvatvor. maria, vindico., Britannia seated to 
left ; in the exergue in small characters Britannia. [Mont., 

No. 11). Very fine and rare 1 

494 Tin, Pattern Farthing, obv. carolvs. a. carolo., a full-blown rose p2 

crowned ; rev. nvmmorvm. famvlvs.; edge grained. In 
very fine condition and very rare, especially so fine. (Montagu, 

No. 29) ’ * 1 

495 Pewter, with copper ring in centre ; Pattern Farthing, m.m. mullet, 4 

obv. carolvs. 11., &c., interlinked c’s crowned ; rev. m.m. 
cross, four sceptres in saltire, mag. bri. fr., &c., edge grained. 

(Montagu, No. 25). Another, similar legends and type, but 

smaller size. Both from the Murdoch collection (lot 681). Fine 

and rare 2 

496 JE, Pattern Farthing, m.m. lion, carolo. a. carolvs., the four 1 

emblems crowned and displayed as a cross ; rev. qvatvor, 

&c., a ship sailing left, edge grained. (Montagu, No. 16). 

Another, similar, but on a thinner flan. (Montagu, 16b). 

Farthing, short-haired bust to left, 1665 below ; rev. Britannia 

seated. First two fine and rare, last scarce 3 

497 7R, Pattern Farthings, 1665, obv. carolvs. a. carolo., bust with 1 

short hair ; rev. qvatvor,, &c., Britannia seated ; in exergue 

Britannia. Farthing, 1675, with long-haired bust. (Montagu, 

Nos. 12 and 19). Another, similar, but dated 1676. (Montagu, 
13). First very fine, others fine. All scarce 3 
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6 0 0 498 /R, Pattern Farthing, m.m. rose, obv. thvs. vnited. invincible., 

three interlinked pillars bearing cross of S. George, a harp, 

and a thistle ; rev. trvth. and. peace., a rose crowned between 

c.r. crowned, 1660 below. (Montagu, No. 7). From the 

Boyne and Hoblyn collections. Very fine and very rare. 

{Plate) 1 

2 4 0 499 /R, Pattern Farthings, obv. laureated bust of the King with long hair, 

dated below the bust, 1665 two, and 1676 ; with short hair, 

1665 three, one on a larger flan. All very line and scarce, 

one in copper 7 

2 6 0 500 7R, Pattern Farthing, 1671, shart-haired bust, no date below, rev. 

Britannia seated, &c., the date 1671 in exergue. Very fine 

and extremely rare 1 

5 15 0 501 /E, Irish Halfpennies, of usual type, 1680, 1682, arid 1683, two of 

each date ; pattern Halfpenny, 1679, obv. the dvblin halfe 

pennie, shield charged with three castles, 1679 above ; rev. 

long live the king, a harp crowned. All fine and the last 

very rare 7 

3 3 0 502 7R, Irish Halfpenny, of usual type, 1681, sixteen strings to the harp. 

Very fine and rare in silver. From the Murdoch cabinet. 

[Plate] 1 

END OF THIRD DAY’S SALE. 



FOURTH DAY’S SALE. 

-1 • --a- 

Lot £ s. 

503 N, James II., Five Guineas, 1686, obv. iacobvs. ii. dei. gratia., 6 5 
laureate bust to left, hair long, no drapery ; rev. mag. br. 

fra. et. hib. rex. 1686, four crowned shields arranged cross¬ 

wise, sceptres in angles; edge decvs., &c., secvndo. Fine 

and scarce 1 

504 N, Five Guineas, 1688, type, &c., as last ; edge qvarto. Murdoch 6 10 
collection (lot 690). Fine and scarce 1 

505 N, Five Guineas, 1688 ; similar type, &c., but under the bust an 8 0 
elephant and castle ; edge qvarto. Murdoch cabinet (lot 

691). Very fine and rare 1 

506 N, Two Guineas, 1687, same type as the Five Guineas ; edge milled. 5 10 

Fine and rare 1 

507 N, Guinea, 1685, similar in type, &c., to the Five Guineas. From 1 15 

the Pennant and Earl of Denbigh’s collections. Fine 1 

508 N, Guinea, 1686, same type, &c. From the Murdoch cabinet. Fine 12 4 

509 N, Guinea, 1686, type as before, but has an elephant and castle 3 0 

below the bust. From the Murdoch cabinet (lot 695). Fine 
and scarce 1 

510 M, Half-Guinea, 1688, similar in type, &c., the Irish harp has four 5 7 

strings. From the W. W. Blest collection. Very fine and 
rare 1 

511 7R, Crown, 1686, of usual type, &c., edge decvs., See., secvndo.; 2 10 

Half-Crown, 1685, similar type, edge primo ; Shilling, 1685, 

milled edge. Two latter from the Montagu collection and very 
fine, the Crown fine. Sixpence, 1686 4 

d12 .F, Crown, 1687, edge tertio ; Half-Crown, 1687, similar. Crown 2 10 

from Captain G. Madden’s collection, Half-Crown from the 

Murdoch cabinet. Both very fine, but the date of the first not 

well struck up. Sets of Maundy coins, 1686 and 1687. Very 
fine 10 
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513 JR, Crown, 1688, edge qvarto ; Half-Crown, same date, &c. Dale 

weak on the Crown, else both very fine, latter is from the Webb and 

Murdoch collections (lot 706). Coronation medal, 1685 ; 

Maundy set, 1688, and four others, 1685, 6, and 7. Very 

fine 11 

514 Tin, Farthing, 1685, with copper plug, obv. iacobvs. secvndvs, 

bust to right ; rev. Britannia seated. Edge nvmmorvm. 

tamvlvs. 1685. (Montagu, No. 2). Fine and rare 1 

IRISH COINS. 

514a N, Proof of the Gun-money : Half-Crown, Apr. 1690, obv. iacobvs 

ii. dei. gratia, laureate bust ; rev. mag. br., &c., crown 

over two sceptres in saltire, between I.R. xxx. and 1690 

above, Apr. below. From the Nelson collection. Fine and 

very rare, only three known 1 

515 JR, Proof of the larger Half-Crown, March 1690, usual type ; below 

the crown Mar. From the Montagu and the Macfadyen (lot 

96) collections. Very f ine and rare 1 

516 JR, Proof of the larger Shilling, August 1689. Of usual type with 

xii. above, and Augt. below the crown on reverse. From the 

Montagu and the Macfadyen (lot 971 collections. Rare 1 

517 7R, Proof of the smaller Shilling, May 1690, type as last, but May 

below the crown. From the J. H. Stacey collection. Very 

fine and rare 1 

518 /R, Proof of the Sixpence, January 1689. Type, &c., as the Half- 

Crown, but vi. above the crown on reverse and Jan. below. 

From the Hoblyn cabinet (lot 278). Very fine and rare 1 

519 7R, Proof of the Sixpence, February 1689, similar to last, but Feb. 

below the crown. Hoblyn collection. Very fine and rare 1 

520 Pewter, proof of the Crown, 1690, with copper plug, obv. iac. ii. 

dei. gra. mag. bri. fra. et. hib. rex., James II. in armour 

on horseback to left ; rev. christo. victore. trivmpiio., 

arms crowned cruciformly arranged, of England, Ireland, 

Scotland, and France, in centre a crown ; across the field 

ano. dom. 1690, in two lines ; edge mei.ioris. tessera, fati. 

anno, regni. sexto. From the Wakeford and Nelson collec¬ 

tions. Extremely fine and very rare. (Plate) 1 

521 JR, Proof of the Irish Halfpenny, 1690, rev. a harp crowned, mag. 

br., &c., and date 1690 above the crown, grained edge. 

Murdoch collection (lot 74). Extra fine and rare 1 
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522 /R, Another similar, 1690. From the Chaffer’s collection, very fine 2 4 0 

and rare. Another, in pewter, with copper plug, 1690. Fine 2 

523 Gun-money: Crowns 1690 (3) ; Half-Crowns, large size, 1689, g o o 

for Jan., Feb., Mar., May, Aug., Sept., Oct., Nov. and Dec. ; 
1690 Mar., and Apr.] smaller size May, June, July, and 
Aug. Shillings, 1689, Jan., Feb., Mar., July, Aug., Sep., 

Oct., 8 ber., rare, Nov. and Dec.] 1690, Mar., Apr., May, 

June, 9r, and lOr. Sixpences, 1689, Jan., Feb., June, July, 
Aug., Sep., Nov. and Dec.] 1690, May. A collection difficult 

to get together in so fine preservation 43 

524 Others, 1689 and 1690, duplicates of preceding lot ; Half-Crowns 3 15 u 

(23) ; Shillings, both sizes (20) ; Sixpences (9) ; and four 
excellent Crowns, two appear struck on original blanks, are 

rare 56 

525 /£, Crown, 1690, of usual type, rev. has no contraction mark above 3)0 0 
ano dom. ; another with short tail to horse ; Half-Crown, 

8 ber, 1689. All very fine and rare varieties 3 

526 M, Half-Crowns, larger, July 1689, April and May 1690 ; smaller, 2 2 0 
May 1690 ; Shillings, Aug. 1689, and May 1690 ; Sixpence, 

Jan. 1689. All very fine, and have been figured in B. N. 

Journal, Vol I., plate III. 7 

527 /.E, Shillings, 1689, a castle under the King’s head ; rev. 9r for Sep- 2 2 0 
tember, very rare, and for the coin fine ; smaller Shilling, 

April 1690, cinquefoils for stops in obv. legend. (B. N. 

Journal, Vol. I., plate III.), fine and very rare ; Sixpence, 

1689, 7 ber., fine and very rare variety 3 

528 JE, Shilling, 1689, with castle below the head, &c., as in last lot ; 1 0 0 
smaller Shilling, 1690 May, reads iacobvs. ii. dei. grata. 

(sic). The last fine, both very rare varieties 2 

529 M, Halfpennies, of ordinary type, rev. crowned harp, two each of 1 2 0 
1685, 6, and 8 ; Hibernias, 1691, varied sizes (9). Fine for 
these coins 15 

WILLIAM and MARY. 

a.d. 1688-1694. 

530 N, Five Guineas, 1691, obv. gvlielmvs. et. maria, dei. gratia, 6 17 6 
busts conjoined to right ; rev. mag. br. fr. et. tiib. rex. 

et. regina, square garnished shield crowned ; edge decvs., 

&c., tertio. Fine and scarce 1 
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531 N, Five Guineas, 1691, similar to last, but below the busts,, an 

elephant and castle. Fine and rare 1 

532 N, Five Guineas, 1692, similar to the coin, lot 530 ; edge qvarto. 

From the Pennant, and Earl of Denbigh’s (lot 41) collections. 

Fine 1 

533 N, Five Guineas, 1693, similar type and legends, below the busts 

an elephant and castle, edge qvimto. From the Murdoch 

collection (lot 719). Very fine and rare 1 

534 A7, Five Guineas, 1694, same type and legends ; edge sexto. From 

the Murdoch cabinet (lot 720). Very fine and rare 1 

535 N, Two Guineas, 1694, same type and legends as the Five Guineas, 

the 4 altered on the die, from 3. Very fine and scarce 1 

536 N, Two Guineas, 1693, struck from altered die, similar to last, but 

below the busts an elephant and castle. From Captain 

G. Madden’s cabinet (lot 47). Very fine and rare 1 

537 N, Guinea, 1689, of similar type, but the shield on reverse is more 

simple in character, edge milled. From the W. W. Blest 

collection. Very fine 1 

538 N, Guinea, 1689, similar to last, but below the busts an elephant and 

castle. From the same collection. Fine and rare 1 

539 N, Guinea, 1691, type, &c., as before, an elephant and castle below 

the busts. Fine and rare. From the Murdoch collection (lot 
726). 1 

540 A7, Guinea, 1693, similar type and legends. From the Brice, and 

Montagu (lot 868) collections. Extremely f ine and rare thus 1 

541 A7, Half-Guinea, 1691, type, &c., as the Guinea ; under the busts 

an elephant and castle. (Rud. XVT., 8). From the Manly 

Foster and W. W. Blest (lot 273) collections. Very fine and 
rare 1 

542 N, Half-Guinea, 1692, as last, but plain under the busts. From 

the Addington and Montagu (lot 873) collections. Fine 1 

543 IV, Half-Guinea, 1692, type as before, with elephant and castle 

below the busts. Murdoch collection (lot 735). Very fine 
and rare 1 

544 7R, Crown, 1691, of usual type. (Ruding XXXV., 9). Edge decvs., 

&c., tertio ; Half-Crown, 1691. similar to the Crown in type. 
Both very fine, the Crown rare 2 
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545 JR, Half-Crowns, 1693, type as the Crown, edges ovinto, one from 2 0 0 

the Murdoch collection is very fine ; others, 1689, rev. square 
crowned shield, edges primo, plain and frosted cauls, and three 
have France in the fourth quarter of the shield. From the 
Murdoch collection. Two very fine 6 

546 CR, Sixpence, 1693. Maundy money, sets 1689, 1691, 1693, and 3 (j y 
1694 ; 1690, 4d., 3d. and Id.; 1692, 4d., 3d. and 2d.; and 
4d. and 2d., 1694. Fine and scarce 25 

547 Tin, Farthing with copper plug in centre, 1689 ; obv. gvlielmvs. 2 4 0 
et. maria, conjoined busts to right ; rev. Britannia., Bri¬ 
tannia seated, in the exergue the date 1689 ; edge nvmmorvm. 
tamvlvs., 1689. From the- Murdoch collection (lot 746). Fine 
for this excessively rare date 1 

548 Tin, Halfpenny, 1690, type as last, except that the right leg °f 3 3 q 
Britannia is covered by her robe ; dated on edge 1690, very 
fine ; Farthing, 1690, the right leg of figure on reverse, bare; 
dated 1690 in exergue and on edge, fine. Both rare 2 

549 Tin, Halfpenny, 1690, stops in legend of obverse ; usual type, g 5 q 
except that there is no globe under the figure on reverse ; 
dated on edge. Extremely fine for this coinage, and rare 1 

550 .B, Farthings, 1694. Proois in silver of the copper Farthings, obv. j 
conjoined busts to right, draped, usual titles ; rev. Britannia 
seated, Britannia., and in the exergue 1694. Two very fine 
examples, one toned. From the Murdoch collection (lot 755). 
Rare 2 

6 0 

551 JE, Halfpennies, 1694, two ; Farthings, 1694, two ; and a proof ^ j q 
in silver of the last. All fine, the last rare 5 

552 JE, Pattern Halfpenny, 1694, busts in high relief ; the figure of 9 jg q 
Britannia on rev. also in high relief, and the globe usually 
beneath is absent. (Montagu, No. 8). Fine and very rare 1 

553 JE, Patterns (?) Halfpenny, obv. gvlielmvs. hi. dei. gratia, bust 
laureate ; rev. maria, ii. dei. gratia., bust of the Oueen, 
lock of hair flowing on breast. (Snelling, Copper Coins, 
PI. 8, No. 1). Others, Farthing size, obv. head, &c., of the 
King ; rev. head, &c., of the Queen (2). Head of the Queen 
with titles, rev. a rose branch (2). (Montagu, Nos. 15 and 
18). The last two also in silver. The silver and some others 
very fine, chiefly from the Murdoch collection, several rare 7 

2 10 0 
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4 0 0 557 
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700 559 

5 15 0 560 

3 15 0 561 

1 13 0 562 

1 11 0 563 

H?, Patterns, obv. busts of the King and Oueen, usual titles without 

rex ; rev. ivncit. amor, patrleo: salvs., two arms issuing 

from clouds, grasping a sceptre which passes through a 

a crown. (Montagu, No. 13). Others of Mary sola, revs, a 

rose branch candore. j-i.ec. lillia. vincit., and the full 

moon with clouds, ex. nocte. diem. (Nos. 18a and 19). 

Second fine, others very fine, scarce 3 

Patterns, obv. busts with titles, but wanting rex.; rev. hisce. 

SVFEVLTA, a crown supported by three columns bearing 

respectively religio. lex.et. libertas. (Montagu, No. II). 

Specimens in silver, copper, and part copper and brass. From 

the Murdoch collection, the second very fine, others fine. Rare 

3 

JE, “ London Halfpenny,” obv. an elephant, no legend ; rev. god. 

preserve. London., the arms of the City upon a shield, very 

similar to the Guinea of this reign ; a star below. (Montagu, 

23). One very fine, scarce 2 

lE, “ London Halfpenny,” obv. as last ; rev. same legend, but the 

cross of S. George has at point of inter-section a saltire cross. 

Extremely fine and very rare. From the Webb and Hugh 

Howard Collections (lot 245). (Plate) 1 

WILLIAM III 

a. d. 1694-1701. 

N, Five Guineas, 1699, obv. gvlielmvs. hi. dei. gra., laureated 

bust to right, an elephant and castle, below the bust ; rev. 

mag. br. era., &c. Four shields crowned, arranged cross¬ 

wise, shield of Nassau in centre ; edge decvs., &c., undecimo. 

(Ruding XVI., 13). Fine and scarce. From the Murdoch 
collection (lot 775) 1 

JV, Five Guineas, 1701, very like last, but no elephant, &C., and the 

bust is larger and hair thicker, rev. similar to last ; edge 

UNDECIMO. tertio. Fine 1 

N, Two Guineas, 1701, type as the Five Guineas ; edge grained. 

(Ruding XVI., 10). From the Captain G. Madden cabinet 

(lot 54). Very f ine and toned, rare 1 

.V, Two Guineas, 1701 ; similar, nearly as fine as last 1 

N, Guinea, 1695, of usual type, edge milled. Fine 1 

JV, Guinea, 1698. Fine 1 
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564 tf, Guinea, 1700. From the Murdoch cabinet [lot 783). Fine 1 1 13 0 

565 N, Guinea, 1701. Ex-Murdoch collection [lot 783). Very fine 12 6 0 

566 N, Half-Guinea, 1695, plain ; another, 1696, elephant and castle 3 0 0 
below the bust. From the Murdoch cabinet (lot 785). Fine, 

the latter very scarce 2 

567 N, Half-Guinea, 1697, date scarce ; another, 1698. Both fine, 3 3 0 

especially the first 2 

568 N, Half-Guinea, 1701. From the Brice and Montagu (lot 901) 2 10 0 

collections. Very fine 1 

569 2R, Crowns, 1695, curved breast-plate ; edges septimo, and octavo. 1 10 0 

Both very fine, and the latter very rare with this date 2 

570 JR, Crown, dvodecimo ; Half-Crowns, similar, also decimo. tertio ; 2 10 0 

Shilling and Sixpence, all of the year 1700. The second Half- 

Crown rare. Crown fine, others very fine 5 

571 7R, Crown, 1696, octavo ; Half-Crown, Shilling and three Six- I 1 0 
pences, same year ; Half-Crowns, 1697 and 1698 ; Shilling 
and Sixpence, 1697 ; Maundy coins (4). Some fine 14 

572 7R, Crown, octavo, 1695, rare ; Shilling and Sixpences, 1695 and 18 0 

1697 ; also sets of Maundy, 1698, 99, 1700, and 1701. Groat, 
1698, and Penny, 1701, pierced. First four pieces fine 20 

573 JR, Half-Crowns, 1699 undecimo, 1701 decimo tertio ; Shillings, 1 18 0 
1695, 1699, and 1701 ; Sixpence, 1701. All very fine, and from 
the Montagu cabinet 6 

574 7R, Provincial issues : Bristol, with b under the bust, Shillings, 1696 1 12 0 

and 1697 ; Sixpences, 1696 and 1697. Exeter, with e below 

the bust, Half-Crown, 1697 mono ; Shillings, 1696 and 1697 ; 
Sixpence, 1697. Good coins, some fine 8 

575 7R, Chester, c under bust, Shillings, 1697 two, Sixpence, 1697 ; 1 17 6 

Norwich, with x, Shilling and Sixpence, 1696 ; York, with 

y, Half-Crown 1696, octavo, Shilling 1697, Sixpences 1696 
and 1697, three. The Half-Crown very fine, is from the Captain 

Madden cabinet, some of the other pieces very fine 10 

576 JR, Half-Crown, 1701, edge decimo tertio, of usual type, but has 4 2 6 

an elephant and castle below the bust. From Captain 

Madden's collection (lot 248). Well preserved and exceedingly 
rare. (Rud. XXXVI., 26) "l 
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/R, Half-Crown, 1696, straight breast-plate, usual type, dec. Proof 

struck on a thick blank. From the Wigan, Brice, Montagu, 

and Murdoch (lot 819) collections. Extremely fine and very 

rare. (Plate) 1 

M, Shilling, struck at York ; a proof with bust of the King and 

titles on both sides, y below the bust, edge milled. From the 

Addington, Montagu, and Murdoch (lot 827) collections. Ex¬ 

tremely fine and probably unique 1 

7R, Sixpences, 1696, of usual type, but struck on a heavy flan, 

well preserved ; another, 1697, with usual titles, &c., but a 

large bust of the King. First from the Copp and Murdoch 

collections ; second very fine, from the Montagu (lot 935) cabinet. 

Both very rare 2 

JE, Halfpennies of usual type, 1695, 96, 97 in exergue, 1698 dated 

in legend, 1699 dated in exergue and legend, 1700 and 1701 

dated in exergue (17) ; error Halfpenny of 1696, tertvs, 

rare ; and a forgery. Farthings, 1695, 97, 98 and 99 dated 

in legend and exergue, and 1700, also a pattern. Good condi¬ 

tion mostly 29 

JE, Irish Halfpennies, William and Mary, several dates (7) ; William 

111. (2). In fine state for these coins and uncommon 9 

JR, William III., Irish Halfpenny, 1696, of usual type, twelve strings 

to harp, edge milled. Has been gilded. From the Christmas, 

and Boyne collections. Very rare 1 

JR, Proof Farthings, of the usual English type, dated in legend 

1698 and 1699. Both fine, especially the 1698, scarce 2 

JR, Proof Farthing, 1698, struck on a thick blank ; also two patterns 

[Montagu, No. 22), rev. non. devio. All fine and uncommon 3 

JE, Irish Halfpenny, 1696, usual titles and reverse, the bust of the 

King devoid of drapery, thirteen strings to the harp. Fine 

and a very rare variety 1 

JE, Pattern for an Irish (?) Shilling, 1691, obv. gvlielmvs hi dei. 

gra., large bust of the King to right, dividing legend above and 

below; rev. mag. br. era. ei. hib. rex. 1691, four shields 

crowned arranged crosswise, Nassau in centre. Fine, struck 

on an octagonal flan (?) unique. Probably a mint trial piece. 

From the Boyne and Montagu (lot 936) collections 1 
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ANNE. 

a.d. 1701-1714. 

587 N, Five Guineas, 1709, obv. anna. dei. gratia., draped bust of the 1 
Queen to left, rev. mag. bri. fr. et. hib. reg. 1709, four 

shields crowned and arranged crosswise, sceptres tipped with 
the four symbols, in angles ; star of the Garter in centre. 

Edge decvs, &c., octavo. From the W. W. Blest (lot 277) 
collection. Very fine 1 

588 N, Five Guineas, 1713, similar, edge dvodecimo. From the Copp 1 
and Murdoch collections. Very fine 1 

589 N, Two Guineas, 1713, type as the Five Guineas (Rud. XVII., 9). 
From the Rashleigh collection (lot 1044). Very fine and rare 1 

599 A,T, Guinea, 1703, before the Union, usual type, with vigo. below the 

bust (Rud. XVI., 19). In fine condition and extremely rare ; 
some three or four specimens only are known 1 

600 N, Guinea, 1709, after the Union, usual type. Very fine, and the 

date not in Kenyon. From the Brice and Montagu (lot 959) 
collections 1 _ 

601 N, Guinea, 1709, elephant and castle below the Queen's bust. 
From the W. W. Blest collection. Extremely fine and rare 1 

602 N, Guinea, 1711, of usual type, plain below the bust. From the 

Montagu and Murdoch (lot 858) collections. Very fine and 
the date scarce 1 

603 N, Guinea, 1712, similar type, plain. From the Montagu 1886, and 
the Murdoch (lot 858) collections. Very fine 1 

604 N, Half-Guineas, 1710, of usual type, plain, fine and the date scarce ; 

1712, plain. Murdoch collection (lot 866). Well preserved, 
the date very rare 2 

605 N, Half-Guinea, 1711, usual type, plain. From the Brice, Montagu, 

and Murdoch (lot 866) collections. Extremely fine 1 

606 N, Half-Guinea, 1713, plain, and of usual type. Very f ine 1 

607 JR, Before the Union, Shillings, 1702, plain with vigo under the bust ; 

another plain, rev. plumes ; 1703, Half-Crown, Shilling and 

Sixpences two, all vigo ; 1704. Half-Crown, rev. plumes ; 

1705, Half-Crown, Shilling and Sixpence, all plumes. Chiefly 

from the Murdoch collection, and except the Sixpences fine, 
in very fine condition in 

£ s. d. 

2 10 0 

1 0 0 

4 0 0 

9 0 0 

2 12 O 

5 10 0 

2 0 0 

2 4 0 

3 3 0 

3 3 0 

1 8 0 

3 0 0 
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1 16 

5 10 

0 608 JR, Half-Crown, 1703, vigo., Murdoch ; 1706, Crown and Half- 

Crown, edge qvinto, roses and plumes ; 1707, Shilling and 

Sixpence, plumes, Sixpence, plain. All fine coins 6 

0 609 JR, 1707, set of Crown, Half-Crown, Shilling, Sixpence, roses and 

plumes in the angles. From the Brice and Montagu (lot 949) 

collections. Very fine and scarce 4 

6 610 JR, 1708, set of Crown and Half-Crown, septimo, Shilling and Six¬ 

pence, all with plumes in the angles. A fine and scarce set 4 

0 611 JR, 1708, Crown, septimo; Half-Crown, septimo, plain ; Shilling, 

roses and plumes. Very fine and rare. Another, plain; 1709, 

Half-Crown octavo ; Shillings, plain (2). Fine, the Crown 

scarce 7 

0 612 JR, 1710, Shilling, roses and plumes, fine and very rare ; 1711, 

Shillings (4), Sixpences (2) ; 1712, Half-Crown, undecimo, and 

Shilling, both roses and plumes. The Half-Crown from the 

Wakeford and Montagu (lot 973) collections. Last two and 

some others very f ine 9 

0 613 JR, 1713, Half-Crown, dvodecimo, and Shilling ; 1714, Half-Crown, 

decimo tertio, and Shilling. All roses and plumes. Last 

two from the Brice and Montagu (lot 973) collections, and except 

the second, all very fine 4 

0 614 7R, Maundy sets, 1703, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10 and 13 ; also of other dates (8). 

Fine 36 

0 615 JE, Pattern Halfpenny, obv. anna, d.g., &c., draped bust of the Queen 

to left ; rev. a rose and thistle on one stem. (Montagu, No. 6). 

From the Montagu and Murdoch (lot 905) collections. Extremely 

fine and rare 1 

0 616 JE, Pattern Halfpenny, obv. bust, &c., as last ; rev. Britannia seated 

supporting a spear and holding in her right hand a rose and 

thistle springing from one stem ; above the figure a crown. 

(Montagu, No. 4). The edge, probably since striking, has been 

inscribed dec vs. et. tvtamen, anno, regni. teriio. Ex 

the Wyndham and Murdoch (lot 899) collections. Fine and 

rare 1 

0 617 JR, Pattern Farthing, obv. anna, avgvsta., draped bust of the Queen 

to left ; rev. pax. missa. per. orbem. In the exergue, 1713, 

Peace with an olive branch and a spear in a biga to left ; edge 

plain. (Montagu, No. 13). From the Murdoch cabinet (lot 

889). Extremely fine, and rare 1 
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7R, Pattern Farthing, obv. anna. dei. gratia.', bust to loft ; rev. 3 q 
Britannia. 1713., Britannia seated ; broad milling at edge. 

(Montagu, No. 11). Extremely fine and rare 1 

M, Pattern Farthing, obv. as last ; rev. Britannia, the Oueen, with 4 0 

attributes of Britannia, seated under a portico. In the exergue, 
1713. Ex the Hoblyn cabinet (lot 103). Very fine and rare 1 

dE, Farthing, obv. as last ; rev. Britannia, Britannia seated. In j 7 

the exergue, 1714. Very fine. Another, similar obv., reverse 

as the Farthing, lot 617. Fine, but pierced. Also two early 

forgeries 4 

GEORGE I. 

a.d. 1714-1727. 

N, Two Guineas, 1720, obv. georgivs. d.g. m. br. fr. et. hib. rex. 4 jg 
f.d., laureated bust to right ; rev. brvn. et. l. dvx. s. r. i. 

a. tii. et. el. 1720. The usual type of four crowned shields 

with sceptres ; edge milled. Fine and very scarce 1 

N, Two Guineas, 1726, similar to last. From the Thomas Pennant g jq 
and Earl of Denbigh’s (lot 46) collections. Brilliant and rare 1 

N, Guinea, 1714, the “ Prince Elector ” Guinea, bust in high relief, 3 ^ 
and rev. et. fr. el. From the Halliburton-Young, Moon, 

and Wilcox (lot 375) collections. Extremely fine and rare 1 

At, Guinea, 1717, of usual type, rev. legend ends et. el. From the 4 q 
Murdoch cabinet (lot 11) as is the next. Guinea, 1719, similar. 

Both very fine 2 

N, Half-Guineas, similar in type, 1719 and 1722. Both from the 3 5 

Murdoch cabinet (lot 16), and very fine and scarce 2 

N, Half-Guinea, 1724, Murdoch cabinet; and 1725. Quarter- 2 9 

Guinea, 1718. Fine and the first is an unpublished date 3 

JR, 1723, Crown and Half-Grown, decimo ; Shillings, 1st and 2nd j ^4 

heads ; and a Sixpence, all s.s.c. Latter three fine, scarce 5 

7R, Crown, 1716, secvndo ; Half-Crown, 1715, secvndo ; Shilling, 1 14 

1715, all roses and plumes, and fine. Shilling, Sixpence, 
and a counter. First two coins scarce 6 

JR, Crown, 1726, decimo. tertio ; Half-Crown, 1720, sexto ; 2 18 
Shilling, 1718, all roses and plumes. All very fine and the 
first two rare so 3 
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7R Shillings, 1724 and 1725, under the bust w.c.c., rev, plumes and 

linked c’s alternately in the angles. First extremely fine, 

second very fine. From the Wilcox cabinet. Rare 2 

.R, A similar Shilling, 1723, fine. Also Maundy coins, sets 1723 

and 1727, and twelve of other dates. Fine 21 

A, Halfpennies, 1717, “dump" and usual size (3); 1718, both 

sizes (3) ; 1719, 20, 21, 22, 23 and 24, fifteen. Farthings, 

1717, “ dump " (2) ; 1719 (3) ; 1720 (3) ; 21, 22, 23 and 24, 

two of each date (16). The dumps very scarce. A desirable 

lot, some very fine 31 

rR, Proofs of the "dump” Halfpenny and Farthing, 1717, plain 

edges. From the Murdoch collection (lot 30). Extremely fine 

and rare ■ 2 

Ai, Pattern Farthing, 1720. with grained edge, otherwise usual 

type. From the Rostron and Murdoch (lot 34) collections. 

Bronzed, very fine and rare 1 

Ai, Proof of the “ dump ’’ Farthing, 1717. From the Copp and 

Murdoch (lot 34) cabinets. Extremely fine and rare 1 

R, Halfpenny, 1718, overstruck on a William III. Shilling. Probably 

a mint trial-piece and unique. Proof of the “ dump " Farthing, 

1718; and of the Farthing, 1719. Two latter fine, all rare. 

Also Ai, proof “ dump " Halfpenny, 1717, edge turned up. 

Very fine 4 

A, A beautiful proof of the Halfpenny of 1717, “ dump " size, 

black-bronze, the legends, figures, &c., on both sides, height¬ 

ened in burnished gold. From the Chetwynd, Brice and 

Davis collections. Perfect condition and extra rare 1 

Ai, W'ood’s Irish Halfpennies, 1722, with harp in front of Hibernia 

(3) ; others with her left hand resting on the harp behind her, 

1722, four ; 1723, seven ; 1724, three. Farthings, 1723, 

four, varying number of strings to harp, and other die varieties. 

Mostly f ine, some very uncommon 22 

A,, Wood’s Halfpennies, 1722, 1723 and 1724, all varied in details 

(11) ; Farthings, 1723 and 1724, five. Very fine, and some 

scarce varieties 16 

A, Pattern Farthing by Wood, obv. georgius. dei. gra., large bust 

laureated, to right ; rev. no legend, female seated to left, 

her left arm resting on a shield charged with a rose and 

thistle, a large orb in her right hand, a sceptre in her left. 

(B. N. Journal, Vol. I., PI. V., No. 3a.) Fine and extremelv 

1 rare 
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641 .45, Pattern Halfpenny, 1722, by Wood, obv. georgius. dei. gratia. 3 15 0 

REX.; laureated head to right ; rev. i-iibernia. 1722, Hibernia 
seated looking left and holding before her with both hands 

the Irish harp. From the Tyssen, Durr ant, Hawkins, Bergne, 
Brice, Montagu and Murdoch (lot 14) collections. Brilliant 

and very rare 1 

642 M, Pattern Halfpenny, 1722,. by Wood, similar type and legends, but 1 1 0 
not from the same dies. From the Montagu cabinet and very 
fine. Halfpenny, 1723, rev. harp behind Hibernia, 11 strings 
to harp; another similar, but dated 1724. All very fine 3 

642a rE, Wood’s Halfpenny, 1723. of usual type, the harp behind the 2 2 0 
figure, 11 strings to harp. Plain copper proof from the 
Christmas, Murdoch and Macfadyen (lot 100) collections. 

Extremely f ine and rare 1 

643 JE. Pattern Halfpenny, 1724, by Wood, obv. georgius. dei gratia. 12 0 0 

rex., bust of the King, with flowing hair, in high relief ; rev. 

hibernia, she seated to left, her right hand raised and 
holding a branch of palm, her left resting on the Irish harp 

placed by her side. In the exergue 1724. Proof in brilliant 

state and excessively rare. From the Brice, Montagu and 

Murdoch (lot 18) collections 1 

644 JE, Pattern Farthing, by Wood, obv. georgius. d: g: rex., laureate 4 15 0, 

bust right ; rev. hibernia. 1722, Hibernia seated looking left, 
and holding, with both hands, the Irish harp in front of her. 

(B. N. Journal, Vol. I., PI. IV., 10). Very rare and fine 1 

GEORGE II. 

a.d. 1727-1760. 

645 N, Five Guineas, 1729, obv. georgivs. ii. dei. gratia., young head 6 12 6 

laureated, to left, e.i.c. below the bust ; rev. m. b. f. et. h. 

rex., &c., garnished shield crowned. Edge decvs, &c., 

tertio. Fine and uncommon 1 

646 N, Five Guineas, 1741, similar, plain below the bust ; edge decvs., 7 0 0 
&c., decimo qvarto. Very f ine 1 

647 JV, Two Guineas, 1738, similar type to the Five Guineas, edge 3 3 0 
milled. Fine 1 

648 V, Two Guineas, 1739, similar to last, eight strings to harp. From ^ 15 0 

the Montagu and Captain Manley Sims (lot 3) collections. 
Extremely fine ] 
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A7, Five Guineas, 1746, elder head with lima below the bust, edge 

decvs, dec., decimo. nono. Very fine 1 

M, Five Guineas, 1748, similar type, plain below the bust ; edge 

vicesimo. secvndo. Very fine 1 

A’, Five Guineas, 1753, similar, plain ; edge vicesimo. sexto. 

Very fine 1 

A7, Two Guineas, 1739, similar, edge milled ; the harp on the shield 

has seven strings. Fine 1 

N, Two Guineas, 1740, similar to last, except that the harp has 

eight strings. Very fine 1 

AT, Guinea, 1727, young head type, six strings to the harp. Ex- 

Captain Manley Sims collection (lot 5). Very fine 1 

N, Guinea, 1734, similar type, seven strings to harp. From the 

Blest cabinet (lot 286). Another, with old head, dated 1739. 

Both very fine 2 

A7, Guinea, 1743, similar type. Very fine and date not in Kenyon. 

From the Blest cabinet (lot 287) 1 

N, Guinea, 1745, similar typre ; Half-Guinea, similar 1740. Latter 

very tine 2 

N, Guineas, 1746, old head ; 1749, elder (third) head, the letters 

are nearer the edge. Last very fine 2 

N, Guinea, 1750, and Half-Guinea, 1740, both old head type, and 

very fine. Guinea from the Murdoch collection (lot 54) 2 

N, Guineas, 1751 and 1758, older head. First from the Murdoch 

collection. Both very fine 2 

N, Half-Guineas, 1745, lima ; 1746 and 1756, plain. First two 

very fine, the first scarce, the last fine 3 

N, Pattern Two Guineas, 1733, obv. georgivs. ii. dei. gratia., 

youthful bust laureate to left ; rev. m.b.f.et. h. rex. f. d. 

b. et. l. d. s. r. i. a. t. et. E., 1733, shield garnished and 

crowned, edge plain. Ex-Murdoch collection (lot 77). Very 

fine and rare 1 

7R, Crowns, young head type, 1735, roses and plumes, octavo ; 1739 

roses, dvodecimo ; Half-Crown, 1739, roses, dvodecimo. 

All very fine 3 

SR, Crowns, similar, 1736, r. and p.; 1741, roses; Half-Crowns, 

1731, 1732 two; and 1736; Shillings (6); Sixpences (4). 

All young head type with roses, or roses and plumes. Fine 16 
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7R, Crowns, 1743, old head type, roses, decimo septimo ; 1746, 1 10 

lima decimo. nomo ; Half-Crowns, similar, 1745, and 1746, 

both with lima below the bust. All very fine 4 

7R, Half-Crown, 1750, plain ; Shillings, young head (4) ; Sixpences 2 15 
(3) ; Shillings, old head (5) ; Sixpences (6), some with 
symbols. The Half-Crown and young-head coins very fine, 
as are some of the others 19 

7R, Maundy coins, sets, 1729, 31, 32, 35, 37, 39, 40, and 17^3 ; l 5 

odd denominations and various dates (19). Two pierced, 
hut chiefly fine 51 

7R, Proof set of Crown, Half-Crown, Shilling, and Sixpence, 1746, 2 15 

old head, with broad grained bordering. Crown and Half- 

Crown inscribed edges, decvs, &c., vicesimo ; Shilling 
and Sixpence milled edges. Very fine and scarce. Latter 
three from Captain Manley Sims collection 4 

7E, Halfpennies, young head type (9) ; old head type (16) ; Farthings 4 10 
(5), many dates ; Irish, including a plain proof, 1736 (4). All 
very fine and difficult to obtain so 44 

7E, Halfpennies, young head, includes the 1730 error geogivs, fine 1 10 

and rare (11) ; old head (10) ; Farthings, young head (14) ; 
old head (8) ; Irish Halfpennies (12). Many dates, some 
fine 55 

M, Proof Halfpenny and Farthing, 1730, of the usual young head 4 5 

type, plain edges. Extremely fine and rare 2 

Proof Irish Halfpenny, 1736 ; and Farthing, 1737, rev. crowned 5 5 
harp. From the Murdoch (lot 22) collection. Extremely 
fine and rare 2 

/E, Proofs of the Irish Halfpenny, 1736, and of the Farthing, 1737. 1 10 

From the Copp and Murdoch (lot 24) collections. Another, 

proof Halfpenny, 1736, the bordering at extremity of the coin 
not so apparent. All extremely fine and scarce 3 

/E, voce POPULi. Halfpennies, 1760, varieties having rosettes, and 1 1 

other ornaments as stops, differences in shape of harps, 
number of strings, &c. Fine 10 

/E, Halfpennies, voce populi. 1760, with p before the face, or p 2 10 

under the bust, variety of stops, &c. Farthing similar to the 

Halfpenny, dated 1760. All fine and interesting examples 
arid very scarce varieties 5 

END OF FOURTH DAY’S SALE. 
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GEORGE III. 

a. d. 1760-1820. 

N, Guineas by Yeo, 1766 and 1768. In finely preserved condition 2 

N, Guineas, 1769 and 1772, by the same artist. Condition as last 2 

N, Guineas by Thomas Pingo, with large bust to right, 1776 and 

1779. The first fine, second very fine 2 

N, Guineas, similar, b}^ Pingo, 1782 and 1875. Very fine 2 

N, Guinea, 1786, by T. Pingo, similar type ; Guinea. 1787, by 

Lewis Pingo, rev. spade-shaped shield crowned. (Kenyon, 

163), with date at bottom of the shield. Both very fine, and 

the latter a rare date 2 

N, Guinea, 1790, spade type, fine ; and a spade Half-Guinea, 1798. 

Very fine 2 

N, Guinea, 1798, by L. Pingo, rev. spade-shaped shield. Toned 

and extremely fine 1 

N, Half-Guineas, 1784, 1785 and 1786, by Thomas Pingo, rev. 

crowned garnished shield. All very fine 3 

N, Half-Guineas, by L. Pingo, spade type, 1787 and 1788. Latter 

from the Murdoch collection. Both scarce dates and very fine 2 

N, Half-Guineas, spade type, 1793 and 1796. First very fine, 

second f ine 2 

N, Half-Guineas of the Garter type, by Lewis Pingo, 1801, 1802, 

1803, and 1804, the last with a small bust of the King with 

short hair. All in fine state. Quarter-Guineas, 1762, two. 

Extra fine and scarce 6 

N, Half-Guineas, Garter type, 1810 and 1813, fine ; Third Guineas, 

1797, 1799, 1801, and 1803. (Kenyon, 169). From the Murdoch 

collection, and very fine 6 
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687 N, Third Guineas, 1799 and 1803, and with the small bust (Kenyon ~ ^ 

171), 1804, 6, 9, and 10. All very fine 6 

688 N, Half-Sovereigns, 1817, Murdoch ; 1818, Wyndham collection, 

and 1820. Very f ine 3 

689 A7, Pattern Two Pounds, 1820, by Pistrucci, ohv. georgius. hi. 

d.g., &c., large head of the King to right, laureated; rev. S. 
George and the dragon ; in the exergue, b.p. Edge decus, 

&c., anno, regni. lx. From the Murdoch collection (lot 179). 

Very fine and very rare, only sixty struck 1 

690 .V, Pattern Guinea, 1761 (?), by Y eo., ohv. bust to right laureate, t) 
two leaves only at the top of the wreath extending above the 

hair ; rev. M. B. F. et. h. rex., &c., garnished crowned 
shield, plain edge. From the Murdoch collection (lot 129). 

Very fine and a very rare variety 1 

691 N, Proof Half-Guinea, 1762, by Tanner, usual titles, bust to right g 
laureated, the hair terminating at the truncation, lovelock 

on left shoulder ; rev. garnished shield crowned ; edge 
milled. Ex- Co ft ft and Murdoch (lot 160) collections. Brilliant 

and very rare 1 

692 :V, Pattern Guinea, 1763, by Tanner, ohv. georgivs hi. dei. 

gratia., laureated bust to right, hair stops at truncation, 

a lovelock on left shoulder ; rev. usual titles, with crowned 

garnished shield ; edge plain. A brilliant and very rare 

■proof 1 

693 Ar, Pattern Guinea, 1774, by Thomas Pingo, obv. usual titles, large j ^ 
bust dividing the legend, hair falling below' the bust, lovelock 

over left shoulder ; rev. usual titles, with crowned garnished 

shield, 1774 ; milled edge. From the Murdoch collection 

(lot 137), with steel edge, patented by the inventor, a resident at 
Chippenham, as a preventitive against forgery. Extremely fine 
and very rare. [Plate) 1 

694 A7, Proof Guinea, 1774, by T. Pingo, type as last, edge plain, the die ^ jg 

flaw as usual shows on reverse. From the Murdoch collection 
(lot 136). Very fine and scarce 1 

695 .V, Proof Guinea, 1774, as last, plain edge. Impression struck 9 ^ 
prior to the die failing. Very fine and very scarce 1 

696 A7, Proof Half-Guinea, 1775, by Yeo, obv. georgivs. iii. dei. gratia, ^ y 
laureated bust, flowung hair, and with lovelock on left shoulder, 

to right ; rev. m.b.f. et. i-i. rex., &c., 1774, crowned garnished 

shield ; plain edge. From the Montagu and Murdoch (lot 

163) collections. Brilliant and very rare 1 
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697 N, Pattern Third Guinea, 1776, by Yeo, rev. a crowned lion reguard¬ 

antstanding on a large crown. Very fine and scarce 1 

698 A7, Proof Guinea, and Half-Guinea, 1787, by Lewis Pingo, rev. spade¬ 

shaped shield crowned ; plain edge. Usual titles, &tc. 

Brilliant and rare 2 

699 N, Pattern Sovereign, 1816, by Pistrucci and T. Wyon, obv. large 

bust laureated, presenting both shoulders ; rev. square 

garnished shield surmounted by a crown, 1816 below ; edge 

plain. From the Murdoch collection (lot 186). Unusually 

heavy, brilliant and very rare. [Plate) 1 

700 JR, Crowns, by Pistrucci, 1818 two, edges decus, &c., lviii and 

lix ; 1819, nxand lx ; 1820, lx. Extremely fine 5 

701 7R, Crown, 1819, edge lix ; Half-Crowns, 1816, 17, 18, 19 and 1820 ; 

Shillings, 1787 two, 1816, 17, 18, 19 and 1820 ; Sixpences, 

1787 three; 1816, 17 two, 18 two, 19, and 1820 two. All 

very fine 24 

702 ,R, Maundy money, sets, years 1763, 66, 72, 80, 84, 86, 95, 1800, 

17, 18, and 1820, Threepence and Twopence, 1765, rare ; a 

set of the Wire money, 1762, very fine and rare ; and the Four- 

pence of 1776 with fr. under the centre of the. 4. One com 

pierced, otherwise mostly very fine 62 

703 7R, Spanish Dollar (or Four Reals), and Half-Dollar of Charles I1II.; 

and a Quarter-Dollar of Charles III., all c.ountermarked with 

the bust of George III. in an octagon. The smaller pieces rare 3 

704 7R, Spanish Dollars (3) ; Half-Dollars (2), of Charles IIII.; and a 

Quarter of Charles III., all countermarked with small bust of 

George III. in an oval. The last rare 6 

705 JR, Bank Toksns, 3/- 1811 and 1812, both types; 1/6, 1811 and 

1812, bust in armour ; 1812, 13, 14, 15 and 1816, laureated 

head ; also a bronzed proof of the 3/- Token, 1811, rare. All 

fine 10 

706 7R, Northumberland Shilling, 1763 ; Pingo’s 1787 Shillings, one 

without the dot over the King’s head (2) ; and a 1787 Six¬ 

pence ; pattern for a (?) Sixpence, by Dro/., 1790, obv. mono¬ 

gram, G.R. under a crown ; rev, Britannia seated, 1790. All 

very fine, some rare 6 

707 /R, Proof of the Guinea, 1777, milled edge and of usual type, shows 

traces of gilding, fine, very rare ; pattern Guinea, 1802, by 

Kettle, rev. spade-shaped shield crowned, fine. Latter from 

the Montagu and Murdoch (lot 246) collections 2 
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708 7R, Pingo’s Shilling and Sixpence, 1787, bust in armour, rev. four 0 15 0 

shields arranged crosswise, crowns in angles. Proofs, plain 
edges, and extra fine. From the Murdoch cabinet. Scarce 2 

709 SR, Proof of the obverse, a pattern for a Five-Thaler piece or a l i j o 

Guinea (?) by Pingo, laureate bust with long hair to right. 
From the Murdoch collection (lot 246). Pattern Guinea by 

Milton, 1798, large coarse head of the King, rev. large shield 
of arms crowned. From the Marshall, Brice, Montagu and 

Murdoch (lot 246) cabinets. Both very fine and rare 2 

710 SR, Proofs of the Half-Crown, 1817, and of the Shilling, 1817, usual 0 18 0 
types, plain edges ; also of the Bank of England Dollar, 1804. 
All extremely fine 3 

711 Platinum, proof of the 1/6 Bank Token of 1812. From the Marshall10 0 

of Belmont, Montagu and Murdoch (lot 129) collections. Ex¬ 
tremely fine and of the highest rarity in this metal. [Plate) 1 

712 SR, Proof of Bank of Ireland Six Shillings, 1804, by Kuchlei ; ] i() () 
Bank of England Dollar, 1804, first brilliant and scarce, second 

very fine. Proof pattern Halfpenny, 1797, obv. laureated head 

sono below ; rev. as current Penny. From the Montagu 
collection. Very f ine 3 

713 SR, Pattern Crown, 1817, by W. Wyon, obv. laureated head to right 5 5 0 

with usual titles, 1817, below ; rev. foedus inviolabtle, 

England, Scotland and Ireland personified, embracing, at 

their feet symbols. From the Murdoch collection (lot 266). 
Extremely fine and rare. [Plate) 1 

714 JR, Pattern Crown, by T. Wyon and Mills, known as Mudie's, rev. 2 4 0 

four crowned shields arranged crosswise, symbols in angles ; 

pal tern Third Guinea, 1800, by Kettle, a wreath at outer edge 
of coin, rev. a crown. Both very fine and uncommon 2 

715 JR, Spanish Dollar of Charles IIII., 1805, within a sunken circular 2 10 0 

countermark GLASGOW bank, 5/-. [Davis, 19th Century 
Tokens, No. 76). Rare I 

716 JE, Pennies, 1806 and 7 ; Halfpennies, 1770-1807, including the 2 4 0 
error georivs. of 1772, very fine and rare (19) ; Farthings, 

1771-1807 (11). Chiefly very fine and desirable specimens 32 

717 JE, Proofs of the Twopence, Penny, and of the pattern Halfpenny 2 15 0 

and Farthing, 1797, broad rims and incuse legends ; also of 

the pattern Penny, 1797, large head with flowing hair. 
[Montagu, No. 19). Very fine and very scarce 5 
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1 11 o 718 M, Proofs of the 1797 Penny and Halfpenny asm last lot, of the large 

head Penny (Montagu, No. 19). From the Murdoch cabinet; 

and of the pattern Penny, rev. helmeted figure of Britannia 

{Montagu, No. 23). All very fine and very scarce 4 

12 10 0 719 Hi, Pattern Penny, 1789, by Mossop, obv. head of the King to right, 
georgivs. hi. rex. below the head, a harp ; rev. concordia., 

England and Ireland, with attributes, grasping hands, an 

altar behind ; 1789 in the exergue. Edge milled. From the 
Bergne, Brice and Montagu (lot 240) collections. Bronzed 

proof of the highest rarity, six only struck 1 

5 12 6 720 IE, Pattern Penny and Halfpenny, 17S8, by Lewis Pingo, obv. bust 
of the King in armour, and with usual titles ; rev. Britannia 

standing, holding in her right hand an olive branch, in bel¬ 

ief! a spear, a globe and a shield beside her ; in the exergue 

1788. {Montagu, Nos! 10 and 11). From the Hoblyn cabinet 

(lot 207). Very fine and rare 2 

3 5 0 721 IE, Patterns, obv. British commercial penny, laureated bust with 
flowing hair to right ; rev. Britannia, seated by a cannon, 

an olive branch in her outstretched right hand. In the exergue, 

1797. Earthing, similar type, &c. Penny from the Montagu 
and Murdoch (lot 336) collections. Very fine and rare proofs 2 

4 0 0 722 IE, Patterns, Penny, obv. laureated bust with flowing hair and usual 

titles, between 17 99; rev. in four lines vigebat in omnf. 

aevum {Montagu, No. 28) ; Halfpenny, laureated bust, with 

lovelock over left shoulder, and with titles, rev. vivat ! Edge 

inscribed, armis tuteris moribus ornes. First from the 
Montagu and Murdoch (lot 336) collections ; second from the 
Bergne, Brice, Montagu and Murdoch cabinets, is struck over 
another coin. Very fine proofs and very rare 2 

1 7 0 723 IE, Proof of the Halfpenny, 1770; Droz’s pattern Halfpennies, 
1788, Britannia seated, richly robed. In the exergue a rudder 

and palm branch ; edge render to cesar, &c.] another 

with guilloche pattern ; Halfpenny, 1790, with a varied 

figure of Britannia, and with 1790 in the exergue, edge as 

last. Second and third from the Cutting cabinet. All very 
fine and scarce gilded proofs 4 

1 0 0 724 Ai, Droz’s Pattern Halfpennies, similar, 1788 two ; 1790 three, 

four with render, &c., and one guilloche edge. Four scarce 
and very fine bronzed proofs, one fairly preserved only 5 
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725 7F, Bronzed proofs, 1797, broad rim Penny ; Halfpennies, 1799, 

1806 tvro, 1807, plain proof; Farthing, 1799; Pattern 
Farthing, broad rim, 1798; and a pattern broad rim Guinea, 

1797, over struck on an E. I. Co.'s coin. Last fine, others 
very fine, scarce, and last two rare 8 

726 JE, Patterns, 1805, Twopence, Penny, Halfpenny, and Farthing, < 
obv. bust as on the 1797 broad rim Penny and Twopence ; 
rev. britanniarum., Britannia seated, 1805. Bronzed 
proofs struck by the late W. ]. Taylor some 45 years ago from 
Kuchler’s dies. Brilliant and scarce 4 

727 7R, Patterns, 1805, Twopence, Penny, and Halfpenny as last lot, < 

struck subsequent to Mr. Taylor’s decease. From the Murdoch 
collection (lot 299). Brilliant 3 

727a As, Proof Patterns, Halfpenny, 1799, with crowned bust of the King ; . 

Penny, 1797, broad lim, Britannia seated and wearing a 

feathered helmet ; broad rim Halfpenny and Farthing, 1797, 
type as the Twopence of 1797. From the Murdoch cabinet, 
struck subsequent to dates. Brilliant 4 

728 JE, Patterns, Penny, 1797, helmeted Britannia, as in last lot ; Droz r 

Halfpennies, 1790, obv. nude figure ; rev. draped figure of 
Britannia ; 1795, broad rim, incuse legends soho beneath 
King’s head ; rev. seated figure with spear and shield. All 
brilliant proofs from the Murdoch collection, but remark to last 
lot applies 4 

729 7R, Proofs, Halfpennies, 1788 in legend, obv. busts of the King with j 

and without an eagle below the bust ; rev. Britannia richly 
draped, seated on a globe, &c.; in the exergue a rudder and 

palm branch (2) ; another, bust as before, no eagle, rev. has 
the 1788 in exergue. Brilliant proofs of date more recent than 
implied 3 

7o0 JE, 1806, Penny and two Farthings of the then current type originals, r, 
and a Halfpenny and Farthing in silver, 1799. From the 1 
Murdoch cabinet. All brilliant, the latter struck later than 
dates 3 

731 Ah Proofs, later struck of the Farthings, for 1806 and 1807. From - 
the Murdoch collection (lot 239). Brilliant and rare in the 
metal 2 

732 JR, Proofs, Halfpenny with crowned head of the King, rev. as the 

current coin, 1799 ; another, as the current Halfpenny ; 

and a broad rim Farthing (pattern) 1798. From the Murdoch 
collection (lot 313). Brilliant modern strikes 3 
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JR, Ireland, Tokens, XXX Pence, 1808 ; Ten Pence, 1805 and 1813 ; 
and a Five Pence. JE, Halfpence, 1769-1783, thirteen ; 
Farthings, various types (6); Halfpennies, “sillyhead” 
type (5) ; and a Farthing, JR, usual type, of 1806. Brilliant 
■proof, modern. The coppers 'include some very fine and scaice 

thus 30 

JE, Proofs, Irish Penny and Halfpenny, 1805 ; and Farthing, 
1806; Penny, Halfpenny, 1805 ; and Farthing, 1806. Proofs 

brilliant in cases, others very fine. Original sinkings. 
McCully’s 2 Penny Token, 1761 ; English 1797 Penny ; and 
a set, 2/6, 1/- and 6d. of the Fullerton money, 1799. Brilliant 

bronzed proofs H 

JE, Proof Halfpenny, 1775, of the usual type, the harp has nine 
strings, rosettes on the frame. Brilliant and rare 1 

JE, Pattern Penny, 1813, by Wyon, obv. bust laureated and draped 
to right, w on the drapery ; rev. hibernia, a crowned harp ; 
1813 below ; edge incusely grained in its centre. Brilliant 
proof from the Wyon sale. Extremely rare 1 

GEORGE IV. 

a. d. 1820-1830. 

N, Proof Half-Sovereign, 1824, obv. georgius. iiii. d.g., &c., 

laureated head to left ; rev. square shield of arms crowned, 
beneath it a shamrock and thistle issuing from a rose ; the 
field frosted, and struck on a large blank, From the Marshall, 
Brice, Montagu and Murdoch (lot 387) collections. Half- 
Sovereign. Proof from the Murdoch cabinet. Both milled edges, 

extremely fine and rare 2 

N, Proof Half-Sovereigns, 1825, plain edge, 1826 and 1828, milled 
edges. First from’ the Thorburn and, Murdoch (lot 388) collec¬ 
tions ; second Murdoch cabinet. All brilliant and scarce 3 

N, Proof Pattern Five Pounds, 1826, by Wyon, obv. bare-headed 
bust of the King to left ; rev. square shield on a mantle, 
crowned ; edge inscribed decus, &c., anno regni septimo. 

Brilliant 1 

N, Two Pounds, 1823, edge decus., &c., iv. Extremely fine 1 

N, Pattern Two Pounds, 1825, type as the Five Pounds, plain edge. 

Brilliant and rare * 

N, Pattern Two Pounds, 1826, same type, legends and edge as the 
Five Pounds, lot 739. Brilliant proof 1 
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743 A\ Pattern Two Pounds, similar type and legends, edge plain, struck 8 

on a blank of abnormal weight, 331 grains. From the H aw kins 
Marshall, Brice, Montagu and Murdoch (lot 375) collections. 
Brilliant and -probably unique 1 

744 JR, Crowns, 1821, edge secunpo ; 1822, secundo ; and tertio ; 2 10 
Half-Crowns, 1820, 21, 25, and 26, buth types ; Shillings 5, 
the three types; Sixpence, 1825. All very fine, and scarce 
thus 13 

745 JR, Proof pattern Crown, 1825, by Wyon and Merlin, obv. bust of 4 7 

the King from Chantrey’s model ; rev. square shield, sur¬ 

mounted by a royal helmet, crowned, &c., edge plain. Ex¬ 
tremely fine and rare 1 

746 JR, Proof pattern Crown, 1826, similar to last, but edge inscribed 2 4 

decus., &c.., sepiimo. Extremely fine and rare 1 

747 .K, Proof Half-Crowns, first type, 1823 ; second type, 1825, plain 3 0 

edge ; and 1826. First and last have milled edges. Two 
latter from Murdoch cabinet. All extremely fine and scarce 3 

748 JR, Proof Shillings, three types, 1821, 23, 25, and 1826. First 2 j.q 
from the Pixley, Johnson and Murdoch collections; latter 
three Murdoch cabinet. Sixpences, 1821, same collections as 
Shilling ; 1821 struck without collar ; 1826, another, reverse 
only. All extra fine and scarce 8 

749 2R, Pattern Sovereigns, 1826, obv. bare-headed head of the King to 4 

left with usual titles ; rev. S. George and the dragon ; 
another, obv. united, states, of. America, five, d., eagle 

supporting shield of arms, &c.; rev. S. George and dragon ; 

milled edges. Current Sixpences, 1821 and 1824. 7he patterns 
and first Sixpence very fine 4 

750 JR, Maundy coins, sets, 1822, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, and 1830. 2 12 
Very fine 36 

751 Platinum, pattern Farthing, 1825, obv. struck from the die of the 6 15 

Ninepenny Token of George III.; rev. from the ordinary 

Farthing of 1825, edge plain. From the Leicester and Murdoch 
(lot 389) collections. Very fine and possibly unique. 
{Plate) 1 

752 JR, Pattern Crown, 1820, termed Whiteaves’, obv. large bare head 8 § 

to left, g. mills, f. on the truncation ; mdcccxx below, 

usual titles ; rev. britanniarum et. han rex fidei defensor. 

Shield of arms with supporters, &c. Very fine and very 
rare. {Plate) 1 

d. 
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0 
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0 
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2 10 0 753 

376 754 

1 8 0 755 

2 12 0 756 

5 10 0 757 

2 0 0 758 

1 16 0 759 

3 7 6 760 

10 10 0 761 

1 3 0 762 

7 15 0 763 

/£, Pennies (4) ; Halfpennies (3) ; Farthings, both types (10) ; 

Third Farthing ; Irish Penny and Halfpenny. All very fine 
and so scarce 20 

Ai, Bronzed proofs, Penny to Farthing, 1826 ; plain proofs, Penny, 

1825 ; Halfpenny and two Farthings, 1826 ; Irish Pennies, 

1823 two ; Halfpenny, 1822. All very fine and scarce 10 

Hi, Pattern Penny, mule, obv. undated Irish Penny (?) of 1822 ; 

rev. of an Ionian Islands piece of 10 Oboli, Britannia, figure 

of Britannia with attributes seated, attired in Greek style ; 

below the figure w. wyon. From the Murdoch cabinet (lot 

431). Extremely fine and rare. {Plate) 1 

Ai, Proof pattern Irish Penny, 1822, large laureated bust to left, 

usual titles ; rev. hibernia. 1822, a small harp, with nine 

strings, crowned ; edge plain. From the Montagu collection 
(lot 246). Brilliant condition, a very rare variety. {Plate) 1 

JE, Proof pattern Farthing, 1822, obv. ceorgius. iv. d. g. rex., 

large bust of the King as on the Penny ; rev. hibernia. 1822, 

Irish harp crowned. From the Montagu collection (lot 247). 

Brilliant and extremely rare, only six are said to have been 
struck. {Plate) 1 

WILLIAM IV. 

a. d. 1830-1837. 

N, Proof patterns, Sovereign, 1830 ; and Half-Sovereign, 1831, 

plain edges. The first from the Wyndham and Murdoch (lot 

440) collections. Brilliant and scarce 2 

N, Proofs, Sovereign, 1831 ; and pattern Half-Sovereign, 1831, 

plain edges. The first from the Murdoch cabinet. Brilliant 
and scarce 2 

.'V, Pattern Two Pounds, 1831, of usual type with plain edge. Very 
f ine proof and scarce 1 

N, set of Maundy money, 1831, usual type. From the Murdoch 
cabinet (lot 444). Brilliant proofs, exceedingly rare in gold 4 

7R, Half-Crowns, 1834 and 1836 ; Sixpences, 1831 and 1835 ; 

Maundy sets, 1831, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, and 1837. Very fine 32 

7R, Pattern Crown, 1831, by W. Wyon,obv. bare-headed bust of the 

King to right, usual titles ; rev. shield of arms displayed on a 

mantle, crowned, within collar of the Garter with pendant 

George ; anno. 1831 below. From the Murdoch cabinet 
(lot 445). Extremely fine and rare. {Plate) 1 
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JE, Bronzed proof set of Penny, Halfpenny, and Farthing, 1831 ; 2 10 

also sets of Penny to Farthing, 1831, 1834, and 1837 ; and 
Farthings, 1835 and 6. All very fine and difficult to obtain so 14 

VICTORIA. 

a.d. 1837-1901. 

.y, Proof Sovereigns, 1839, plain edge, Doulton and Murdoch 3 10 
cabinets ; 1863, Bieber and Murdoch cabinets, milled edge. 

Brilliant and very scarce 2 

Platinum, Proof Sovereign, 1861, milled edge. From the Murdoch 5 5 

cabinet (lot 542a). Fine and very rare 1 

y. Proof Half-Sovereign, 1871, milled edge, struck on a heavy 5 0 
blank; Half-Sovereign, 1853; proof Sovereign, 1871, plain 

edge. Proofs from the Murdoch collection (lot 508) ; are extremely 
fine, the first is possibly unique 3 

Platinum, Proof Sovereign, 1872, milled edge. From the Murdoch 4 15 

collection. Fine and very rare. {Plate) 1 

y, Half-Sovereign, 1872, struck on a plain edge blank (?), mint 1 14 
error. From the Montagu and Murdoch (lot 516) collections. 
Proof Half-Sovereign, 1880, milled edge. Murdoch cabinet. 
Brilliant 2 

y, Proofs with plain edges, Sovereign and Half-Sovereign, 1880. 7 5 
From the Thorburn and Murdoch (lot 513) collections. Brilliant 
and exceedingly rare (see Kenyon, page 206), 2 

N, Patterns, Double Florins, 1868, obv. victoria, d.g., &c., head 9 12 
of the Queen crowned, to right ; rev. 5 francs international. 

and within a wreath of oak double florin. 1868. Brilliant 
plain edged proofs in original case. Presented to the Ft. Hon. 
B. Disraeli, Earl of Beaconsfield, K. G., when Chancellor 
of the Exchequer. From his and the Shorthouse (lot 337) 
sales. {Plate) 2 

SR, Proofs, plain edges, Half-Crowns, 1862, w.w. on truncation in 4 0 
relief. Webb and Murdoch collections. Sixpence, 1839 and 

1871. Murdoch cabinet. Brilliant, and the last possibly unique 
4 

JR, Shilling, 1839, of usual type, except that the reverse is ruled with 1 12 
horizontal lines. Ex-Montagu and Murdoch (lot 479) collections. 
Another, 1872, plain edge, and struck on a large blank ; 

ordinary Shilling, 1844. All very fine, the first very rare 3 

d. 
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0 
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2 16 0 774 

2 10 0 775 

1 5 0 776 

4 2 6 777 

3 3 0 778 

3 0 0 779 

2 14 0 780 

2 17 6 781 

3 10 0 782 

/R, Proofs, Shillings, 1878, 1880 and 1881, last has a plain edge, 

others milled edges. All brilliant, unpublished, and of the 
highest rarity. The last piece from the Thorburn cabinet 3 

7R, Proofs, Sixpences, 1853 ; 1878, extremely rare, both milled 

edges ; 1881, plain edge, Thorburn cabinet, possibly unique. 
“ Godless ” Florin, 1849, milled edge, very rare. All brilliant 

4 

7R, Proof Gothic Crown, 1847, plain edge. .4 brilliant piece in 
metal case 1 

7R, Proof Florins, by W. Wyon, pattern “ Godless ” type Florin, 

1849, plain edge ; another of the ordinary approved type, 

1851, plain edge. First from the Copp and Murdoch ; latter 
from the L. C. Wyon and Murdoch (lot 599) collections. Both 
very rare and brilliant 2 

/R, Proof Florins, pattern, obv. victoria, regina. 1848, bust of 

Oueen to left with plain diadem ; rev. one dime, one tenth 

of a pound, four shields arranged crosswise, &c., as on the 

“ Godless ” Florin, plain edge. Another, 1852, as the approved 

current type, w.w. beneath the bust, milled edge. Both from 
the Murdoch cabinet and rare, the latter, as a proof, especially 
so. Brilliant 2 

7R, Proof Florins, 1848, similar type to that in last lot, but reverse 
one florin, one tenth of a pound, plain edge. Another, 

1862, of the approved type, w.w. below the bust, plain edge. 

Latter from the Brice, Montagu, and Murdoch (lot 606) 

collections. Both brilliant and rare 2 

7R, Proof Pattern Florin, 1848, obv. victoria, regina. 1848, large 

laureated head to left ; rev. 100 milles. one tenth of a 

pound, and within a wreath of oak one centum, and a 

trident; edge plain. From the Rashleigh cabinet (lot 1084). 

Brilliant and rare 1 

7R, Another, 1848, obv. as the “ Godless,” rev. one florin, two 

shillings, a large V.R. decorated with a rose, shamrock and 

thistle ; Prince of Wales feathers below, all within a quatrefoil. 

From the Rashleigh cabinet (lot 1088). Brilliant and rare 1 

/R, Pattern Proof Florin as in lot 780, but rev. one tenth of a 

pound, and within a wreath of oak one florin, with a trident 

below, edge plain. From the Seward cabinet (lot 219). Proof 

Florin, 1871, of the approved type, milled edge. From the 
Murdoch collection (lot 606). Both brilliant, very rare, the 
latter perhaps unique 2 
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7R, Pattern Proof Florins, 1867, plain and milled edges, type as the 3 5 

circulating Florin, but has BRITT, instead of brit. From the 
Webb and Murdoch (lot 603) collections. Brilliant and but jew 
examples known 2 

M, Pattern Proof Florin, 1848, victoria, regina. 1848, large 2 12 
laureated head of the Oueen, rev. one centum, one tenth 

of a pound; a large V.R. decorated with a rose, shamrock, and 

thistle, Prince of Wales’ plume below, all within a quatrefoil; 
edge plain. From the Chetwynd, Brice, Montagu and Rash- 
leigh cabinets (lot 1909). Brilliant and rare 1 

SR, Pattern Proof Florin, 1848, obv. type as the “ Godless ” Florin ; o 10 
rev. one centum, one tenth, of a pound., design as last 

Florin; edge plain. From the Rashleigh cabinet (lot 1088). 
Brilliant and rare 1 

SR, Proof Pattern Crown, 1839, obv. as the ordinary current Crown g 15 

of Victoria ; rev. as the Five-Pound piece of 1839, Una and 
the lion, edge plain. Very fine and an excessively rare piece 1 

SR, Maundy money, sets from 1838 to 1901, both years inclusive g 10 

(sixty-four years). In very fine condition, some dates scarce ; 
and, as a collection, very difficult now to form 256 

SR, Proof sets of Maundy coins for the years 1838, 1853, 1878, 1881 2 16 
and 1888. First four from the Murdoch, and last from the 
L. C. Wyon and Murdoch (625) collections. All brilliant, 
some very rare as proofs 20 

SE, Pennies (24) ; Halfpennies (21) ; and Farthings (25) ; also the o 17 

four dates Quarter-Farthings of the first copper issue, many 
dates from 1838. Chiefly very fine, some dates scarce 74 

SE, Pennies, 1849, poor ; 1860, very fine. Both very rare dates 2 2 18 

SE, Bronzed proofs of the copper issue, Pennies, 1839 two, 1854, \ 1 j 

and 1858 ; Halfpennies, 1839 two ; Farthings, 1839 two, 
very fine. SR, Gothic Crown, 1847 ; and a Groat, 1840. Very 
fine 10 

SR, Pattern Franc (International), 1867, obv. victoria, d.g. 3 15 

britanniar. reg. F.D. 1867, coroneted bust of the Queen to 
left ; rev. one franc ten pence, crowned shield charged with 

arms of England, Scotland and Ireland, within wreath of oak ; 

edge plain. From the Marshall (of Belmont), Halliburton- 
Young, Bieber, Whittaker and Murdoch (lot 619) collections. 
Brilliant and very rare 1 

d. 
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112 0 793 .;1\, Pattern (mule) Threepence, 1868, obv. from the Malta One-third 

Farthing die ; rev. from the English Threepence die of 1868. 

From the Seward cabinet (lot 261). Very fine and very rare 1 

4 7 6 791 Nickel, Half-Farthing and Quarter-Farthing, 1868; Penny, 

Halfpenny, and Farthing, 1868, in same metal. From the 
Murdoch cabinet (lot 678). All extremely tine, and the 1868 

set. almost unique 5 

5 5 0 795 JR, Proof Penny (bronze issue), 1860, by L. C. Wyon, bordering of 

circular dots on each side ; on obv. l. c. wyon under the bust ; 

rev. l. c. w. below the shield ; struck on a thick flan. From 
the Copp and Murdoch (lot 628) collections. Very fine and 
very rare 1 

1 14 0 796 JE, Plain proofs, Penny, 1861, the last numeral apart from the 

others ; Halfpenny, 1861. Both extremely fine and rare 2 

4 12 6 797 JE, Bronzed proofs, Penny, Halfpenny, and Farthing, 1867 ; plain 

proofs, Penny, Halfpenny, Farthing, Half-Farthing, and 

Quarter-Farthing, 1868, all usual types. Extremely fine 
and very rare as proofs. The first set is from the Montagu and 
Murdoch cabinets; the others from Brice, Montagu, and 
Murdoch (lot 657) collections 8 

UNOFFICIAL PATTERNS. 

2 12 0 798 JE, Smith’s, obv. head of the Queen to left ; rev. smith on decimal 

currency. 1846. 10 cents. Other pieces for 5, 2, and 1 Cents ; 

also tin, one centum piece, 1846, similar in type. The first 
four very fine. All scarce 5 

2 15 0 799 SR, Moore’s, Pattern Pennies, 1860, obv. victoria queen, 1860, 

laureated bust ; rev. Britannia seated to right, and to left, 

with usual attributes, one penny ; great Britain one 

PENNY ; GREAT BRITAIN AND IRELAND ID., and without 

legend. From the Bieber and Murdoch cabinets. All very 
fine 4 

1 3 0 800 SR, Bonomi’s, published by Thomas, Crown, 1837, obv. victoria 

reg dei gra, head of the Queen ; rev, brit minerva, &c., 

Britannia as Minerva victrix standing, inscriptions incuse. 

Another example in tin. Very fine 2 

2 4 0 801 JE, Wiener (obv.) and W. J. Taylor’s (rev.), pattern Shillings, 

1863 and 1865, head of the Oueen to right, victoria dei 

gratia., and victoria Regina.; rev. shield within the Garter 

crowned, and shield over a cross, crowned, half florin 

and date, several varieties ; also a Sixpence, dated 1887, of 
another issue. All very fine 13 
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EDWARD VII. 

a. d. 1901-1910. 

802 JR, Maundy coins, sets for the years 1903, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, and 1910. 
All very fine, and the two last years very scarce 32 

SCOTCH COINS. 

803 SR, Pennies, David I., a.d. 1124-1153, head to right, crowned, sceptre 
in right hand, pierced ; William the Lion, a.d. 1165-1214, 

rev. hve Walter, with short double cross ; Alexander III., 
a.d. 1249-85, various combinations of stars and mullets (4) ; 

Robert Bruce, a.d. 1306-29, usual type ; David II., a.d. 

1329-71, six and seven arched tressure, Groats (2) ; Robert II., 
a.d. 1371-90, Groat. Good coins 10 

804 N, James I., a.d. 1406-37, Demy, obv. iacobvs. dei. gracia. rex. 

sco., arms of Scotland in lozenge-shaped shield ; rev. salvvm., 

&c., an orle of six crescents, S. Andrew’s cross in centre. 
JR, James V., a.d. 1514-42, Groat ; Mary, a.d. 1542-67, 
Testoon, 1557, m.m. crown. All fine coins 3 

805 SR, James VI., a.d. 1567-1603, Sword Dollar or Thirty Shilling 

pieces, 1570, one countermarked with a crowned thistle head. 
Fine 2 

806 N, Half-Sword and Sceptre Piece, 1601 ; SR, two Thistle Merks, 

1602 ; JE, Twopence, fine and scarce ; also Lions, Placks, 
&c., of Mary, and James VI (11). Some fine 15 

807 SR, Charles I., a.d. 1625-49, Falconer’s Thirty Shillings, and two 

Twelve Shilling pieces, first and one of the latter very fine ; 

Charles II., Half-Merk and 16th Dollar ; JE, various Turners, 
Bodies, &c., Charles I.-William III. (27) 32 

808 JE, Charles II.-William III., Turners, Bawbees, Bodies, and Half- 

Turners ; also an Irish Halfpenny of Charles II. All very 
fine for these coins (13). JR, Anne, Edinburgh Crown, 1707 ; 

Half-Crown, 1708 ; Shilling and Sixpence, 1707 ; two Six¬ 

pences, 1708, with E* ; and a 5/— piece. Crown and first 
sixpence fine (7) 20 

809 JR, James VII. pattern Sixty Shillings, 1688, obv. laureated bust 

with titles, &c.; rev. crowned shield of arms, those of Scotland 

in first and fourth quarters, within the collar of the thistle 

with pendant badge, edge plain. From the Chaffers collection 
(lot 349). Very fine and scarce 1 

£ s. d. 
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q 810 7R, James VIII. (Old Pretender), pattern Guinea or Shilling ; obv. 

iacobus tertius, laureated bust in cuirass draped ; rev. 
SCO. an. fra. et. HiB. rex, 1716, four crowned shields arranged 
cruciformly, sceptres in angles. Fine and scarce 1 

Numismatic !ftooks. 

0 811 Combe, T., Veterum populorum et regum qui in Museo Britannico, 
plates, 1814 ; Angostini, D.A., Archives di Tarracona, illustra¬ 
tions of Roman coins; Vaillant, J. F., Numismata aerea 
Imperatorum, illustrations, 1697; Combe, C., numorum in 
Hunterian Museum, 68 plates of Greek coins, 1782 4 

0 812 Orsini, I., Storia dellae Monete de Granduchi di Toscano della casa 
de Medici, 29 plates of coins and medals, 1756 ; Furse, P. G. F., 
Medaglie e Monete dell 'Ordine Gerosolimitano in Malta, 
41 plates, 1864 2 

0 813 Cinagli, Angelo, Le monete de’ Papi descritte in Tavole Sinnotiche, 
plates, half-bound, 1848 ; Begero, L., Numismata Pontificum 
Romanorum, plates, 1704 2 

0 814 Haym, N. F., Tesoro Britannico il Museo nummario, plates of Greek 
coins, 2 vols., 1720 ; Vaillant, J., Nummi Familiarum Roman- 
arum, plates, 2 vols., 1703; Another by same author, 152 
plates 5 

0 815 Castellus, G. L., Siciliae veteres nummi, plates, 1781 ; Havercamp, 
S., Medailles de grand and moyen bronze du cabinet de la 
Reine Christino, plates of Roman corns, 1742 ; Vaillant, Numis¬ 
mata Greeca, plates, 1700 ; Angostini, L., La Sicilia medaglie, 
plates, 1697 ; and two others 6 

6 816 Friedlaender, Dr. J., Italienischen Schaumunzen (1430-1530), 
forty-two fine plates of Italian medals, 1882 ; Demole, E., 
Historie monetaire de Geneve, 9 plates, 1887 ; both unbound ; 
Benaven, J. M., Le caissier Italien, fine plates of Italian and 
other moneys, 2 vols., 1787 4 

® 817 Fabriczy Coon (translated by Mrs. Hamilton), Italian medals, 
41 plates, 1904 1 

6 818 Tresor de Numismatique et de Glyptique de Medailles, Monnaies, 
Pierres gravees, Bas-reliefs, &c., tant anciens que modernes. 
Numerous plates of medals, coins, antiquities, &c., by the Collas 
process, 2 vols., 1834 2 
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a 
Coins of the World (German Gothic letter), numerous plates of q 

coins, vellum, 1548-1559. 1 

820 Zoega, G., Numi Aegyptii Imperatorii, plates of Alexandrine coins, (j 

1787 1 

821 Akerman, J. Y., Ancient Coins of cities and princes, plates, 1846; ] 

Numismatic Manual, 1832 ; Numismatic Illustrations of the 

Gospels, plates, 1846 ; Johnston, W. H., Manual of Roman 

coins, plates ; Madden’s Roman coins, plates, 1861 ; Hum¬ 

phreys, H. N., Ancient Coins, facsimiles in relief of coins, 1850 
6 

822 Akerman, J. Y., Rare and inedited Roman Coins, plates, 2 vols., 1 
1834 ; Lindsay, J., Coinage of the Heptarchy, 1842 ; Remark¬ 

able Greek, Roman, Anglo-Saxon, &c., Coins, 1860; Coinage 

of the Parthians, 1852, all in one vol.,plates 3 

823 Edwards, E., Napoleon Medals complete, struck in France, Italy, j 
Great Britain and Germany, 1804-1815, forty plates by the 

Collas process, 1837 1 

824 Medallic History of Napoleon, all his medals, &c., from 1796 to 1815, o 

sixty plates, 1819; Catalogue des Medailles, annees, 1789- 

1815 ; La Napoleonide di S. E. Petronj, 1813, plates 3 

825 De Saulcy, F., Numismatique des Croisades, 19 plates of coins, 1847 0 
1 

826 Cohen, Henry, Description des monnaies frappees sous l’empire 38 

Romain ; 2nd edn., many illustrations, 7 vols., half-bound 

uniform, vol. 8 in covers, 1880-1892 8 

827 Babelon, Ernest, Monnaies de la Republique Romaine ; 2nd edn., 4 

many illustrations, paper covers, 1885-1886 2 

828 Head, Barclay V., History of the Coinage of Ephesus, autotype 0 
plates, 1880 ; Chronological sequence of the coins of Boetia, 

autotype plates, 1881 2 

829 Smyth, Admiral W. H. Roman Family coins in the Duke of 1 

Northumberland’s cabinet, 1856 ; Walsh, Rev. R., Ancient 

coins, medals and gems, illustrating the progress of Christianity, 

plates of Gnostic gems, &c., 1828 ; a series of illustrations of 

coins in pen and ink ; Addison, J., Essay on Medals, 1715 ; 

Ede, J., Gold and Silver Coins, plates, 1808 ; Humphreys, 

H. W., Coins of England, plates 6 

830 Ames, J., Numismata Pembrochise, with index, 308 plates of ancient 0 

and modern coins in Lord Pembroke’s collection, 1746 ; Bri¬ 

tannia Saxonica, Genealogies, &c., of the Saxon Kings, 1833 2 

s\ d. 
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1 10 0 831 Ruding, Rev. R., Annals of the Coinage of Great Britain, best 

edn., one vol of plates, 1840, original cloth. 3 

1 18 0 832 Hawkins, E., Silver Coins of England, 3rd edn., 1887, plates 1 

2 10 0 833 British Museum, Catalogue of coins in, by C. F. Keary and H. A. 

Grueber, comprises the Anglo-Saxon series, 62 autotype plates 

and map, 1887 and 1898 2 

0 5 0 834 

5 5 0 835 

0 5 0 836 

070 837 

1 16 0 838 

0 16 0 839 

3 7 6 840 

1 0 0 841 

1 2 0 842 

0 11 0 843 

Ireland : Lindsay, J., View of the Coinage of Ireland, plates, 1839 ; 

Simon’s Essay on Irish Coins, with Snelling’s addition, MS. 

notes, &c., 1810 ; Descriptive Catalogue of ancient British 

and British-Roman Coins, plates ; Pinkerton, J., Essay on 

Medals, 2 vols., 1808; Potter, G. W. J., Railway Medals 

and Tokens, plates ; Henry, J., English Silver and Copper 

Coins, &c., first 3 unbound 11 

Medallic Illustrations of the History of Great Britain and Ireland, 

by Hawkins, Franks and Grueber, illustrated, 2 vols., 1885 2 

Pinkerton, Medallic History of England to the Revolution (1688). 

Forty fine plates of medals, 1790 1 

Hedlinger, Medailles de L’Oeuvre, by Mechel. Forty fine plates, 

1778 " " 2 

Atkins, J., 18th Century Tradesmen’s Tokens, 1892 ; Stainsfield, 

C. W., Australian Tradesmen’s Tokens, 1883 ; Davis, W. J., 

The Token Coinage of Warwickshire, plates, whole bound and 

interleaved, 1895 3 

Kenyon, R. L., Gold Coins of England, plates, 1884 ; Montagu, H., 

The Copper, Tin, and Bronze coinage and patterns of England, 

cuts, 1885 2 

Evans, J. (afterwards Sir John), Coins of the Ancient Britons, 1864, 

and Supp., 1890, plates 2 

Snelling’s View of Gold, Silver and Copper Coinage of England ; 

Silver Coinage of Scotland ; Gold, Silver, &c., Coins struck in 

France by English Princes, Coins struck in East and West 

Indies, Isle of Man, Irish coins, Patterns, Jettons, &c., 

numerous plates > 1 

Hildebrand, B. E., Anglo-Saxon Coins in the Royal Swedish cabinet, 

augmented edn., 14 plates, 1881 1 

Ainslie, General, Illustrations of the Anglo-French Coinage, 1830 ; 

Supplement, 1847 ; also priced catalogue of the sale of the 

collection, plates 1 
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844 Smith, A. M., Illustrated Encyclopaedia of Gold and Silver Coins of j 2 

the World, with illustrations of six thousand coins, 1886; 

Prime, W.C., Coins, Medals and Seals, ancient and modern, 

plates, 1861 ; Hazlett, W. C., Coinage of the European 

Continent, illustrated, 1893 3 

845 Henfrey, H. W., Numismata Cromwelliana,Jm£ plates, 1877 ; Folkes, (j 15 

Martin, English Silver Coins, plates and letterpress, 1745 2 

846 Arbuthnot, C., Tables of ancient coins, weights and measures, j j 

1727 ; Clarke, A. M., Roman, Saxon and English Coins, 1771 ; 

Lindsay, John, Remarkable Mediaeval Coins, and Irish Coinage, 

1839 ; Stukeley, Dr., 23 plates of the coins of the Ancient 

British Kings; Lindsay, J., Coinage of the Heptarchy, 

plates, 1842 5 

847 Marshall, G., Silver Coinage and Coin of Great Britain, 1837 ; 0 5 
Bowring, Sir J., Decimal System, plates, 1854 ; Crowther, 

Rev. G. F., English Pattern Coins, 1887; Lane-Poole, S., 

Coins and Medals, their place in history and art, 1885 4 

848 Lindsay, John, View of the Coinage of Scotland, plates, 1845, half U 10 
calf, extra gilt top 1 

849 Lindsay, J., View of Coinage of Scotland, 1845 ; Robertson, J. D., q 12 

Handbook to the Coinage of Scotland in gold, silver, and 
billon, 1878 2 

850 Burns, E., The Coinage of Scotland, illustrated from the cabinet 2 6 
of Thomas Coats and others, 3 vols., one vol. plates. Large 

paper edn. (45 copies only), 1887, whole bound, morocco, 
gilt top 3 

851 Spink & Son, Numismatic Circular, 1892-94, 95, 96, 97, 98 and 1 2 
1900 6 

852 Burke, Sir B., Book of Orders of Knighthood, coloured plates ; Irwin, 0 15 

D. H., War Medals and Decorations, plates, 1st and 2nd edns.; 
Toomey, T. E., Victoria Cross, and how won, 1890 4 

853 Mayo, J. H., Medals and Decorations of the British Army and ^ jq 

Navy. Numerous coloured plates and illustrations, 2 vols., 
1897 2 

854 Elvin, C. N., Orders of Chivalry, War Medals and Crosses with their q ^ 

clasps and ribbons, coloured and other plates, 1893 1 

855 Military and Navy Medal Magazine, 2 vols., 1895-1897 2 2 10 

856 Coin Sales : Catalogues with names and prices of the Dimsdale, j ^2 

1824 ; Trattle sale, 1832 ; Durrant, 1847 ; Young, 1838 ; 

Devonshire, 1844; Bolland, 1841 ; Thomas, large paper with 
portrait, 1844 ; Dymock, 1858, and others 11 

d. 
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0 14 0 857 Coin Sales : Cuff, 1854 ; Rev. H. Christmas, 1864 ; Bergne, 1873 ; 

Shepherd, 1885, &c.; Bank of England, 1878 ; Yorke-Moore, 

1879, &c.; Whittall, 1884 ; A. D. Clarke, 1890, and others ; 

also Rollins Monnaies Royales de France 7 

1 3 0 858 Coin Sales : Yorke-Moore, 1889, and others ; Boyne, 1896 ; Nunn, 

1896; Allen, 1898; Durlacher, 1899; Bunbury, 1896; 

Davis, W. J., 1901 ; Moon, 1901, &c. ' 3 

1 2 0 859 Coin Sales by Messrs. Bangs & Co., of New York, U.S.A., ranging 

from 1860 to 1884, catalogued by W. Elliot Woodward, some 

with illustrations. An important collection of sales of American 

and other coins and medals with prices, hound uniform 10 

860 Auction Catalogue with prices and names, of the Lorin G. Parmelee, 

of Boston, U.S.A., collection of U.S.A. coins, including 

Patterns, 13 plates and portrait, 1890 1 

Cabinets. 
3 0 0 ggl Mahogany coin cabinet, fitted with 25 trays for coins of a uniform— 

If inch—-size, and with name-plates to trays; folding doors, 

lock, key, and handles. Height 14 ins , width 13, depth 13f 

^ ^ 862 Mahogany coin cabinet, fitted with 29 trays pierced for variously 

sized coins; folding doors, lock and key. Height 13A ins., 

width 13f, depth 10 

11 0 0 863 Mahogany coin cabinet of superior make, by W. Priest, Black- 

friars, inlaid folding doors, carved plinth, etc.; fitted with 48 

trays in two tiers, pierced for variously sized coins, also two 

deep drawers, lock and key. Height 16J ins., width 20, 

depth 14|. The cabinet is supported on a mahogany stand 

fitted with a drawer and lock 

2 10 0 864 Mahogany medal cabinet fitted with 25 drawers, with depressions 

for medals and lined velvet; locks and key. Height 27 ins., 

width 20, depth 19J 

END OF SALE. 

-r -- E3- 

THE BRITISH COLONIAL, AMERICAN AND MISCELLANEOUS 

COINS AND MEDALS, LIBRARY, ETC., 

WILL BE OFFERED FOR SALE BY AUCTION IN JUNE. 



Plate l. 

COLLECTION OF C. A. WATTERS, ESQ. 





Plate II. 

COLLECTION OF C. A. WATTERS, ESQ. 

346 





Plate III. 

397 

398 

COLLECTION OF C. A. WATTERS, ESQ. 





Plate IV. 

407 

458 

502 

COLLECTION OF C. A. WATTERS, ESQ. 





Plate V. 

COLLECTION OF C. A. WATTERS, ESQ 





Plate VI. 









THE ARGYLL GALLERY 
-NOTICE.-- 

WEEKLY SALES. 
-OF- 

COINS, WAR MEDALS AND DECORATIONS, 

FINE ART AND BRIC-A-BRAC, AND 

JAPANESE AND OTHER ORIENTAL 

FINE ART PROPERTY, AND 

: MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS : 

AUCTION SALES 
Of Postage Stamps are held on alternate Tuesdays & 
Wednesdays each Month throughout the Season, 

NEXT SALE ... ... ... Will be duly advertised. 

Engravings, Pictures, Plate, Jewellery, &c. 

NEXT SALE ... ... ... Will be duly advertised. 

Violins and Musical Instruments. 
NEXT SALE ... ... ... Will be duly advertised. 

Coins and Medals. 
NEXT SALE ... ... ... Will be duly advertised. 

Oriental Art. 
NEXT SALE ... ... ... Will be duly advertised. 

Open daily for the reception of Fine Art Property, 
Jewellery, Plate, China, Coins, Medals, Stamps, &c. 

Particulars of these Sales will be found advertised every Saturday in the 
“ Times," “ Daily Telegraph,” and “ Morning Post.” 

VALUATIONS MADE FOR PROBATE AND FIRE INSURANCE. 
TERMS ON APPLICATION. 



Messrs. GLENDINING & CO., Ltd. 
CONDUCT AUCTION SALES OF 

SILVER, JEWELLERY, ANTIQUE 

FURNITURE, VIOLINS, 

TEar an* Commemorative QtlebaCs, 

Coins, (postage Stamps, (Hr t. 
——— etc, 

WEEKLY THROUGHOUT THE SEASON. 

PRICED COIN AND MEDAL CATALOGUES 2/- each, post free. 

FINE ART AND STAMP8 1/- each, post free. 

CASH ADVANCES, IF REQUIRED, 
ON LOTS SENT IN FOR 

ABSOLUTE SALE. 

Lots to be included in these Sales 

should be sent in as soon as possible. 

PROMPT SETTLEMENTS. 

GLENDINING & CO., Ltd. 
7 ARGYLL STREET, OXFORD CIRCUS, W. 

Riddle, Smith & Duffus, 23 College Hill, E.C. 4, and Forest Hill, S.E. 23. 
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